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FOREWORD. 
An attempt is made in the following pages to discuss the 
various judgments pronounced by Ste. Bseuve upon the literatures 
of England and Germany. 
The task of reading Ste. Leuve's 6O odd volumes, in additior 
to those books consulted for reference, has been onerous but at 
she same time most -} nterestin In tiffe cz .se of a work like the 
-recline; and Fail', I have to confess myself in a position 
rather similar to that of flr. Silas Weg ; : "I haven't been, not 
to say ri:_r,t slap throu him very lately, having been otherwise 
employed- 1: "r- Boffin but with regard generally to the fairly 
wide reading involved in all three languages, my pleasure has 
been increased by renewing acquaintance with much that had long 
since been forgotten. 
Liberal use has been made throughout of quotations frog: the 
critic's own writings- a practice which he himself preferred to 
follow, although it often results, as here, in a somewhat 
broken style. 
To Professor Sarolea, of Edinburgh University, who first 
suggested the subject of this thesis and whose wise and generous 
advise has been of the utmost value, I owe ire .. y sincere thanks. 
He wil.:_ 1 hope, allow me the satisfaction of associating the 
name of so widely known a sc.!olar and x;ublicist with these pages. 
I would also express my deep gratitude to the Librarian of 
A1.erdeen University for the ready courtesy in affording ripe every 
opportunity to consult the rich store of King's College. 
And. to Tidy wife, whose constant help in countless ways has 
been a great benefi _., and to wham I affectionately dedicate this 
work, sly thanks will always be due. 
July 1928. 
J ,.R..v1.. 
"Car je suis de ceux qui citent, et qui ne sont contents 
que quand ils ont decoupe dans un auteur un bon morceau." 
(Caus. du lundi, XV, ;7l .) 
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P A R T I 
STE. BEUVE S OF EIdGLISH LITERAT:`Rr; 
1 . INTKUDi1CTIUAi . 
1, 
The English influence of the 18th century on French 
literature was sufficiently strong to counterbalance and 
triumph ever the somewhat c auprami si ng effects which the 
Rev oluti on end Napoleoni c enmity e*eroi.sed on France , But 
where that influence hv;d been in the rain, philosophic and 
social - an influence of ideas - it changed character. and 
it is from the early years of the le th century that the 
pureIy literary influence of England dates . This is nowhere 
more clearly evideeeed than in the d anain of literary 
on ti of era, which, sharing the reconstruction undergone by all 
sph: - res of French existence in the peri od lasting Fran the 
r3 evoluti on till about 185u, grew in strength under the 
increasing influence of i omanti of sm and the Kenai seance of 
Hi st ory 
The efflorescence of oritfeiarm in general is, indeed, eut 
natural under the circumstances: the forces exerted by 
Chateaubriand and t?a azne de 3tail; the birth of numberless 
li terary experiments, theories and d ogn gis; the interest, and 
even bitterness, excited by the Clae is -e ntic qu errei; the 
rise of a ;:. owerful literary press; the fresh lease of life 
taken and upheld by university teaching under teen like 
Villemain_; - these and ethers; in conjuncti on with the inherent 
French qualities of system, order and taste, all combine not 
1. Cp. Hist 
chap. 12, 
Thi lost), hi 
la France 
de la Litt. française, F . d e Ju l l ev i l l a. 
y J. Texte . Cp. aleo, Sarolea, .sa.is 
e et de 1itt6ra.ture: Commerce des idi-es 
et l'Angleterre; especially pp. 33 ff. 
Vol. 8, 
entre 
2. Ibid., 1V, 541. wt... also Fellissier, pouvement litt, au 
X1X. siècle, 213 ff. 
only to increase the output of literary criticism, but also 
to raise its level to an extraordinary degree. Indeed, 
towards the middle of the 19th century, no other literary 
genre represents more fully, or more artistically, the diverse 
tend enci es of the epoch . "Crì tics s " , says Ni sard . "is the 
general and d oninating faculty of the 19th century .. it is 
the soul of all works; it is mingled in all genres." 
2, 
The name which first arises at any mention of French 
literary criticism is naturally that of Ste. Beuv e . Of his 
just and glorious fame much has been said, and well said, 
But, strangely enough, little has been written concerning his 
criticisms of literatures other than his own. In the forty.. 
:two volumes which compose his writings, there is, of course, 
so very much else to engage the attention. of French exponents 
that his relationship to English and German literatures must 
occupy for them a secondary place. 
It is doubtless a truism to say that no study benefits 
more from being carried out in the method of contrast an d 
cunparison than that of literature; to discover differences 
in points of view, both as regarde matter and style, and to 
endeavour to reconcile them, is at once interesting and 
profitable; such a method has, at least, deservedly wide 
sancti on. Moreover, no languages or literatures complete 
eachother in so strange and perfect a way : .s those of France 
1. 
and England; "so close has been the contact, that it has 
1. Ibid., 541. Cp. also Fellissier, op. oit., 213 ff 
2. Cp. Saintsbury, Collected Essays, 1V., 221. 
íi 
become impossible to understand the one without the other." 
Ste. Beuve's pronouncements on English writers and their works 
are, therefore, doubly interesting to students of French as 
well as of English literature; his pronouncements on German 
literature we shall treat in the second part of this thesis. 
II Ste, Beuve's aali fi cati ons as 
Critic of English Li ter ature. 
As might well be expected free a man of such wide reading, 
Ste. Beuve's references are extremely numerous. It is true 
that he always regarded his own country's literature as of 
first importance; he did not "specialise" in our literature 
as did raen like Schirer, Phil. Chaslee, itiontegut and others. 
Of the 64G essays which c csâpose the Causeri es and the Nouveaux 
Luz 3is four hear directly on English subjects, and of the 250 
articles embodied in the "1 ortrai is ii tterai res ", "Portrai is 
(lee Femmes ", the "Portraits contemporains" and the "Premiers 
-lund i s ` , only one deals wholly with our literature. But 
scatterei. through ail these works and it the various columns 
of his correspondence, the indirect references to English 
letters are as numerous as they are varying in importance. 
It is sometimes apt to be forgotten that Ste. Beuve, 
besiñ¢s being, as Scherer called him, one of the princes of 
cri ti ci aai, was also a prince of journalise , and that as a 
journalist he had to please his readers 3. - "to cater for his 
public ", as the modern jar gJr! has it , And if it is borne in 
1.. Sarolea, Hobert Louis Stevenson and France, 5 
2. Etudes critiques sur la litt. con.tempor,aine, 35U. 
3, Ste. Beuve often chafed at the restrictions put upon him; 
he would have liked, for example, to becaee a contributor 
to the Journal des Savants, where his choice of subjects 
would have teen much greater. There is no doubt that 
jealousy on the part of others prevented this, and when 
at length the barrier was removed, mainly by the death of 
V. Cousin, it was too late. Cp. Corresp., Letter to 
Mérimée, Feb. 20th, 1867. 
mind that as is generally admitted, the French nati on has 
nAver shown any .,:arm hospitality to foreign ideas, - or has been 
familiar with foreign literature, it is clear that Ste. Beuve, 
with the best will in the world to widen his countrymen's 
literary horizon, had to keep himself within limits. For, as 
we have already remarked, not only was he not a wri ter who 
"specialised" in foreign literature, but he had a certain stay - 
at -home quality essentially French, which reminds us of our own 
Addison more than of the majority of later men. Thus, although 
Ste. Beuve's success was made possible and, in view of the genius 
of the man, inevitable, by his close contact with his public, it 
was at the same time restricted thereby. All this is, no doubt, 
self- evide »t, 'out i t has neve.rthe]ese to be menti oned, if only 
out of fairness t o Ste. Beuve. 
Another matter equally self - evident must be em.: ;hasised for 
the same reason. Any average wri t er - and indeed any writer 
far above the average - would have found no time in which to 
acquire more than a bowing acquaintance with even one foreign 
language and literature when leading so busy a life as did 6te, 
Beuv ©, or so many years he was fettered to his weekly article, 
and the description of his six - and often more - days labour 
1. Cf. Texte, op. cit., Viii, 663 ff .; E. kartridge, The 
French iicaantic's Knowlédge of : ng. Lit., 8 ff. 
"Les iron :ais, disait Ste. Beuve, aiment à apprendre ce 
qu'ils savent. Quant à ce qu'ils ignorent, c'est diffêr- 
ent . 44,ue de peine pour leur insinuer une idée neuve ; á 
combien de quodlibets on s'expose: " (A. -J. Pons, Ste. 
Beuve et ses inconnues, 145.) 
The following anecdote seems appropriate here and has the 
merit of not being wel' -known .. "tin poète cinglai o alla 
frapper un jour á la porte de Leconte de Lisle, en lui 
apportant une lettre d'introducti on, et lui exprima son 
adui rati on enthoui ast e avec toute la ferveur d ont i l étai t 
capable. L'auteur des Poèmes Barbares, après avoir toisé 
travers son monocle son admirateur, lui répondit: "Les 
el ogee des étraegere me sons indifférents: ' The 
notorious treatment meted out by Paul Bourgetto s.14.S. is 
s cat ewhet anal ogous 
in the week in producing one Causerie le well enough known'. 
When. the extraordinar3r richness and versati 1ityy of these Caus - 
:erfes is fully realised, with their vast learning, freshness 
acid eXa(tress, the wonder wows , All the more so indeed, 
when are reviews the eles.gre icx,osledge of english poeeessed by 
eo 1r ilrereh critics who, nevertheless, did not hesitate to 
lay down their views on english literature, agni "I and 
Barbey d'Aurèvilly perpetuated gross errors''; even Taine3'is 
more than once caught tripping; and in our times Jules Lemaître 
goes so far as te take a Qertai n pride and pleasure in his 
ignorance of English, the which, however, does Met cause him 
1. 
to hesitate to proclaim hie poor opinion of Shakespeare: 
;even Bruneti ère is capable of declaring that Burns and Shelley 
were at the extreme opposite poles of the social scale froc 
Byron Nor would it be difficult to add further instances. 
With t Ste. Beuve, however, we need entertain na unc oint ort - 
:able cuspfciore, although, as is but natural under the circuru- 
:rtase.eee. certain allowances must be made. 
hi chant has `i eclared that "Ste. Beuve savait très bien 
l'anglais, ] 'ayant appris de ea mère m Boulogne ", and another 
,eriter' repeats the staterue L But there seems little ground 
for euch a r; one Iasi on. 
The fact that his mother was the deu fiter of an English 
woman has but little to Flo, it eeems to ue, with his knowledge 
of english. `or while the former may in her younger years 
have had sane acquaintance eith her mother's way of speech, it 
1, Schsrer, :Etudes critiques sur la litt. c on.t eep ., 342. 
Sair.tebury, Rist. Crit ., l:I, 435. 
3. Roe, Ta.iné en Angleterre, .ÿ4 ff 
4. udes critiques, VI, 234. 
5. Ste , Beuve <: vent lee lundis , 2903 . 
6. 1\ ,A, Smith: Influence des Lakiste sur les Romantiques 
franr?aí s, Paris, 192u, p. 69. 
would be ra.eh to maintain that, born and bred for forty years 
in France, the child of a renchmari and the wife of a Frenchman, 
she should be abi e to past on any great kelor1edge to her son 
:ete. Beuve himself never mentions hie mother's acquaintance with 
englieh, teough re ,eax a 1oeuaesi ous enough conoerning his 
upbringing by her and her sister -in -law. Moreover, he has left 
us certain indications which seem to prove that his mother was 
of no hale to him with regard to the learning of English. 
eriting to his friend :áe1se.ue, who had been a fellow-pupil in 
L^ndre ' , per...si oi, he says: "J'apprenc's I eanglais tar formte de 
el oeuvre ment; et k ?.LI on ret cur, einon Ù ton jrrive, aou5 
pouvons la jargonte r eneeenble ." Ste. .r,euve thee eighteen 
years of age. 
'Whatever pit e, i3 eu a may have owed t o hi a "hPréd i t e entre.. 
:croif es" it is. then, 1rcr: <r unlikely that an early acquaintance 
with ngli sh formed part of them. During his schooldays, both 
in B alogne and in kari.e, Engl. ish formed no part of his 
corri zultra . It was his des re t o learn Greek ehi eh was one of 
reasons for hastening tram el-a 2ogn.e to the capi tal in 1817 
It was, we thinks, most probable that the seeds of MS knowledge 
of our language were sown in earls during .his college days. A 
z. 
f e11 oe- boarder at . Landry 's wa.e a certain Charles ;eat a with 
wham ate. eeuve was on terns of close- intimacy; he had a 
number of anglieh friends .nd many of his associates knew 
ah well . ;xis reeding of ang] i eh literature - though not 
neceesari 1y in the English s language - must have begun fairly 
1. Corre°sg . I, 4, letter dated Sept. 14th, 1822. 
2. Later Fellow of oriel College, t3x Y ord , end ,j' , for Oxford 
Cr. D.1,Y. XL 
3. William Hughes (1822 -87) is here especially noteworthy. 
Born in Dublin, he settled in 'Paris and beenzne chief of the 
foreign press dept. of the inistry of the Interior. 
Between 1858 and 1886, he published a large tnumrer of 
French adaptations Pram. Dickens, Thackeray, î oe, etc. He 
was a lifelong friend of t e . b cuve and was on gi r al ly 
introduced to him by the latter's secretary, Lacauesade . 
Cp. D.N'.B ,, vol .Xxvw. 
2 
early, end even if it is the case, as . eeche tells us, that in 
the catalogue of ste. Beuve's library there is no English book 
mentioned, such a î ct in itself, and with all due deference, 
proves ve.y little, for he had at least during his lifetime many 
an ienglieh bo k ¶n his possessi ee. 
.o 
úbe .:neuve was certainly no traveller: two short stays in 
Gerrzany, three quarters of a year in 3wit Briand, a sojourn of 
eighteen months at Liège, one brief visit to England and another 
to Italy comprised his travels abroad.. After 1849, he hardly 
left i -arse and took practically no holidays. 
With regard to his visit to England. in the months of 
August end September 18<28, we 'have very few particulars owing to 
the unfortunate loss of the letters which i.he critic wrote to 
Victor Hugo at the time, Seiche is of the opinion. that >te. 
Beuve travelled as ",r as the Lake District; a later writers' 
goce so far as to ascume that he rot only visited ::he Lake 
District but that he also met there some of the Lake poets,. 
Both aesuffipti one, it seems to us, ere groundless . If Ste Beuve 
had actually gone as far, and above all, had he met any of the 
Lake poets, he would surely have said so definitely, apart from 
casual menti on in his correspondence; but nowhere does he even 
hint anything of the sort . A passage in one of the Lundi á ' i s 
significant: "Je suis bien ear au moins de la correspondence 
(between 7,5ordsworth and La Morvonnais), oar j'y ai vu avec une 
surprise reconnaissante que mon nom était connu de ordworth." 
1. leFon ': ;oche : Ste. Neuve, I: "La bibli otheque de Ste. 
Beuve ", Paris, 2904. But Potier, in his Catalogue de la 
bibliothèque de Ste. :Jeu v'e (Paris, 187 0), informed us that 
this is not the case! And op. Ste. Beuve's own footnote 
u . L . , VIII, la.), for his r eniarks on his copy of The Golden 
Treasury - "un charmant etit livre, .., ce petit recueil 
est tout un trésor, en effet, de forte ou suave poésie." 
Cp. also G. Lichaud, Ste. meuve avant lee lundis, p. 106. 
2. :' Séché: Ste. beuve: on esprit, ses idées, 86. 
3. .A. Smith: op. cit. 29. 
4. C. du. L.,XV,27.8. 
That Ste. Beuve should be gr, 9.te:fully surprised that his narne 
was known to 1' and «7 orth is a pretty good eroof that he had 
rever rret the latter. 
e4gai+a., 4L. aueta_ve Simon. shows by hips diseovery of two of 
the missing letterz to tIicter Hugo, that thee critic visited 
Southampton, , i riche t er, Salisbury and Stonehenge, besides, of 
c ourse, Lore or 'Fi e. itepreesi or of all he had seen are 
d etai 1 end a,#. e otr e: length. the life of a country cler yman; the 
ohar!rir:ig cottntryeide of Tubney; the 1ittla villages around 
Uxfors, and oxford ite,elf, with its colleges and churches; 
or_ i on where he spent a fortnight and where he wa, disappointed 
because the thea,tree and galleries were closed. eut neither of 
the Lake eistriet nor of the axe poets is there any mention. 
Cry the other hand, he Moire gives the full address to which 
Victor Hugo is to write him: . Ste. .beuve, Tubney Lodge, near 
z. 
oxford, Angleterre, England It is, indeed, very 1i e1y that 
he lived et the hate of his friend create, above -menti oned, who 
had remained or cordial terms with him. 
This would not disprove, in .itself, Seche'e opinion, since 
there may have been teach mention in those letters eti11 to be 
accounted for. :But in 1V1i was published another letter which 
`.ate. 1 euve wrote eeo'en years after his visit to England (Sept. 
5th, 1E35), to his friend ehari cs leelitte, who 'gas at ti- at time 
on the - pointt of rea,kirg his first visit to England. In it we 
1. C . Revue de Paris, Dec, 15th, 1904, pp. 743-8. 
2. 1deta, pp. 74b & 748, 
3. ep . Ü. Sangnier, Lettres inédites a Ch. I;abi tter Paris, 
1912, 34. Op, i cxt ern Language lPvi vw, VW. 20, 1925, 
pp. 328-29. 
have an echo free the letter above -mentioned, but there is 
nothing, here or elsewhere, t'rae velich to ceaclude that he ever 
visited the Lake Lietrict or evsi' aet a -fir lenglieh. writer at all; 
and this wß.9 hie first and last -visit to Ln:l:~.nd. No; to 
declare that he "saavait trés bien 1'anglais l'ayant appris de 
sa n re" or that his visit to Lngland Ir;^s so extensive may be 
true, but " eeesseess no concrete evidence to that effect: and 
the erode seem against either decla.rati on. 
3. 
Another French critic opines that: ":En dépit des 
facilités que Ion aecendanee et son lieu de résidence première 
auraient pu lui procurer, Ste. 3euve n'apprit l'ang? ais qu'assez 
tard et par des moyens proba,bleme.it livres..çues; il ne l'a 
2. 
jamais parlé et 11 ne 1'a su que médiocrement.* We hope that 
the following pages will refute this last clause; a word like 
"midi ocrernent" can have different connotations: v'hat is 
medi ocre to one person may seem feeble or the reverse to another. 
1 °P aine beaucoup ce pays, je l'ai vu il y a Sept ans, en 
1828, ou du moins j'ai passé deux moie :lors chez des amis 
aux environs d'Oxford dans de déiiciauges petites 
campagne, qui sont si d'accord avec les frai chee descrip- 
:tione d3ess potes anglais. Je n'ai vu Londres que pendant 
quinze jours, en été c'eèt à dire pendant 3 'absence de 
toute la gentry et rdbility, pendant la fermeture de tous 
les monumens publics, seul et de-.s des accès de spleen que 
j'ai été heureux de retrouver plus tard dans une page 
d'André Chénier égalemernt ennuyé et morose a ondres dia il 
était d'ailleurs secrétaire d'Ambassade; mais la pauvreté 
et la tièzrté lui gâtaient cette possitie . voue levez 
aimer, ce me mer,bie, avec la nature de vos goûts, le 
paysage anglais, cette verdure ornée, cette vie domestique 
un peu agreste, les cottages ayant tous leur grand rosier 
qui 1,:s cache, ces bruyères frequentee entrecoupiee de 
jardins et de culture, les pre ebetères qui rappelant (sic) 
le vicaire de Wakefield ou le cimeti erre (sic) de Gray, les 
petites aiguilles gothiques si bien conservées et s'élevant 
dans des bouquets d'arbres; hélas: tout ce cadre graciera 
et reposé est bien près, je le crains, d'éclater et de se 
rompre dans la tourmente politique que tous les efforts de 
la prudence humaine, trie grande il est vrai chez n.os 
voisins, ne pourront sans doute conjurer que ee lque temps 
encore. Jouissez -en durant votre voyage et prenez -en 
occasion de lire ces poètes délicieux, ne ceux du 18e 
si fl,cle comme Gray, beettie, Goldsmith, Collins, Cowper, 
précurseurs classiques des Crabbe et des ';tordsa,orth." 
2. G. Roth, Revue germanique, 1920 -21, 378 -381. 
Tb 
Ste 1ieuve hi:.:eelf deliberately states that, although he cannot 
speak Ln.gli sh he oan neverthelcee read it. o1.ecl he must, 
thout questi on, have eel own Ong .i ah a great deal more than 
oor=enent" to write what he had written on iiinglish litera- 
: ture It is, after all, rot beyond the t,=ride of 
poseibi 31ty to know and understand a language very thoroughly 
and yet, at the same time, to 'Je the, reverse of f 3uent in the 
talking of it. ,ehen, the idea of emigrating to England once 
occurred to him, he wrote to a friend in. :London: "!could there 
be any may f or a ffrencliman. of letters to find in TAegiand, at 
the ûnivereity of London, or at Giford, or ;Edinburgh, enough to 
z, live deceetly by teaching .French literature.. Why. should 
he have thought of england when he eight have oho:sen any other 
country` eing and was rot the only foreign ':ovetry in which he 
had friends. Does not the very nature of his enquiry 1erl at 
lea3t same col our to the presunpti on that he knew more than the 
element e of engli eh`d 
Throughout hi s line, at Iong or at short intervals, he 
kept i n t ouch wi th eengl1 a fri ends , shortly bef ore };i d eat1,'t, 
while lying ïll in bed, he could still field pleasure in reading 
and wri ti ng :a out the e;nglish ooke l_i ̂ h thoze friends 
occasionally sent him.. en the 28th May 1868, for eeereple, roe 
find him writing: "Je suis grand partisan de la 1i.ttsrature 
anglaise. je croie que la posséder dans quelque unes ( }e ses 
branches, au moine, serait une grande avance, une l ß-e9 osa pour 
no romanciers et -,gas po ®tes . And in his eitheeiee'n he odds: 
"Et pour lee politi:,ue, dojo: ÿe d'est voler que 'D'une aire 
que de ne pas savoir la soci ®te anglais le et le _a ands .nglaie 
1 ^p. Aevue des revues, Sept. 15th, Cabanes, 
"Ste, ßAuve 4 1' itranger." 
2. 'aouv. Correep., letter of July 27th, 1848. 
Even later, 9. fer m onths bef ore he d i pcl ,'r; áwa.s ab 1 e t o reply 
t o . George. :41r enci a x1:rm.°.st rang: ,wh o heel l,eTnt him a c¿opy of 
scxhe origina.ä vers es; "Voue avez des accenye qui font 
tresesa.i l li r jus qua Qt. la vi. eá 23 esse et qui lui a.rrwchent c3 es 
1. 
e oupirs ." It would indeed be ss strenge excess -of poll ten.ess 
whi ch could. caule 'such words t o be: written by QN old mar7. lying 
en his d,eathbed sed suffe=rir,g fr ee very painful del. cea.se, if 
he ïfne:m only Lm édi ocremee.t" 
We Tay, then cone lude that al though d oA"ntlsse unaia3 e t o 
speak rauch a:n, ae he himself re estly co?Y,f est m.es, 
muvA yet posseeseri such lrn.ra-r.,edpe as to en.able him to jud ere 
f ai c ly and ad squat cly of t tze ea tr ars e. e treated i. n our 
z. 
? ßtertat?are. :t3oth exg,s=ri aline of the world and his knowledge 
of - German. .. oteee to hirn through two main channels:- 
rami ;ne: and r . ereor el rele.ti o: e . aturaliy, he never hesitates 
3. 
to S-.vai1 himself of an possible help in his work. The 
art î!:áe or ax.y, i+t?Äart, .{r 4.'.Ek94)le, le fO+t'C214.ed i ;,,C;net's 
Wistoire de Ma.rip Stuart, those on Jibbon are based on Gui zot'e 
tra.nsl.ativn.. thpt ran Chester4'ie.ecz wSE: xnep9.reñ by the e;dition 
of ¡!^ead e:e p , And even then, as Soh érsZ° i3.5531Bures ue, "you 
.7111.00121 .s.../$0+.w.r ...r+ss..<-r.mm.-sn.sw +..r..s+w....-..r....o..w..+®s 
1. Noue orreep., letter of Feb, ifs , 1869. 
2. Si vous saviez I tangla.ie, voue. auriez des tr!eore dia vous 
pourri -, pui e r. i le 3nß un.e 13 r,t érature peeti que hi en 
supérieure 5. la nâtre, et surtout pl_ ;e ai ne, :Out pleine. 
ordn ort,h e. sect pas t1.4a.euit; on ne tradui t. pas (Its choses; 
on ira 3e3 re cirer Z?. la source. ßa1 saz..mof 'eels aa0'7.'.'er 
ce consei . arej,renee l ari ;lei e, .couF le pouvez presque 
seul; i? eeff.i rait, au début, 'e quel ;La .. assi fence. x.a 
ayntaee 'est ri en, la lecture et la pratique Font tout 
Ln. un i ou deux, aous en seri ®z ma tre, st v eue auriez un tris or punique, intime, ì. votre usage. Letter to the 
vwP .ouseel, 1.,aroh 26';,'j, 1Ur?, Correep. I. 
The significance of the above is obvious. 
3 Cp. Sr..h rer, 3tuaee, II, 101. 
In cenneCtî on sri th stsah a. bodic ac orrespondeme, 
Di spat ohm; and Other Papi re of V190 oint CastlereTegh, "Murray, 
Land. on, 1853) of riiich no .french tt nelati on exieted, Ste. 
Beuve mint have read it so oar eful ly or heel. i t i.rans let ed. 
for hire so carefully, e to give the exact page frrm whi oh 
he rn5..1.3k.0!°e a iuotati uni. Cp .fou'r, lundis, 11, 315. Such 
exaeapl em of re!ti cu; .pua a.n©uracy abound , As another 
ß netanne;, are ong very many, of his fini eking exactness, c . 
his letter to Ru,hes, r'eb . 13th, 1865, Noue, Correep ., 
enquiring as t o the syntax of "I was t old of a man .. " Cp. 
also footnote, C. du lundi XI, 158.9, "mes émis et !poi, 
nous avons cherche: a. lutter d'exactitude et de fidélité de 
t on en présence de l'original." It is safe t o assert that 
e o perfervid a 1 over of truth and e'ca ti tud e as .ate . Beuve 
:17 
v =l.!3 have het! to kn..-+4v 3te. Beuee to reali re the s.1m.o*"t morbid 
importance he attached to the =pc;l 7 ieg of c. ,x.oper name, to a 
pi ece of ßni'orr,n.ti on, to ade.te , wi ehvel to seWR everything 
el th hi 15 own 4.tY i' ^: , t,) Zrn,ri fy e rr'C'y t n6. . n IVL ore over, he wee 
always ecrupulou.r; edd, .7x to Appeed in P. f.uatr._ote, the 
e ource of' his t ranel ati ons . Where no such ref trence i s vee, 
f t le not preeumptu ouR to conclude that he hiioese7 f7..;a6 the 
tv..es1-rtor. And 3 t muet, e.lways be torre in mind that, besides 
his r,nreuming pasrion `or ^ccurery and his anxiety to let no 
<rete.i1 ease and to take r.othing for gcrnted, his good friends 
J.,7, Amp Ì.1r . ric r;alti45at, agni », Wi11i l'ughes and others 
were ever at hand, ready end eager to help . Finally, and 
ex-ove ?11, his criticisms of english literature are such that 
ro- one c have. tt en thca i f hi s knowledge of the language 
'iae not more thaxr. .nerely sredi acre. 
There is, however, sr.:other matter 7ui te ae i r7oorta,nt as 
linguistic* considerations, which sho11d be t;ou,'.hed on at this 
juncture: - the e3sential difference between. the English and 
the e'rsnch minds. It is or whi oh L1113 inevitably i'ad to 
pro= onged spe:ula.ti on and can therefore be only briefly discussed 
here. "2nglan3 and :ë`r?..nc;e have been :ttr.zcted and stimulated," 
Sayq ï3arole1?,, "not by their ,-,14ctive affin.i úiees they have been 
r3t1riu1 eted by their oppoei tee . The 1{'r:aech geni s the 
complement oi' the ?:'n.gli sh genius ." 
The Englishman', fi erce ind wpenclg.tnA is f-':r free the facile 
otlld not '.10ere dreexaed cf und erta.ki t o rlri ti Ci et.ny 
":ngli eh work it his knowledge of' the language had not been. 
aiequa,te. 
1. or an extremely ßnterrret3rng d oí' th.iei 
3erolea, philosophie st de litt., pp 75 ff. 
± Ñ. a1so '_. ïeaolins, A Tuoi tient la euppri ori té des 
Angla.3azone? 
Robert Loci e 2t evens on and 3?' rare: e, p . 12 
T 
cheerfulness with which the k'renLh r-s,l 1 ow then.selvee to b2 
g3e>rerned : the strange eei ;li eh eii xture of hard matter- o}.. 
faActn.es3e wi th cíass:taes5 of artys ti ci eiii. melancholy and. rii gi ozi ty 
ar e so distant from i::i.v3 k renc:h g:ei 1y ironic aevi cl Gare Ut 
opini one; the Bxi.ti eY! fareEZile«Li ata i x. reali ert a.rtd f'or 
ts osi ti lcm as against the 7±'renr;h ;:^.ssi on ÿ' or theorizing, 
epe*;,slAivti ort anii 10eoloe,r: - all t: , Co<s.pri ,»ily the more 
áksvi cum characteristics of the two nati one, demonstrate* the 
truth of `3e.ro7 ea 's remark. 
d yet there is a broad simplicity and directness in the 
t an. which i the opuoaitá, as the dsasre critic points out, 
x" 
of the Frenchman', disconcertingly complex mentality. ïiow, 
then, fe >:-°. ::(e,.vg to settle down to the criticism of English 
liter.7ete!re which is so eesentia,lly different frua, his 'own? 
The task he sets himself is extraordinarily difficult . "In 
gegeneral," F3a.ys ?)owcien, 
a, 
'`a foreign critic can easy little that is 
at once new to us and true with reference to the inner power 
and more intimate ineani n>,;s of our own literature." Are Ste. 
Beuve is so typically erer.tawh in his infinite variety; now he 
le Catholic, now A.gncsti c ; nosF nuw 'ï ury; now a 
;rteacti or.ary now a ?i.evca íuti ona.ry; now a Classicist now Romantic; 
now the Ili eel csa.I student striving to be a poet; now the creator 
but at length the caarenentator: - r-s full of "les soubresauts de 
].'sprit f'ra.nri e'' as his times were of change and of 
revolution. áo in the f ollcwime pages, we must keep in mind 
1 . Cp , Sarol ea's Legai s 
9, "Le i ?ran aie vit plus facilement dans l'avenir que dons le 
présent, dans le monde abstrait que d ,ne le monde concret, 
dans la pasei on mensongère et passagère que dans le 
sentiment vrai et durable. e,uoted Ly Sarolea , op. ci í:. 91. 
;. .sdew :ituciles in Lit ., 364. 
4 :taro?.e?a., op t . 94 
that there ibas rot one .Eite .'.euve 'out t:rttr, thet he is not the 
seine man when ari ti cf r i n.g ,..^l er ;:c:ott .71.s *when dealing 
with vc.rtiper he aay>3 himseal F, "J'ai l'ásprit gitxn:ß.0 
sucoessive-,xent , r`r:1/4is Je ne l'ai itF.n:c3u ^. la ois . Je ne vois 
bien ri. la oi qu o:i'nt ou í.;a'u:1 objet aetuz?aJrte.41 
lt is trrue t.i.iP.t ff erla as .inach s.s - if not nore thr..9n. 
the f.verf,".ge man tr "te'xriperwiiwnt*: -ome not infallible but, 
on the contrary-, c;oul.d he, úaÿs+á'has gently put it very 
hurna.n. .3ná therefore 7ery erring; he 'sas at.i te av i. e~ ta i' or al, e 
hi s sense of imparti a1i ty and tu indulge i n. w:h.at. 1 ocakeJl, very 
like espite, "to late his critical balance -.nd often r:is 
3. critical disinterA:rtedrees ."; 1ndt.ecí, t fans. strangely 
short hi s own. standards, although he seau,' ¡ui te unftavc,re: 
that F1e le dong rtg 3o; ard Ilatthev certainly exagge;rat- 
:in.g when he decl,9.ree "The root of everything in his (áte. 
4. 
Beuve'ss) criticism is his sirxgle:2learted devotion to truth." 
But it is ro exaggerAti on to say that if Cit (ii . L' zuve haz ont 
trait pred =liant over all others, it is his love for truth. 
He took for 'seal the English word which represents both "la 
v.ri te" and "1e vrai" .ÿ' Towards the e^d. .)f bis Iifs, wrote: 
fLe beau . le hi en, le vrai ezt une belle deve =e% ;urt out 
Qpioi euse .,. ce n'est pas 1a mienne .. j'avais une devise, 
ce serait le vrai. le vrai sui . L que 1a beau et< le "Lien. 
6. 
ti'en tirent ensuite came i l s pourront: s! At;ain, "üe sage et 
1e critique qui e, d'avance pure:;4 son es-orit de toutes l::r ._.. ._...... ,...... ,._ .o ,...=11m... 
1 . 
dore iìoUiCS on the 24 . 
d r .ú bQ' .'? e 11 op. nit., Z:81. .
4. ' n.cyo3Oisfledia 3.r1tannic.ar 12th ed ., vol. 23, 1024. 
5. 7.>al.caGlintoc.k, Pite. 'r.euve'5 C'x'ïtícr;l "fsheory , 8, 
6. Corretlp., II, Letter of Dec. 9th, 
idoles et de tous les fantemee ne continue pas moins, 
chaque jour et , chaque instant, de servir sa maniére l'avance- 
ment de l'eepéce, d'étudier, de chercher le vrai, le vrai seul, 
de s'y tenir sans le forcer, sans l'exag?rer, sans y ajouter, 
et en laissant subsister, cati des points acquis, tous lee 
vides et toutes les lacunes qu'il n'a pu combler." Nor would 
it be difficult to find many passages of similar import through- 
: out his wri tinge . 
Whatever be the value of his criticisms of English and 
German literature, we can be certain that they are, in the 'nain, 
stamped with the hall -mark of incerity . Hia passion for 
truth carried him to extreme lengths: no trouble ras too great 
no detail too insignificant, for the honest critic , he declares, 
"ne prétend rien Ater que de faux.. re veut y remettre que la 
2. 
vérits ," And so far as in him lay he loyally endeavoured to 
3, 
follow out his critical ideal. 
Let us now turn to the Causeries themselves which bear 
r3i rectly upon English li tPra.ture 
1. Nouv. lundis, IX, 105. 
2. Ibid, I, 187 
3 . Sometimes, indeed, even ostentatiously: cp., ibid, II, 1; 




It is regrettable Lhat Beuve's first pronouncements t' 
oe Sir Walter. Scott should be associated with what is 
admittedly one of the latter's minor corks; had the two 
articles on the "Life of Napoleon" been revised in the critic's 
later and calmer years it would have probably been tempered 
with more mercy. As it is, the two Causeries which appear in 
the f i r_st volume of the Portrai is li tteral res a onssi et of a 
drastic exposure of Scott's failures when he strays from his 
proper domain as a novelist into that of the historian 
Ste . Beuve begins Dori ously by laying i t d own that 
a great genius has the right to demand special indulgence for 
his less striking works because of the glory attaching to his 
best . But Scott cannot justifiably make this claim for "noun 
ne prétendons pas le placer encore parmi ces deux ou trois 
privi lie és en ohaque siecle." Mor does Ste. Beuve think 
that Scott would have been able to surpass anything he had 
already written (these two articles were written about rive 
years before Scott's death) . Sti 11 less has an author any 
claim for special consideration when as is here the case with 
xcott , he respects neither his public nor truth nor hiaself; 
in such circumstances, says ate. euve sternly, he absolves all 
others of the duty to respect him . In the critic's opinion, 
indeed, t.,e affair seems as black as can be against the 
"baronnet 4cossais," because the latter was not inspired by 
anger or hatred - which are at least honest vices, as it were, 
1. Portraits litt., I, 241 ff., 2 arts., July 28th and. Aug. 
25th, 1827. 
2. Ibid., 242. 
22, 
against the great French soldier, but by saneth ng much more 
vulgar: "Il a spéculé en grand sur sa. renomme, et il a tout 
bonnement voulu escamoter une souscripti on A. 1'Europe" in 
return for a history which le nothin g but "de la légèrtá, de la 
précipitation, de 1'ignoran.ce, de la mauvaise foi, un reels de 
vieille rancune, pas un trait d e talent, un ton et un goût 
détestables." These are harsh words and are to be equalled only 
by those others wi th whi ch Ste. Beuve describes Scott's motives 
in writing his history . 
Much of al l thi e i s, unf ortunat eiy, true: one cannot but 
regret, however, that Ste. Beuve had either no knowledge or 
deliberate`y took no account of extenuating circumstances. 
of course, nowadays, must and do make allowance for the haste 
in which Scott wrote this work, with the fearsome shadow of 
bankruptcy looming ever blacker before him; and we know, as 
probably Ste. :Beuve did not, that the novelist was her writing 
agwi ns time and running a race with an illness which was 
surely gaining ground, and with an over - amount of work which 
was surely crushing him. Therefore, as we said before, it is 
a pity that Ste. Beuve chose the "Life of Napoleon" for his 
fi rs +t public ann ounceient on this Scottish genius. Not only 
would he hove been more merciful, but he would not have 
hesitated t.) place him amongst these two or three privileged 
beings of every century. 
The Causeries consist of practically nothing but fault 
finding and hole -picking fran the very begineing of Scott's 
preliminary sketch of the French iievoluti on, right on to the 
end of the Life , Instead of giving these "Vues générales äui 
caractérisent l'historien et révèlent en lui l'intelligence de 
1. /bid. 245. 
s on au jet" Scott pi 1 es up &need otes, jokes, sneers and the 
like, in a jumble which serves only to lengthen his book. He 
makes mistake after ,ni stake, upon each of which Ste < _beuve 
seizes with a kind of savage glee. He holds up to scorn 
Scott's faine aeserti on that the rtev oluti on finished at the 
death of iiobespierre, Scott declares that the men of 
letters of the 18th century were un a footing not much higher 
than that of actors and musicians and that i ad i es of quality 
"while receiving them in their salons, were nonetheless 
convinced that they were formed of baser clay," áte 2,euve 
indulges in rather heavy sarcasm in which nalryes 1? to those of 
L:oatesquieu, Buff on, Voltaire, .. adaYne du Deffant etc. are, of 
course. mentioned Ytihere Scott quotessan epihion of 1' cent e-nelle. 
obvi ous ly and er the impressi on th :.t the author was yet alive 
during the years just preceding the Revolution, (whele.eas the 
phi l oe opher had di ed in 1757) , the blunder natural ly afford s 
Ste. Beuve another chance to wax sarcastic. But his sarcasm 
occasi onally beccries 1i ghter in. vein as . for ex:Ile :1e when he 
canpares Scott to an Lng1ishwanan sitting at a tea -table and, 
with frowning fece, condemning the indelicacy of the J rench in 
general, and in particular of the correepon.denc 2'between 
Josephine and Bon aparte which, .lgre l'intimité du lien 
c on jugal , un mari anglais n'emploierait pas, et iu'une femme 
anglaise ne regarderait pas corame I'expreesion core -- nable de 
r. l'affetti on conjugale." Rioum ten.eatie amici .. .. 
1. Ibid, 246. 
2. k obespi erre was guillotined on the 27th July, 17:.,4 whereas 
the . reach eevoluti or ended on the 18th Brumaire 1795. Cp. 
p. 353, Scott's Life of gapoleon, Vol. I, Edi r., C. 
Black, 1875. 
3. Cp. Scott's Napoleon, p. 23 . 4. rort . if tt ,, 247 . 
5. G;_.. p. 25. 6. ° " 25U. 
7. In Vol. II, p. 166, Scott gives a few examples of ;Napoleon's 
correspondence which Ste. Beuve must have read , (Appendix 4) 
If we are to judge by them, Scott was strangely exaggerating; 
their chief characteristic is their sanewhat ungrammatical 
style and their almost entire absence of correct punctuati on: 
8. Portraits litt . I, 251. 
And so on - it would be weeri scale to prolong the agony. 
The whole forms a distressing indictment "of shocking and 
puerile absurdities" in which the style is also attacked on 
the aground of the numerous and involved c crap arIs one , more or 
less apt, :which tumble over eachother. Thi ie evident, says 
ate, Beuve, "quoiqu'il y ait une sorte d'impertinence it 
el cider du style d'après une traducti oe.'° 
Nor does the second article furnish any pleasanter 
reading: It is a mere continuance of the fault -finding and 
fault -blaming. It ië all well done, of course, and besides 
giving proof of the critic's gift for sarcasm, shows forth at 
the same time his and oubted learning. He rounds off hi s 
attacks with pr otestati ons of his admi rata on for the great 
novelist and poet, which strike one as perfunctory. He 
,again bewails the fact that e o brilliant, fertile and 
picturesque an imagination should have been tempted to wander 
at large into a domain where the strictest exactness :end truth 
are so essential. 
'To doubt we cannot blame Ste. Beuve for judging the 
"Life of lapoleon" strictly and solely upon its merits; and 
yet he, of all critics, is the one usually so ready to take 
everything into account, even side issues .which do not bear 
very directly upon the subject at hand. It i , by now, 
generally recognised that this history is prejudiced and 
founded upon insufficient materials; that it was written with 
undue haste and with frequent prolixity and that the work did 
1. Ibid., 255. 
2. But cp. kreface to Scott's Napoleon, p.4: "Neither the 
greatness of his (Napoleon's) talents nor the success of 
his undertafings ought to stifle the voice or dazzle the 
eyes of him who adventures to be his historian ." 
2b. 
not live 1 ong. Ieverthel ess, Ste. Beuve, with all his 
ri ghte ous anger, 'mi ght haie spared a word of praise for the 
literary 7n eri t of S t e vigour and d rem e.t i o feeling, and for 
the extreme human lual i ty of the work, thumb- merked though it 
be by imperfections . 
lt i s al e o open to doubt whether theme c ompari a on e to 
which ate. .Beuve n e strongly objects ere really so inept: 
te. Belpre, in any case, gives no examples, And cannot an 
anecdote give a .god deal of force and point to a history': 
Ste. :J:eiave complains that the anendotee are irrevelent, but 
against Lhat raust by belanced Scott's asserti on thet "he has 
been careful not to rely upon any which did not come on 
euffi of ent authors ty . He (tJ e author) has neither grubbed 
the anocdotes .. . . enr has he s:;lin,it nformati on from 
individuals who cou1d not be impartial vttneespsR " 
Soott's "Life of Napoleon" may, thus, be --imoet ±.s bad 
as Ste. Beuve in hie haste maintains, but it is rather a 
sorry hu®inees to read this criticism written by a man who has 
so evide qtly lost his temper, and who has so evidently had no 
l, Cp. O. Eiton, `>urvAy of Lit., Vol . I, p. 358. 
It should perhaps be also pointed out that ate, euve's 
articles mere based on a French translation of the 1st 
di ti on in which very little documentati on appears to 
have been given. It was only i e the 1843 and subsequent 
editions that anything like fulness of notes was 
collected by other hands. Cp. Editor's note p.5 of the 
1876 Edition, 
Cp. Goethe's Gesprache mit Eckermann, II, 212-23: It is 
true that the author (i .e. Scott) may be reproached with 
great inaccuracy, and also wi th great impartiality, but 
even these two defects give his work a particular value in 
my eyes . The success of the book in England was far 
b Ly and expectati ans; and thus we see that ;calter Scott, 
in this very hatred for Napoleon and the French , has been 
the true interpreter and representative of english popular 
opini on and national sentiment . His book will assu redly 
not be a document for the history of ¡rance but it will be 
one for the history of a:ngland 
2. Cp., to select one or two from many examples of brilliant 
writing,Soott's description of Napoleon at the zenith of' 
his power, Vol. 1V., pp. 73 -74; the entry into and retreat 
frail aoscow, Vol. 1V., chaps. Tom:- LXIII; Napoieon'e last 
days, V., 332 -334. 
3, Preface to Life of Napoleon, pp . 3 & 4. 
other motive than to pick to tatters the object of his wrath. 
No doubt his perfervid admiration for Bonaparte has a great 
deal to do with his bitterness which he is trying to purge by 
a reasoned course of denigration. 
It has to be remembered that at th le time 'ate. Beuve Was 
an enthusiastic admirer of l'apoleon. Indeed, he never quite 
lost his admir .ti on, and later, "son adhési on à la présidence 
1. 
de Louis Bonaparte f'ut sin.cère et dégagés d' x.rriéro- pensée"; 
and later still, when a senator, Ise was on teras of very 
cordial friendship with the :Bonaparte prineesseel' This being 
so, It is not surprising that he should have so drastically 
and yet so loyally dealt with a work which he felt keenly to 
be wrong and false from his every point of view. une is glad, 
however, to recall what another critic3 has said of Scott in 
another connection: "for when Time, that old ravager, has 
done hie very weret, there will be enough left of Sir '(.'alter 
to carry d avn his name and fame to the remotest age." And 
even in the latter of this despised "Life of napoleon" it is 
t. 
pleasant to hear the praise of Joethe - surely no mean a judge: 
"What could now be more delightful to me than leisurely and 
calmly to sit down and listen to the discourse of such a man, 
while clearly, truly, (note the adverbs;) and with all the 
skill of a great artist, he recalls to me the incidents on which 
1. . . -,1. Pons, Ste. Beuve et ses inconnues, 207 ft. 
2 . Ibi d , . 
3. L.. ßi rrel l : Collectedseays, II, 323. 
4. Posthumous 7Torke, 171, 253. 
through life I have meditated., an the influence ef which is 
sti 11 dai ly in op 'rati on." 
I. 
I t is to be expected th:t Ste. áieuve, sriting his second 
short article on Scott, only six days after ,A the latter's death 
would strike the more pleasing and eulogistic vein, which is 
evident in his opening words: "cue n'est lacy s seuleeent un 
deuii pour 1'Angleterre; c'en doit et re un pour 1a France et 
your le monde civiiisS." But one hee not read far till one 
sees te. beuve qualifying the praise he has just eestewed, 
and taking away with the one hand what he had given with the 
other. for example, immediately after exp r'essi ng the senne 
of grief which all the civilised world must be experiencing, 
he add e, by 'i y of rather luke-warm c one olati en., that after 
all Scott had acccxnplished hie life- work; that towards the 
end, his fe.rulti es were beginning to weaken; that although 
his death, along with those ;t yr.or., Goethe and Schill er. 
marks the end of an era, yet the new era is heralded and otheV 
great men will Morn it. And this new era, he hints, would 
not be in tune with Scott's TiOiyi sm whi rh "manqua d'un 
caractère politique aux besoins nouveaux ... et ... resta 
2. 
l'esclave des préjugée de son éduasti on,.." In this connection, 
he cites (the reader watches for its arrival:) Scott's "Life of 
Napoleon" ; the above «menti tined mourning no doubt prompts him 
to exeuee its ehorteamings on the score of "lé:gèrt et 
práventione d'habitudes" and not, ^.e he ied maintained in his 
slashing revi ew of it (vr. supra) "r e.uvais vouloir et système." 
These "prevention! d'habitude," he goes on to observe, are 
really inevitable to a cran ïïke Scott, and placed i:t such 
1. kremiere lundis, II, 108 ff d.ated sept, 2 ?th, 1832. 
2. Ibid, 111. 
circumstances as he was. For Scott, gifted with a smiled 
eager for d iverse knowledge, and "d sun naturel bien veil a 
facile, agréablemen.t enjoué," was unlike !easy. a writer in that, 
during his early days, he had had no battles to zo 
hardships to undergo. "See goûts d'étude r. +.e fuvent jamais 
contrariés, et il ne fit que s'épanouir dans un loisir riant 
eu souffle qui le favons°it. " Thus it is that he had no 
great width of outlook and never had any deeply passionate or 
bitter emotions. On the contrary he was swayed by the manners 
and opinions in vogue, and if he has depicted himself anywhere, 
it is in the character of Morton - "un type pâle, irdeele, 
2. 
honr!éte et bon." 
J. 
Prom all of the foregoing, it is fairly evident that Ste. 
Beuve had, at eo time, any perfervid love for Scott. There 
are,apart frets the articles h -'re dealt with, scattered through 
the numerous volumes of his criticisms, marry references to the 
great Scotsman, but all of them are of little or no importance. 
When we begin to sum up Ste. Beuve's opinions upon Scott, 
it is, to say the least, disconcerting to find that here is a 
case, if there ever was one, of an author being dammed with 
faint praise . It is vain for us to read SI. Beuve's meagre 
1. Ibid. 113. 
2. Ibid. 113. Cp. also article on î±, oli ire, Port . litt. II, (first appeared as a preface written in Jan., 1835, to an 
edition of the Oeuvres de 1! ofi ère, 2 Vols., Paris, 1835 - 
1836) in which Ste. Beuve writes: On a cru voir ainsi la 
physi ogon.anie bienveillante de Scott dans ,. ordaunt i..ertour% 
He is thus evidently confusing ;`_ordaunt Mert oun, the hero 
of the "Pirate" with Henry Morton, the hero of Old 
Mortality . No doubt he had imperfectly remembered the 
previous remark quoted above (27th Sei,t., 1832) on the 
al) aged resembl ance. As for the i denti ty of the "un ", 
above-mentioned, this is probably one of the by no means 
rare occasi ons upon which Ste. Beuve gives his own 
oainion under the guise of anoniymity. Cp,, on this point 
Giraud Is Introducti on to "Mes Poisons ": Cahiers intimes 
inedite de Ste. Beuve. 
3. Cp. Fort. litt., III, 156; sort. contemp., I, 27, 216; 
Nouv. lundis, IIi, 314, 1V, 80, 89; IX,. 151, etc., all of 
which are hardly more than mere references to his nase and 
of no importance. 
eulogy in Vol . I1 of the Prsni ers lund 1 e. Even hed he there 
indulged ir the most Pxtx'avegAnt of encomiume, we might, in 
complete understanding of the special carcunieta.nces - within 
a wee-; cf Scott's derth; - have, felt inclined to agree with 
,;..at truth, .. ro',.=ritae odium. perít - or truth 7.s he sees 
it, gives, him no halt . s entire outl oak, i t would spee, 
is coloured by the attitude whi^h he took up in that firet 
unf orturate onslaught a.r.d to which he has remained grimly 
faithful 
i;'o r who would seek to deny $t;ett' 4 creation of the h.i s torG 
i ca l novel, e t any rate in kelgl a*a ^' ; or tl: a t it was he who 
first showed, apart i.rcre the drama, th-:.t 1ooal colour is a 
r?ecesssary elernent in fiction; or that he rarks l:jgsï d e Shakee- 
:ptisve (an d perhaps Troll ope) in. the .r,res.tì on af characters 
Crowding the galleries, of "interiors" ard a e tt eri 3rg n? And 
läetl_y, did he not leave the whole province of the novel with 
a fine traditi on of "te oral and i ectuo.l heal th, of 
msr±liress, of truth and rumour, freeñoa end courtesy" which 
has riot been surpassed. It may be objected, of coarse, that 
the re-narks have bat little to do pith Ste. iieuve's bitterness 
in correct .3 on with the "Li fú of ^TF,p oi eon" . To that We can 
only reply that that bitterness is such. as to cause the critic 
to find no but the faintest of frai ee for t general output 
of Scott 'p erritirsgs; he is viewing not the forest but the trees. 
In brief, does it not all amount te thts: that :;te, t3euve 
showed sc1rt mercy to .Scott, simply because he roald not 
understand. him; and he cau1d not unden:tend him, as we have 
eeen, chiefly bboaug!+ his `dtui rat .i on. for `;apolesar blinded him 
to Scott ss greatness. here, then, is an example of the many 
3 
occ<.1si one f.3.3 ready menti oiled upon which he falls short of his 
1. tïalntabury, Niet. of n; . Lit., 681 _ 
2. C . p. 19. 
3. It would, for instance, be difficult to find ä. man to 
whom the words "pâle et indécis" could be more falsely 
attributed. 
31. 
own critical standards; for he comes under his on strictures 
upon a foreigner's disability to pass juris cent on a literary 
s. 
,.n,ork, more especially when that work ie contemporary. 
IV. C +'áT:ïraIEZD'ä LETTERS. 
3.. 
The first real Lundi2 i n whi ch Ste. . heu va deals en.ti re1y 
with an En ;l i shetan is hardly a literary one, nor i e its subject 
a literary mar in the generally -Jccepted_ sense of the terra. 
But it is easy to understand the appe ,1 which such a subject 
must have made to Ste. Beuve. The famous Letters were 
Kritten by one whoa the critic considered "l'un des plus lies 
3. 
Qvec la France." And here ;±rusty a great man giving the fruit 
of his mature thought and expert enee in clear and concise form 
agreeably flavoured with cynicism; an eminent . :tan of the s) or Id 
confiding his secret recipes for material success in the shape 
of verg ;:racticaladvi' e; a not excessively moral man indicating 
what, and what not, to avoid in high society; an engrossing 
and many- sided personality setting down his opinions of life in 
general; and yet with all that, here was a man who despite 
his great gifts of rank and intellect fret turned out a sort of 
1. }r. lundis, II, 305 ff. Cp. also Niouv. lundis, XII, 31: 
"Le devoir de la critique dans tout sujet est avant tout 
de1'envisager sans parti pris, dd se tenir exempte de 
prsaventi one, fussent- elles des mieux fondées 
2. Caps. du lundi, II, 1850. 
3. 'bid, 127, 
t r,a,gi c f ai lure . 
No wonder, then, that the French critic should have 
found in him a subject after his own heart. for a reputati on 
such as Hheet eít' 7 eld se must indeed have had. a peculiar 
fascination for a man of Ste. Beuve's mentality, since it 
leaves e o much r oo,, for conjecture . ore ad venturous characters 
j ord the canmentator more topics for praise or blame, but the 
colours in which they ere painted are fast and clear and 
speculation is often idle. The Chesterfields of politics 
leave us problems none the less interesting because they ere 
insoluble, and we are constantly asking, though with no 
prospect of reply, whether their reserve was due to sel f- 
knowledge or to magnanimity, and whether, if they would:, they 
c ou ld have achi eyed more. 
The Causerie opens with a sketch of Lord Chesterfield 's 
childhood and of hie career, but soon we are told: "Le 
Chesterfield que nous aimons á, étudier est l'un d'esprit et 
d'expéri ence ... c'est celui qui , d ;e ea jeunesse fut 1 'ami 
de Pope, l'introducteur en Angleterre de .:, on.teequieu et de 
voltaire, le correspondent de Fontenelle ... celui que 
1 'Aced émi e des Inecri pti one ad opta parmi sea menbres, qui 
unissait l'esprit des deux nati ens c'est la Rochefoucauld 
1 
de l'Angleterre. " 
He quotes with evident approval Ches `, erf i el d's athni rata on 
of Voltaire and la Roc hef oue.auld, La Bruyère ana Ii1ontesquieu; 
he also agrees th the n, liehnan's censure of certain. im.prud.- 
: encee committed by Voltaire a Cheeterfi eld'e remark - "Let 
each one think as he likes but he must not communia te his 
ideas when they are such as to trouble the repose of society" 
a. 
- le on a ,square with Ste. Beuve's awn tolerant philosophy. He 
1. Ihi 232-3. 
2. Cp., for his love for justice and tolerance, \ouv. lundis, 
I, 81. 
3 1 
goes on to deferd Chesterfield against the complaint of "Le 
severe Johnson" that the Letters "taught the morality of a 
courtesan and the Banners of a dancing master." Such a 
jur3gnent, he says, is " souverainement injuste," and he maintains 
that Chesterfield was afraid of his son's becoming so respect- 
:able as not also to be "aimable ", and so indirectly trouble the 
repose of the society into which one day he was to enter. 
While the critic admits freely that more than one passage of the 
Letters rna,r seem to one very strangely í'ran a father to a son, 
yet he sees clearly enough that the Letters as a whole reflect 
the morality of the age, and that their author was merely 
systematising in then those principles of conduct which seeued 
to lead t success. He goes even further than that: 
"L'ensemble est anime d'un veritable esprit de tendresse et de 
sagesse," and adds triumphantly, "Si Horace avait un fils. je 
me figure qu'il ne lui parlerait guère au trene ^t ." 
ïhen cames a resume of the main body of the Letters; ate. 
neuve insists that an amplitude of solid instruction is give, 
and he approvingly quotes various dicta showing how highly 
Chesterfield esteemed, inter alla, the v..lue of history and 
mythol og5r, the importance ai attenti on, the desire to excel, and 
the like: al l tinged with that cynicism al ready menti oned, and 
which, though it draws from ete. Beuve some gentle regrets, pute 
him on a level, he says, with those masters of human morals La 
Rochefoucauld and La Bruyere. Une imagines the critic must 
have chuckled while quoting, for instance, Chesterfield's fairly 
overt hints on that "arrangement honnete qui sied bien á un 
a.. g.l lnt hanrne," and while again snubbing the "pud'eur du grave 
Johnson" with Voltaire's line, "Il n'est jamais de mal en bonne 
Caus eu lundi, II, `;34. 
2. Ibid, 235. 
t. 
anp -5,gni e 
.A.fe r further quotations from t Letters touching; 
r? li gi on., social life and so forth follow, and the Causerie 
ofoeee with a laudatory extract free a letter a.'ritten to 
Chesterfield in. 1771 by Voltaire shortly before the latter 's 
ei each less than the years later . 
We have referred to the attraction which Lord Chester - 
:field's character leas exerted upon the many writers who 
extend franc his own time to the present day; it is safe to 
say that the great majority of these writers have iMulged in 
a spirit not overtempered with mercy, It ie, of course, easy 
enough to understand the dislike shown se generally to 
Chest erfi eld, and nothing ere eaei er them. t o quarrel with his 
3utlook On life. ? e was not what is usually called a "good" 
man, ' and although, when judged by the standards of his time, 
he was probably no worse than the majority of his peers, yet 
he seems to have inspired little or no affects or. The 
impr ess i on of coldness and i net no ri ty whi ch his character 
2, evidently - but, to no small extent, falsely r..onveyed, must 
have been fatal to any chance of popu1aaity. 
That the ,engli eh reader of t z, . iseuve's i evi ew will find 
much in it ndth which not to agree is, then, fairly evident. 
Caning fresh to it, primed with his own prejadi ces against 
Chest erfi eld, the reader wi 11 qui ckly seise on vari ems points 
whi ch the e'rench critic erely eenti ens . 
first and foremost, why is Johnson's famous Letter - 
which, for most .i;nglisemen, is inseparably connected with the 
1. Ibid. f;l (,i. 
2. Cp. Eh. Craig, Life of Lord Chesterfield, 1907, pp. 203 ff. 
mane of Lord Chesterfield ` - practically passed. over in silence 
Afgain, objection is usually taken to the lack of morality in the 
Letters, no doubt rightly so; yet we find s te. neuve, in the 
comparison quoted above, associating Chesterfield with Horace, 
in very vigorous defence. And where the general harshness of 
attitude displayed by Chesterfield to his on is so frequently 
Stressed by :'nglish writers, ete. neuve maintains that it is 
one, on the whole, of tenderness and wisdom. And finally, 
why does ate. Beuve gloss over the many obvious shortcanings 
of his subject in the d om i n of literature and the arte'x' J or 
it le difficult, very often, not to feel either irritated or 
aroused at the strangely narrow egotism which causes Chester- 
field, to dismiss, for example, with the complacency of 
ignorance, giants like Plato and uicero ( "the philosophy of 
both cif them is wretched and the reasoning part mi serab ] e ") ; 
to hold music in silent contempt as being an "occupation unfit 
for a gentleman "; to express disgust that the libeea1 arts of 
painting and soi pture were beginning to be deemed so worthy; 
to sneer at Berkeley's philosophy on the one hand and "the 
many extravagances and much nonsense" of Shakespeare on the 
other. Why then should Ste. neuve be so sympathetic, - s 
ardently sympathetic, as many would have it? 
Let us try to answer such objections as briefly and 
fairly as may be. 
;ith regard to pr. Johnson's famous letter, it is easy 
to over -rate its significance and to overlook the fact that 
it was largely the outcome of wounded personal vanity. 
could not do better than refer the perfervid Johnsonian to 
1. Ste. Beuve does make one indirect reference, to i it very vague terms: "Le sévêre Johnson, qui, d 
n'était pas imparti l a l 'égard d e chesterfield 







Mr. Saintsbury's interesting and convincing defence of 
Cheeterfi eld in thi e connection `. His finding serves admirably 
to put tit Trr.atter in its proper place and proper light, which 
have for long been respectively too large and too lurid 
Of the morality of the letters we have already spoken. 
Th .t the garment which Chesterfield trove for his son was by 
tress no means one of ri gh.teaue I s true enough: eet how could, and 
ark] a h ou 1d , it have been otherwise? how many of his c ont emp_ 
. orariescan be written down ae free from immorality or 
unspotted by a manner of life shall or and often_ squalid`. 
" Thi l s t few great names were spared in that irreverent age, his 
2 
was usually mentioned with a fair amount of respect." There 
is also this further point to be noticed: the criterion of 
morality played a very minor part In site. oeuve's critical 
practice and he himself was more often the "dveoatue diaboll" 
than the censor of public morals, His :maxim, "rie seyons plus 
3. 
rigoristes qu'il ne convient" is by no means unlike many of 
Chesterfield's. It must be admitted that if Ste. beuve did 
not avoid the considereti on of moral Carpi tulle in the men he 
studied, yet he palliated thae and glossed them over. It le, 
then, hardly to be expected that he should go out of hie way 
to condemn Chesterfield 'e easy cynicis'r, 
That e loveless rend repellent t one 13 often pronounced i n 
the Letters le also true, but that, nevertheless, does not 
utterly refute ate. ßeuve's already menti aced mark r.6 to their 
eseerti al and compensating t eed erneas Out et the abundance 
of the heart the mouth epeaketh, fend Cheeterfi eld'e heart, 
however hard or warped , was yet sufficiently c one erned for hi s 
e oriel welfare as to engage in the rather thankless t as.c of 
1. Peace of the Augustans, 217-8, 
2, Cp. w H. Craig, ep cit., .^ ?v. 
3. Nouv. Landis, V. 9. 
supplying a code of behaviour to a boy whoa he well knew to 
be no genius. It may seem difficult to qualify with the 
word tenderness many of the messages whi ch chest rrfi eld sent 
t o his son;' un the other hand, what could inspire the father 
to write four hundred long letters, all of then breathing a 
real anxi qty for the son's success r2' 
Chesterfield's practice was probably more aimable than 
his theory. I t', for example, his attitude towards iv re . 
Eugenie Stanhope was cold, he treatment both of her and her 
two children ;gas esse rti ally kind . If he sneered at the 
rev. r. Barte's social qualities and poured contempt on that 
somewhat awkward scholar's d evoti on t o hi books, yet he 
deliberately chose him ae a fitting governor for hie son. 
Does such a fact not seem to show that Chesterfield 77as at 
least willing enough tot to put his son - a son, moreover, who 
was not hie heir - under the charge of any dissipated, however 
socially gifted rake? And it must have been something 
etr=a.- -,gely like affection which caused Chesterfield so 
carefully to adapt and vary the style and tone of these 
hundreds of letters as to suit the recipient's advancing 
years and needs. It cannot have been sheer harshness which 
led him to make obvious, if intermittent, attempts to be 
amusing and interesting, _s well as instractive, and yet with 
no shad ow of c and eseeaei on . 
Ste. Beuve, then, is doubtless far from solving the 
enigma by the magic word 'tendresse', but, at the same time, 
let us admit that he has more right on his side than have the 
many who condemn forthright and who, holding up hands of 
horror, can speak of little else but 'harshness', 'unfatherly 
1. Cp. Letter 178: "When you cease to deserve it (i e. hie 
father's affection) you may expect every possible mark 
of my resentment .. , I shll have in yoursdefencet" 
regard for anything you m y allege 
2. Cp. Letter 177: "Make yourself 
the accomplished man I 
wish to have you ... . 
4u. 
feelings', and the like. It may be as well to add that no 
desire or expectation of literary fate lie at the root of 
Chesterfield's unwearied. zeal, for the Letters were at no time 
intended for publication - a point sometimes apt to be 
forgotten l' 
3. 
In regard to Ste. Beuve's omission to refer to the 
strange attitude affected by Chesterfield towards the arts, we 
submi t that such omi eel on, if not primari ly due to mere lack 
of space, was intenti onal, and i s on a like f ootin g with the 
critic's enthu ei asti c tone throughout . That tone can, we 
think, be best explained by asserting the full canpatibility 
with what was, after all, Ste. Beuve's main intention; to 
introduce to a fresh audience one who might appeal to thbm as 
an English La Rochefoucauld ... For not only was Chesterti eld 
"the last good English writer before Johnson came to vitiate 
the langugge," as Wordsworth called him, but he was one who, 
in the words of Ste. Beuve, "unit assez bi en les avantages des 
deux nations avec un trait, pourtant, qui est bien de sa race. 
Il a de l'imaginati on jusque dans l'esprit Il a plus 
d'imagi nati on .. , qu 'on n'en rencontre chez St . Evremond et 
chez nos fins moralistes en général. I1 tient à cet égard 
de on ami ontesquieu. "z 
Chesterfield had many close relati onshi ps with France, 
for whi ch country he had a strong liking and admi rati on . He 
was, as ,e have seen, tie friend and correspondent of nearly 
all the chief writers of his day, and the Acadie des 
Inscripti ons elected him one of its members.s Ste. Beuve 
points out, Chesterfield was one who "plus qu'aucun de ses 
compatriotes en son temps a t6noi gne pour notre nati on des 
pr 3i ? ecti one ei nguli Teres; qui a goûté ... nos qualites 
J. Cp. Peace of the Augustane, 221 . 
2. Caue. du lundi, II, 243-4. 
41 . 
aimabl es; qui a senti nos quali té s sera euses; et duquel on 
pourrai t lire, pour tout el oge, que c'est un esprit fran9aie." 
In view of all this, it was but natural that Ste. Beuve 
should wish to present his subject in the most favourable 
light. There Wa9 every reason not to darken the shadows, not 
to exaggerate the immorality or the lack of sympathy with 
liberal taste and generous emoti on, and not to sneer at 
Chesterfield's wisdom as that of Mr, Worldly Wiseman. It is 
true that Site. Beuve is not acting up to his own ideal of the 
truth, the whole truth, end nothing but the truth; but who 
cannot feel a certain sympathy here for hie work of propaganda? 
It was in 185u that Ste . Beuve wrote thi s Causerie. Since 
then it has only very slowly cane to be recognised that the 
st one cast at Ch esterfi eld was d one so unjustly , His meri tss 
are not yet generally admitted; is it not, then, remarkable 
that ste. Beuve, almost alone amongst critics, and a foreign 
critic at that, should so quickly and eagerly have appreciated 
the man? When it is r: -m(seb wired that the Causerie itself had 
to conform to certain strict limits of space, can it he fairly 
deni ed that, in the extent of a single article, an abler word 
picture were possible( It is no doubt this lack of space 
which also accounts for the fact that Ste. Beuve has said 
nothing about the literary style of the Letters; but the 
numerous extracts are sufficient in themselves. 
i recent biographer of Chesterfield, in estimating the value 
of the many writings upon the Earl, guts second on his list this 
2. Causerie by Ste. Beuve. And Mr. Saintsbury sets upon it the 
stamp of his approval 3 rovy;. ith the word 'admirable,' 
1. Ibi d , 244. 
. W.N. Craig, op. cit., 358. 
3. Hist. of Cri t., III, J 
V. GIB1AAT . 
1. 
"Gibbon eat ? certainsegards un écrivain fran? ais, et il a 
de droit sa place marquée en notre 18e siecle." This forms 
:-ate. Beuve's reason for not only writing about trie great 
historian but also for doing him "une justice particuliere. 
Fran this opening 'ate . Beuve goes direct to the f ;pious - or 
infamous 15th and 16th chapters of the l iistory, and in so 
doing strikes the sanewhat disparaging note which runs through 
both the articles. j e admits that in speaking of Gibbon even 
in eraece "on a .. uee .pr4ver_tion de: favorable & vaincre," and 
he asserts that ;.ibb on, seeking to calm the storm of Protest 
whi ch these two chapters rai sed, acted "exc lueiver,e it dane un 
intpreÿt politique et social." while still secretly scorning 
all tonne of religion. He quotes appositely the remark, made 
by Gibbon t oward a the end of hie life, about Burke, and which 
would seem to prove that the historian's deepest feelings about 
religion never altered: "I admire his eloquence, I approve his 
politics .. . , and I can almost excuse his respect for 
3. 
r i gi one estahli mhoents ." 
All :the above can probably not be disput ed: Cotter 
Morison., in his admirable account of Gibbon in th:.t no less 
admirable seriee, 7nglish Men of Letters, refers to Gibbon's 
"narrow and distorted concepti on of the emoti onal side of man's 
nature. Having no spiritual aspirations himself, he could not 
appreciate or understand then in others." But it is contrary 
to »t . Beuve's usual habit to strike the unfriendly note at 
the very beginning of a Causerie, and one wonders whether it is 
1. Caus. rlu lundi, VIII, 345 -378: 2 Articles. 
2. Ibid, 346-7. 
3. Ibi(1, 348e 
4. Op, oit., 122. 
4;5. 
ir_ keeping with his declarati on that Gibbon was due "une 
justice particuliére" to single out so soon a defect fresh amid 
so much vast magnificence. i or Ste. fleuve continues in this 
strain: he accuses Gibbon of a general lack of emoti on or 
enthusiasm for anything. In fact, only once, apart from the 
love of his life w }rk, oee he all or Gibbon to give any sign 
o` hu9an feeling - "il y a un moment óu, dans lee dangers de 
la guerre de Sept A'e, i1 est redevenu .anglais : la vois. die 
1 
'Fitt a paru animé d'un eclair d'enthoue1asme." And 
when the critic goes on to allude at ^ane length to Gibbon's 
admiration for Trajan, is he implying that the historian's 
contempt for reli gi on i s on a par wi th that generally credited 
to the Raman :i:!rnperer'r If so, then surely ete neuve i s here 
rather forcing things, tor Trajan was not, after all, an 
i ',famous monster but was, when allowance is duly made for the 
spirit of his times, by no means a merciless tyrant, nor was he 
so considered. by his subjects, if rot, then. why has Ste. 
Beuve, foreign to his practice, delayed the customary 
bi ographi cal d etai is and insisted on foisting upon the reader 
this preliminary stock of impressi ons? However, he rounds 
off this introducti on by a bri of estimate of the Decline and 
Ia.11 - "une belle histoire où le ge3nie de l'ordre, de la 
méthode, de la bonne admini strati on doline; unie narrati on 
r vetue de toutes les qualités fennec, continues et solides ui 
la fort ressembler, jusque dans ses dégradations successives 
et l nevi tarai ee , travers les temps barbares, à une large 
3 
chaussee talai ne ." 
Then cames the biography, the usual pointe of which are 
d ealt with interestingly and at fair engbh . It is charact er- 
: i sti c of Ste. Beuvs to mention the unhappiness of Gibbon's 
1 . C aus. du lundi, VIII, 348 -9 
2. Gp. Prof. held Is Article in Vol, 27, 12nOr®lppaedia 
Britannica, 11 th ed. 
3. Ibid, 35Q. 
44, 
youth caused by the lack of a mother's care: "ceux à qui a 
manqué la sollicitude d'une mare ... sont plus aisément que 
1. d'autres dénués '3u sentiment de la religion." saut he is 
surpri singly indulgent in his remarks upon Gibbon's extra- 
: ordinary feat of reading himself in and then out of 
Catholicise, and also on the Judi °trous affair wi th 
Curchor7. and yet the critic is being only fair: he himself 
was not a model of consistency as far as religion pi-as 
concerned; and it must also be allowed, despite the many 
sneers directed at his unfortunate love -affair, that Gibbon, as 
a plain man of rather prosaic good sense, behaved neither 
heinously nor nearly in the matter. The a:hole bi ographi cal 
sketch, indeed, foras a contrast to the introduction; no 
d:ubt the delightful pages of Gibbon's own memoirs had here a 
strong influence on the critic . It is pleasant incidentally 
to note 'ate, 13euve's tribute to `fume: it is little touches 
such as these, which crop ap so frequently and so refreshingly, 
that warm the hearts of te . .8euve's readers 
llhe criticism bestowed upon. the "Essai sur 'etude de la 
littérature" is likewise by no means harsh. lt largely follows 
the lines of Gibbon's own remarks on the subject. ate. 
Beuve's opi;ii on, for exareple, that the trench in. whi ch the 
essay was written too closely imitates that of Montesquieu, 
simply re- echoes Gibbon's le ent: "alas! how fatal has been 
the imi tati on of ontesquieu." The French critic 's 
objections, first to the style which is «assez difficile et 
parfois obscu re," and then to "la liaison des idées qui 
échappe souvent par trop de concision, et par is désir qu'a 
eu 1e jeune auteur d 'y fai re entrer, d'y c ._ndenser la plupart 
72. 
de ses notes," are balanced by ;gibbon's own admi eel one: "the 
1. Caus, du lundi. , VIII, 358 
2. Cp. Gibbon's .Autobiography, p. 58, 
obscurity of many passages is often affected; 'brevis ease 
laboro, obtdcurus riot; the desire of expressing perhaps 
cam on idea with sententious and oracular brevi ty ." 
The aim et' the eases/ Tas. the historian declared, "to 
justify end praise the object of a favourite pursuit, that is, 
the study of ancient literature. Ste iseuve devotes almost 
two pages to Gibbon's ideas "qui méritent 7.1U on lui sourie." 
l'e points out how they show the historian in embryo here trying 
his wings, yet with little danger of tailing; and en;_hasizeá 
the fact that the Essai foresh®äows the method to be magnific- 
:ently employed in the Histor -. But is it not a little 
eu rpri ei leg t o find him m enti oni ng .sibb on ' e na and that of 
viably in the tame sentence, even though he is contrasting the 
two? D0es i t not see, somewhat needless to assert that 
!libb on 's "esprit de critique . , . sera tout l' oppose de la 
3. 
methode raide et tranchante d'un i" al) ly." 
A description 1.' a7 ; ows Sibb on's years es captain of 
ti < , Jne feels ;.hat Ste. eeuve might have made a li ttie 
more of this extraordinary event in the li t e of his subject, 
for all English literature can offer no episode more 
astounding. Has the critic realised to the full the extra- 
:ordinary wonder and richness of such an occurrence-: In any 
°? c;aus, du lundi, j.7IIT, 36J ff. 
3, Ibid. 36e. Ste. :fleuve had probably in mind wbly's "De 
la manj re, & 'Cori re L'Histoire," 1783, in which the Abbé 
submits tt., ;.t history should not be regarded as a mere 
narrative, but -gis a study, yielding profitable lessons 
to be adapted to present day requirenerts. Art. li terse 
: ture, science, even industry i teelt', he considers 
el 011 whi ch ?rake for. corrupti on and decay . ,arid nd, 
he thi nice , i s being threatened l >y three dangers - 
dses oti s'il, anarchy e1,1 co7'!suef t; and eceimutni sm i s the 
only remedy, for the differences among raen are not 
essential, but ext sri or, and capable, therefore, of being 
aft enuated by uniform educati on in whi ch the less ons of 
hi story fore the meet important part . It would not be 
easy to find two writers es different both in outlook and 
manner -.e Nably and. Sibbon; one won.rders, therefore, why 
ate. Beuve should taise occasion to mention so obvious a 
fact. Cp. B. de Puchesse, Condillac, aras, 1y1Ú, and 
Paul Janet, Histoire de la science politique, Paris, 1887, 
46 . 
case, he might have pointed out one, if not the 171 oat important , 
aspect of these two and a half mortal yee.rs of camp lite: the 
enforced cemeati on of onnivereus and continued readir g afforded 
Gibbon time for thinking, with ttne result that when he ret . rnd. 
to the shelter of Ms father's house in Hampshire, he had 
determined upon the nature of his life's work, although, 
irdecd, the actual details were not yet sorted out in hie mind. 
Ste, euve brin.go the first Causerie ri to an end with a 
r umé of Bibb on' qualities: "Culture, suite, ordre, method e, 
une belle intelligence, froid;, fine, toujours exercée, et 
aiguf se'e, des affeoti ons mod c enstantes, d'ailleurs 
'tincel: e eacree abeente, j mais le coup de tonerre: c'eet 
sous c,e traits lue Gibbon. s'offre á nous en tout temps et dis 
ea jeunesse." All of which is true, although it may be asked 
what VJag ate. Eeuve'e exact connetati on of the "étincelle 
sec:rie." But when he adds: "Dans tout ce que j'ai dit, je 
n'ai fait qu'extraire et reserrer see res; j'ai 
eeuleient t -.chi d'en présenter une epreuve un peu plus fra' the 
-t élus marquée l'usage du moment," one becknes doubtful. 
For is his sketch even a little "plus frai the et plus marquée" 
than the au t ob í ography which, as at I eae t one En.gl i a.h cri ti c 
has declared, "may be boldly pronounced perfect "` 
2. 
The second and concluding article on ùfbbon opens with a 
description of the historian's arrival in Home, and the famous 
passage from the autobiography is quoted in which he depicts 
hi eensati one and the final e oncep Li on of hi s li fe work. 
But here again Gibbon's prejudice against Christianity would 
seem to be over -emphasized by !3te. -euve. It cannot be denied, 
1 . Ibi d, 362. 
2. A. Birreil, Selected Essays, II, 35 
3 . (' p . hut ohi og . , e2. 
4 r7 
of courue, "that in the t4eo feet eur chalh-..re. et least, whi ch 
raonclud ed his fi rst volume, he ad opted i tone which must be 
pronounned offensive, not only fran the Christian point of 
vi Eery but on the broad greeted of hi st on cal equi ty ." This 
i nef thwr the time nor the place to attempt any di ,ousel on 
of relui pus logea, but it may be pleaded that it is doubtful 
whether such a tad ng; as ohs olute irnpartiali ty cart exist; 
7n.ay one not make some < All owance at least l'or even. a historian'+ 
private feelings and c3nvi cti onn r In any entes, ui.hbart, 
though d oubt i eee gu its enough as regard., natters of good 
taste, was carrying out the dicta.tee of his owr principles, 
he beli eyed all his life, that the ÿropagati on of the Gorpe1 
and the triumph. of the Church are inseparably connected with 
z. 
the decline of the ioman monarchy ," 
It' or Ste. Beuve is usually so largely tolerant in 
real gi ous matt ere . Pe was never for any length of. time a 
great churchman and,ae the histocian of i'-ort itoyal., his 
"reuseite littéraire a, moralement, éte une 111 te, Cette 
reli gi on ... 11 lui a été i:mpoeeibl e d'y entrer autrement que 
pour la cauptendre,_ pour L'exposer; il n'y étai t qu'un. 
3. 
investi gat eur ... un jisciple, non pas.'' it is, therefore, 
all the more pe.rpiexirig to find him so often. adopting towards 
Gibbon this attitude of c oldness and lack of sympathy 
another place he himself asks, "kourquoi, sitôt qu'an touche 
4. 
cette corde religieuse, prendre un ton d'aigreur....`:" It 
is to x.e regretted that he did not here bei.r in. mind not only 
this query eit also the fact to which he himself alluded - 
that i n any connecti on wi th ;,ibb on " on a une prévmnti on 
1 . Morison, ok. cit. 122, 
2. Cp. Atilt obi og. , p. 8g. 
3 . chaud, e'te , Beuve, lv5 
4. Nouv. lundis, IIi, 3U1. 
5. Already quoted : op. :t) 42. 
défavorable vaincre." 
Ste. Beuve now turne to the "Decline and eel) ." whether 
be had read it all is doubtful, forhe admits that "sur 
l'ensemble de cette I- tistoire, je ne sauraie mieux* faire que .fie 
me couvrir de 1'autorì té d'un homme ui 1'a 4tudlSe à fond" - 
namely Guizot, - "nui a toutes les conditions requises pour 
être un bon juge," 
He mentions the three stages throu .,.h which G ii z of passed 
while reviewing the French translata on: first, his great 
i nt erect in the History; then his regret at its Louches of 
partiality; and lastly, his a'mirati on for. the aut! er od' so 
vast and erudite a work. To give an idea of its extent, Ste. 
Beuve details the contents of the first volume and character- 
izes the style as "soigne, Stud i e, et dont l 'elegance va 
1. 
parfois juseu' la parure. " Whether it is true or not that 
thi rst volume lacks the grasp and easy mast cry whi ch 
distinguishes its successor, it certainly is true that te. 
Beuve is here indulging in no felsone flattery' Considering 
the extreme difficulty which confronted Gibbon a_ed remembering 
that the fi rat volume was "a tentative trying of hi s 
in strun_ent, a running over the :Keys in Preparatory search for 
the right note," a mead of wanner praise would net have been 
out of keepi ng. 
Nor is the criticism under which pass the subsequent 
volumes at any time enthusiastic . "e calls the work, indeed, 
the most comprehensive of Histories, but he ird;osdiately and 
eoewhat ungraciously adds that i t will necessari ly be 
surpassed by later studies. °:h ire on the one hand he praises 
the historian for his order and riethod, he blesses his, on the 
1 . Cauks du lundi , ZTTII, 364 , 
2. Ibid, 365. 
3. Cf. orisen, op. cit., 115. 
49 , 
other, for his lack of fire and impetuosi ty : when Gibbon's 
prurleet analysts and deducti do ís mentf oned, the next sentence 
contains a reproach for failing to shed an all -ilium mating 
lïght; if the work as a whole renders full justice to the 
spirit of the ancient world, it falls far short in doing the 
large service t o that of the Christian world . lend, as we 
have by this time learned to expect, Ste. Beuve returns to 
the religious question i n the sane spirit of querul ous nees 
whi ch we have already noted . 'by, he ;-3.sks, has Gibbon not 
realised and appreciated the creation and i rtroducti on of a 
new heroism? Why does he not see that Christi an'ty has 
inculcated in the hearts of men a ii elf er and more absolute 
c one epti on of truth? Why can he not take pains to be wisely 
tolerant towards all forms of religious establishment....? 
Why, we might ask in our turn, does ,ate. Beuve .ask these 
questi ors when he i s erfect ly aware of the answer? vwe 
submit that he evi noes in this connect' Jr a sprit so 
petulant as to surpri se and irritate his readers; that he 
harps too much on these unfortunate Chatters XV and XVI; that 
he shoes a lack of real appreci ati on, not only of the triumph 
with which Gibbon surmounts his appalling difficulties. but 
aleo of the magnificence and brill iance of the triumph; in 
short that ;te. Beuve's crit icie:n as a whole is needlessly 
sever:. 
As is readily admitted, the peculiarity of Gibbon's 
sceptical attitude towards ail forms of religion in general 
and towards Christianity in particular is a blot, and a 
serious blot, in his work; but that granted, what re'nains': 
We have it on no less an authority than ; r . Sai ntsbury that 
"Gibbon had no other fault as a Historian .... than thi s, 
1. Ibid, 366-7. 
5u 
(i.e. his attitude tawarde religion) and even this was not 
fetal .°' Morison, too, insists that the distincts on must be 
na de, because "the offensive tone in questi on i s confined to 
Y-,ese to chapters Thus, having roundly ensured Gibbon 
et the beg nring of the first Causerie, might not Ste. Beuve 
very well have left it at that`: One cannot brat wish, indeed, 
that he had reeernbered and acted more fully upon sane oi° hie 
own dicta. For instance, referring to 1enin, he calls him a 
"tape-dur, qui a toujours besoin de taper sur quelqu'un." 
gain: "le devoir de la critique dans tout sujet est avant 
tout de l'envisager sane parti prie, de ee tenir exempte de 
preventi ors, fussent -elles lee mieux fondes ' 
In his faint praise of gibbon's style Ste, Beuve would 
seen to be toe great ly influenced by its general tendency 
towards grandiloquence. The great }ors on once launched that 
awful word 'verbose' against certain pages; and that there 
are other faults is eo doubt true enough. But how little 
ate. Belays says of the rare and great excellence of' the 
sounding phrase, the gorgeous disti onwith its stately wave- 
like role. Gibbon has not the "javelin,01 the "panting cry" 
of .`:ontesqu1eu, says the critic, a little complacently; 
which means ''1n other worde, the siewhat theatrical and 
rhetorical touCh of the French." What of it? He had, at 
any rate, that "magnificence, that sense of the vast procession 
of events and that power of reproducing it, which givea an 
i . Riet . of Eng. Lit., 627 . 
2. Up. cit., 122. 
3. Caus. du lundi, XI, 464. 
4. Iden, XII, 31; already quoted, r:p. p.31. Cp. also Natty. 
lundis, II, 179; idem, VI, 316, etd. 
5. C sus. du lundi, VIII, 368. 
6. Saintebury, Eist. Crit., :III, 323. 
51 . 
almost poetic self transcendence to an otherwise prosaio eäsd 
'phi l oe ophe nature . 
And when Ate. ßeuve declares that ùibbon le contente de 
z. 
n' trfs jemai s bi en net," especially in the famous account of 
Julian, he is strangely at variance with so high an authority 
as J+.' on eon. whose book on Gibbon is usually admitted to be one 
of the m oest valuable and accurate. The latter, in the 
ou.rse of a lengthy analysie .)f this part of the 1Î1 story. 
maintains that Gibbon "has found hie way with a prudence and 
an insight which extorted admi rati on even in hi a own day," 
and he goes on to commend the vividness of the narrative, the 
sheer hi et on c i nei ght and cl ear vi ai on of the facts 
That there ere fine things well said in r'te. Beuve'e 
Causerie goes ~i thou t saying; the lei ographi cal parts, for 
exarnále, are excellent. The extracte towards the conclusi on 
)f. the Caueeri a given Iran correspondence between 'r Walpole 
and ; me. du neffand, the d escr 'pti ons of the historian's 
attitude towards the rievolution, and of his last years - all 
this is interesting and pointed. 'hut the general standard 
of the articles is far below normal; it never reaches the 
one with which he deals, for example, with Cowper, and he 
does not appear wi th that luminosi ty whi ch Lowe] l prai ses as 
hie dominant characteristic. His judgment is here blunted., 
seys iä r. e.intebury, who adds that the nglishman who turns 
S. 
to these two articles on Gibbon will be disappointed. And 
indeed, Ste iieuve evinced a strongly grudging attitude 
towards one of when it has recently been ritten: "Nobody at 
all , succeeds so eminently as he des. 
1 . Ibi d, 
2. Caus. du lundi, VIII, 368. 
3. Op. cit., 12). 
4. Cp. Prose Works, III, 16tß 
5. Cp. Hist. of Crit, III, 323. 
6. 'a.i ntsbury, 1'eace of the áugustans, 263. 
VI , t; 01.:'YEt 
1. 
Alm oot ~ t, the. very b egi nní rig of tin s study of C aw, er 
cite. '`ei]VE ins Arts ritt s translati on of "un the Receipt of my 
° other's i i at.) re, " end in so 0 of ngr, strikes a, note which is 
to echo through each of the three Causeri es, - the note. of 
deep i f suppressed gri of and longing so feelingly sounded in 
that poem and e o n harlot » ri sti c: of i is t er . J' t is si gn- 
: i fi cant that '3a te .:beuve no{ only took the trouble to translate 
the whole of the poem and to give it this proiine'ce, but that 
he i;s b should have singled ou t, at thi s early stage of the 
only 
Causerie, a work, not/ so characteristic in i t.self, but one 
whi c + Cowper wrote m ore th ,ri fi fty years after his rn other's 
Beat'. :' or one of the critic's maxims ïs that "on retrouve 
coup sur i'ha'nrne cuperi sur ... dare sa ,r. ère surtout," and he 
freq;uentir makes reference to 'ceux <. qui a manqué' cette 
ç o11 ß ci tud e 'une ni re ." 
>*^:ong these i s Cowper, and thus m,e have Tan the :French- 
man a study whi ch, i n point of sympathetic insi ght, wi il b c dry 
no ria sans i of eri or t o those of such , ngl i eh ur i t ere as B ageh of , 
Leslie Stephen and F.11 , lueae, chaining though 
these are. And the sympathy 7.11 the rsiore contagi ous, as 
ugustine .1rreil has pointed out, because it is conveyed so 
qui etly and tend or1y. . or whet her i t be that Ste , ueuve's 
m ethode ares sci erti ti c not, his heart ''F as hae!an, and here 
are none o:' the cheap sneers and c:lufusy jesting about old. 
1 . C;au3eri as du lundi x.i, 117-165: 3 arti cl es dated respect- 
: iveiy :nov. 20th, 37 th, and ec . f th, i85 1,, based on a 
t.rane]a.ti on of Southey 's odi ti on of the CorresNondeY?ce, 
havlever, trans1aï:i on had yet appeared, a fat which 
"te . Veuve lar.aente, since the correspondence "egale en 
mérite et en pensee ses oeuvre; poétiques, t 1ui est 
encore plus naturelle et surtout plus ai see 
`. 8-e-e 
7 ``ou. lunciie, ;II, 18. cp also ibid, iTi, 315: ibid, 1V, 
3, 194. 
a . (::aus. du lundi, VIII, 436 . 
5. "p. A. Iiirrell, ï: i scell . Essays, I I, 211 . 
53 . W 
ri anon and 1Jw11 ; of worsted in whi ch a lesser eri ti e tza.i. gr.t 
,?aei 1y en-ough he.ve x rdu 1ged 
lt has s ate tin es Y:een said that te, fleuve was overfond 
gossi py detai'E WO that he ras usually m ore i r.tte:C%,G,ted irl 
the 1 i re-history áf his subject, » eeppoi f that -u17 j ec;t's 
t arty eram t were of orbi d nature, - than i n hi eworks or 
rieedg It is true, certainly, that perhaps too often, 3te. 
euv-e 11«,Ilzes the 1i ter ary bi ograp}ccr irstead .) the !i terary 
cri `.i r, and that he occ:asi oxtally eyen goes go far kxs to show 
a disa,proii a.st orti shmer,t when the indiviclua,l he is f?.iscussirig 
refuses, under lris scalpt,I, to une over any l.artisxuJar vice or 
1. 
ty of i nc3 ox character , into tre ease f c,o>xrpGx, 
anytbi ng of such a nature never ent erR , y, t i s not 
to say that Cowper 's case slid rot interest :$te, 33euve intentiely. 
sin tree contrary, the reader cannot but be fascin*vted by the 
ski 11 with 71rhich the ,rari ous facts of the poet's chi ldhood and 
upbringing re i.arsh . 3.. ed . flow well has the critic succeed ed 
in his expressed desire of making us know the marl, and how 
beautifully c' make us feel "non setsïmer't I'e,ffectueuse 
ctot3on . ...".is atcesi ce '1 y E de pr:.rticulièrenent 
sensible, de tendrenent serrsi tif. dou1 oureux dans c -t.tQ 
nature c? e '' ,o'.np er avait avant t -hc., t bes oi n de 7 r. ti eux et 
ele i'abri du 'id r'crnesti que , Jr is it fi i ff'i cti's tt to i in a.,gi ne 
the interest of that French pub :tic in eutvper's trials and 
tribuiati one: his lack, aim,oet frail infancy, of a mother so 
moll eluinpe9 t 1 brin u-p ti .. ' ensiti ve chi id: his earli est 
ä . Cp . li$guet, oli tiques et moralistes du IX.e.siècle, III, 
]8b; Caintsbi3xÿ` íiist, of _;I'3t., , iîvi; . Croce, 
12th cert. +Vt., ¿IÙ . 
(,'p .;a.us , du lundi , I, 163; ibid. III, 139; ibiri, VIII, 
Z87; ibid, 430. 
3 , Ibic', XI, 140. 
4, Itica, '.I, 118. 
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religi oils training at the hands of rigorous teachers which 
implanted i neradi cal ly in his cunsci ousnee y the t erri fyi n , 
images and paralSraing doctrines of thorough -going Calvinistic, 
theology: his dire expert ences at school as a shrinking, 
wistful little being, flung into the midst of severe masters 
and unfeeling, uni,aginative older boys; is sheer dread of 
appearing in public and the recurring spells of melancholia 
which projected over his later li fe the dim shadows of 
childhood. te. Benue touches in all this so deftly, gently 
and pityingly Fps to offer e. glaring contrast to that .1 fe and 
eorr. espondene e of Cowp er by the Rev. T ,S . Grimsha4. whi ch, as 
3. 
^u gassti re i .rreil may well say, "is not a nice book." 
The numerous quotati ons frail Cowper's letters are not 
made so much wi th the aim. of emphasising, their literary 
excellence, as of showing forth his need l'or the warmth and 
shelter of a "rid da esti que," and his qei et happiness when he 
achieves teat need wi th the Unwire f.i ly . The hymn, "God 
moves in. a myst eri ous way," i s cited in a verse translati an as 
evidence of the poet's attempt to "combattre et refuter sa 
propre terreur, de se ra%.arer contre ses craintes hábituellee. 
For this now brings us to the critical year 1773, when Cowper 
had that dreszñ which remained for ever one of the fi xed points 
of his delusions and whose cry. "aatwn estd e te, peril sti , " if 
it sank in happy hours to e whisper, was always there, ready to 
1 , Ste. Beuve makes no menti on, however, of Cowper's 
Tirocinium - that vigorous attack on the brutality of 
publi c schools; the reason i s probably because it was not 
included in Southey 's editi on. 
2. Londor, 8 volG., 183'- 
3. `äI'. cit, 
4 . By Mme. Lan'glai e, daughter of " t e. Beuve Is gr 'at f ri end 
Nerve. Desbordes- Valmore. This translation is not partic- 
:ularly well -done; !as it on that account that `.ate. 
ve calls i t a "traducti on ou imi tati on en françai s?" 
Nouv. lundiß XI, 136) In any case, he adds a prose 
versi on of his own whi ch is much more successful 
5 
. Cp. Cowper's correspondence, edited by T . Wri gbt 4 vole, 
1904, I, 132 -4. 
bb. 
swell to a sinister ringing in his ears . -iothing could 
c nothing could undeceive hies . and the unf'orgiveable 
sin whi ch he imagined he had canmi tted would not even allow 
him the help of pr}rer: '`il avait l'âme canine morte," says 
Ste .:f3euve conpassi onately, The critic regrets that Cowper 
was wi thout the help of a: visible Church; had Cowper not 
hated acme he might have felt himself' not so terribly alone - 
"lancé seul canm.e il l'était sur cet ooée.n insondable des 
tenpptes et des volontés divines." 
*Who cannot wish he had been born in the old fa.i th add 
cane into the hands of sane hum< .ne adroit confessor such as 
Balzac paints, who might have ''cleansed the stuff 'd boson" at 
the ri ght marient and led him back by mingled sug,gesti en and 
authority to the paths of sanity, softening by naninal 
penances, gently graded, the more hideous of the pati ent's 
delesi ons." Thsse wordss of asodern riter are almost an 
exact echo o` try. ?euve'e: Hune pensée se présente naturelle- 
ment dans l'étude de cette maladie religieuse de Cowper: 
c'est au 'i 1 eût été á souhaiter pour lui qu'entre un Di eu si 
puissant et si mystérieux ... il eût su voir encore et se 
donner quelques points d'appui rassurants, soit dans une 
église visible, ayant pour cela autorité et pouvoir, soit dans 
des intercesseurs anis cassie le cont pour les âmes pieuses la 
3 
,'i Arge et les 3ai nts ." 
But Ste< Beuys touches only lightly and delicately u_ on 
such religious questions and leads his reader out of the 
atm osphere of glove which enshrouded the period ci rea 177: to 
the gradually lightening and happi er ci-erre-stances chi ch 
1 . Ibid, 162 
2. u. E1 t on., Survey of . ng . Lit., 378u-1830, T, 82. 
3. Caus. du lundi, XI, 128. 
^6. 
1. 
ensued. He translates the delightful passage from Cowper's 
Corres:andence in which the p,.)et describes his great friendship 
- it is not too strong a tem - for the tame harpe he was 
given to distract his mind. 'Timide lui- :r4ne,P' says 
±.ieuve, seizing eharas sri stically on the apt eunp- ri son, and 
yet giving due emphasis to the manner in which the poet's real 
self beccxnes gradually dorn.inant, "et si sujet 1a terreur, 
Cowper faisait rie ces arivnaux lui un rapprochement naturel; 
i1 leur appliquait 1e mot 1nicéricord3ieux et h.unair.. du poets: 
2. 
'non ignara siali'." ''f like purp, e gives a long 
quotation describing the poet `e pleasure in the simple occupa- 
: ti ohs of carpentry and gardening r ^i ch helped him to "échapper 
á tout 3. prix aux inr,onveni ente Pt aaR d wv:g:rs du ri en- faire." 
At the stria time Cowper'- poetic genius was becaning 
etronger; r,ut in spite of the increasing number of letters 
and verses written around 178J, ÿt e. Heave finde nothing of 
great im nor tance t o record . Md indeed, inter eti ng though 
they be to the student of Cowner's literery development, these 
set pi eces in heroic couplets - qdull sermons in very indifferent 
verse" - and the prose essays after the manner of Steele which 
were contributed to the short -lived Connoisseur, could convey 
nothing or great minent to . i.rench readers, t . ,sauve quotes 
one of the best of the poems of this peri od, "The , If ghtingale 
and the C1 oww or , " "a,nd c o par es it aptly enough wi th A , de 
Cheni er's versi on of the epi gram by avenus of taros,. - "dans 
laquelle une cigale est Taux prises avec une hirondelle: c'est 
I . Ibid, 12e. 
Cp. Virgil, Aeneid, I, 630. 
3. Caus. d e lundi, .i, 131 . 
4. But we shall consider this point later: ce. p. 61. 
5 , C:iue. du lundi, AI, 132. 
:"a d áit'érenee du eenti-aent grec s3ntilaeni rhr°ti en." 
.e.re hez.°e the fi rat .;auserie on Comper canes to an end.. 
It is, as we see, wholly bi ographi eal i rx interest and yet 
+noegh literary venp1ee have been ;;x ven to whet the appetite 
Te.r riUX` e 411iç;f thing 'for :?te, i5euve waa to Qndeavour 
in the sprees ott:0 to hiYa to ate teis reaßel^"v eager to 
1eern raor.e - i:ri reueti the sea.e Yaan.ner as the serial story 
breake ON at a rZr:eti oint, lsut there is nothing 
effenei srely dr.,:me.t; c .wb:out ,;t e. ,. euve.'fi treat'ilE3n.t; no- oee, 
e lay sup eose, t first. aerie thout fai li 
to love t:he..t peor strange figure which a,ppea,c, so vividly 
vi thin ten eee si xt.een pages . 
2. 
The second Causeri e d eale ore th 1i tera.ry Tra.ttere than 
does tee preceding one. T t opens with ehet 7te. reeve es.11s 
the theory C,owper'e correáspor.'.'erice: "6crire toe:;jou:rs un 
mot cha.ssa,nt: l'autre At 11aissRrt, courir le Flume eanr 7 tant 
won.ger, come; va la langue quand on cause, e ornnp ye le -n4 ed 
quand on r:hemiee." These word e gree aci F ewe e's own 
m$xina expressed elsewhere: i 1 faut tiorire cnriee on parle et 
Y!.@ z par trop p,rl. er comme on '" crt. 
"I t i -z hard ,' says x'r. of ems er ._ it en., ''t oeay any tbile; ab out 
3. 
the fore of Cowper Is letters exoept that it is al:.aye. right,n 
and so it may n.ot be surpri sink; that Ste . :V.euve finds after 
all but little to say. True, as bee ones a. devout Laver at' 
Q obri été franFe.i. se, " rand one who wa,!.5 leant to take er:id e f roe 
l. This i s a free trveola.ti on or part of Cowper 's letter to 
U nwi n, Aug . 8th , 17 80 
2 . Cabi ere, 121 . 
a oit, 1, 78, .. . p . 
4. Cle. ïorl,R Cont., V, 459 
the asserti on that the appreciati on of fine style is essentially 
a French end oven ent, he winces slightly at "quelques 
hi zarreri es au milieu de mille grac es," one of -,chi ch he cites 
- the comparing of the state of the poet's soul to the planing 
of a plank, the shavings of whi ch likened to his first 
thoughts. This sort of objection is doubtless hound en Hugh 
though ewe wou ld say i t apeli es wi th in ore force to Cowper's 
poetry than to his prose - bu 1, it is sanewhat surprising to 
find Ste. Beuve going on to declare, that Cowper in his letters 
A 3. "a le goût plus hardi et original que sur.." For C Jwper is 
never self -conscious and never, on the other leeei, does he 
approach that most off ensive of all attitudes, over- innoc ::elco; 
"hie letters are rnong the very best in Lnglish, perfectly 
unaffected and natural ; "C'est un d éli cat," ,ate, jeuve 
c onti nues, "mais un d él i cat qui a senti d ea choses si 
parti cull ares et si al gués, qu'11 os era infiniment, lors eu '11 
s'agira d'exprimer au vif sea far ,ns d'être et de penser. Il 
a des us ages qui ?t onn.ent , des c omp errai sons ét ranges et qu '1 
subti ent et prol onge avec une finesse un peu poi nti lieuse ou 
conpassee. Il ne se refuse aucune de celles qui lui vienne 
la fantaisie. ...' It is true that the critic qualifies these 
words by dddi ng: "A ces endroits -l, i 1 peut :parai t 
subti 1 et recherché; mais le plus ordinairement l'imprévu de 
ses images ne fait qu'ajouter u agrément de plus á leur 
exactitude ." 
Yet the censure rankles a little until it is forgotten in 
the delight, so obvi ously felt by Ste. Beuve and so 
ably 
1 'euv. lundi g, YI, 39ú. 
2 . Caus . du lundi, XI, 134 . 
3. ibid, 13t 
4. Sai ntabury, Hi s t . of Fng. I t., 588 
b9 . 
imparted to his reader, in the Letters as a whole. e cites 
in his own translation the fa-aous letter to Naeraton (dated. 
16th April, 17 80) describing the duel between the "travelled 
man hut not the travelled gentleman " and our poor little 
robins," and ad ria the equally fanons descri pti on of the vi si t 
of the political candidate. T'hav e two letters ere quoted as 
l'in e examples ' °de c ironies pén:trantes caws e en ont les 
et 
Ratures doulenreueee et timid.ps,loicec "?'organ=s plus fins, 
et que clin ueet, sane s'en douter, is brusqueries ou lea 
grossi éretes r1 "alentour "; they are, he adds, worthy of a 
lixw the Younger 
3 
Lastly canes a refereece to the "lettre badine 
de the escape of ',ruse, and Ste . Beuve, contrasts its 
light hunour eit'h the très grave et très seesee" epistle 
written just ten days later to hie cousi e re, Cowper, the 
beautiful conclusion of which '_ate. Beuve felt e Belled to 
travisl ite . 
It is especially in oowper's correepondene e, Ote. Beuve 
maintains, "qu 'on apprend le connaître et pfn.étrer dans 
lea nystères de son esprit ou de sa sersihi lite" and it 
1. >ee Appendix. 
é. T o Newton, arch 29th, 1784. in singling out this 
letter for quotati on - n2 lettre qu'on cite 
ordinairement quand on a a parler de la Correspondance 
de Cowper" - Ste. Beuve was no doubt influenced by the 
fact, which he states in a footnote tibid, 135) that 
"cette lettre a été citée par ,Teftrey dare l'article 
qu' i 1 ,-orna autrefois dans la Revue d'idimburg, (of 
June 1804) sur la vie de i souper haler . Je 1 .t trouve 
citée aussi et traduite dans la Uibli othèque universelle 
de e enéve qui conti sett un travai 1 bi en fait stir Cowper. 
( San,- Feb., 1854) 
3. To newton, Aug. 21st, 178u. 
4. Caus . du lundi, XI, 135. 
were surely ungracious to quarrel with these Letters - as has 
been d one - because of eertai n limitations of their range or 
Lecause they cannot enter into conpeti ti on with the letters 
of Swift or Carlyle, of Keats or Coleridge, ate, Beuve, in 
any case, apart front hie gentle censure of a fer "bizarreries.; 
is TM,e11 content, "Le charme de la Correspondance de Cowper," 
he sums up, "est dans cette succession d'images, de pensées et 
de nuances qui se déroulent -vec une vive ci te variée, mais d'un 
cours égal et paisible, en saisit ei eux dans ses lettres les 
sources véritables de sa poésie, de la vr.ie poésie danestique 
et de la vie y ri vée: un heal i ;cage encore affectueux, une 
familiarité qui ne dédaigne rien de ce qui intérèess, comme 
étant trop humble et trop petit, mais tout cate, de 
l'élévation, ou piut3t de la profondeur, "s'oublions pas no 
plus l'i roni e, la mail ce, une raillerie fine et douce °calme 
elle parait dans les lettres eue j'ai ci tees in these few 
words we get all that needs to be said about the petters. 
:given. Lamb, we imagine, would not allow " "te. Beave'e depreciation 
of the ''images gai étonnent, des canparaisons etrarges," to 
make him refuse his friendship to the French critic, who very 
evidently wad not offended eri th the "divine chi techat of 
2 
Cowper." 
Nor does Ste. Leuve ever forget the paramount importance 
of these Letters for Cowper: the critic fully realises how 
they ei ni stered to the long spells of comparative happiness 
which the poet enjoyed and it is the chequering of soft lights 
wi th the heavy shadows the latter's life which gives these 
letters their effortless distinction end makes then the picture 
of a sou]. 
1, Cp. +J. Elton, op. cit., 1, 78. 
2. Cp. Lamb's letter to Coleridge, 1796. 
61 . 
3- 
Then comes the main Part of Ste. Beuve's criticism of 
the poetry. He had already referred in passing to some of 
the minor set poems inspired by Cowper's experiences and 
circumstances. The fact that c..7 ,, >et' o,° rifest piece 
were mainly "fables, oú ses rouges- gorges, ses chardonnerets 
avaient leur rôle et amenaient leur morale toujours humaine 
et sensible bienque puritaine" leads him to find a relation- 
ship with La Fontaine, but he hastily adds that this 
relationship consists solely in Cowper's need "d'être excité, 
soutenu par l'amitié" just as La Fontaine required the 
2, 
inspiration of a Bouillon or a Sabloniere! Nor are the 
serious poems - "Hope ", "Truth" and the rest given any more 
than passing mention; the above -mentioned remark about 
dull sermons in i nd i_f fe ,eAt verse is a fair translation of 
Ste. Bettve's "vers d'assez longs sujets, tout sérieux 
d'abord et presque théologiques... des fleurs d'hiver, qui 
exhalent une austerité pas tropfmorale. 
"3. 
It is possible, however, to argue that Ste. Beuve - and 
many an English critic - is a little unfair in so casual a 
dismissal of those earlier poems. No doubt they are 
austere and narrow and not seldom worded in such a way as to 
cause the reader to wince; but the spirit of the age was 
equally austere and narrow, and a phrase such as "fountains 
filled with blood drawn from Emmanuel's veins" would not 
horrify these who, like Cowper, devoutly believed in the form 
of religion preached by Newton in his fiery, bitter sermons, 
and ruthlessly enforced by such men as Whitfield and Wilber- 
t. V. supra, p. 56. 
2. Caus. du lundi, XI, 136. Cp. also Elton, op, cit. 78: 
"Cowper's need to be moved by a happy little excitement 
of the nerves...." 
3 Caus. du lundi, XI, 136. 
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force. No wonder, then.. that thane vfrsee and hymns are 
sternly doctrinal, and no wonder also that they are bare 
statements of faith untouched by any poetics. fire and grace, 
when one remembers with what anguish of soul Cowper must 
have written them, with that dark pitiless voice of doom 
ever ringing in his errs. These "fleurs d'hiver" are not 
great poetry, but it is none the less a little surprising; 
that rte, >3e:tve, usually no readily sympathetic and quick to 
recognise the grim irony of things When he Seso it, does not 
here temper his judgment with a word or two of aonreci ation 
and restect, not on _y for tSe undoubted purity of style and 
dicton in some cf the r- ̂.wages, and in those where he is to 
be seen making tentative efforts to escav,e from the correct 
style," but also for the sheer force of wili power which 
Cowper showed in ta.c ìing religious problems at all. 
Probably the French critic was "nxious to hasten to his 
review of Cow-per's best poems and, not unnaturally, to convey 
to his readers the best s; d e of his author's poetic genius. 
It was obviously not noosib..e to refer in detail to all of 
Cowper' s numerous poems. 
It should be aded, however, that in the Causeriez. 
written a fortnitht before the one with which we ore dealing 
- by which ti- e Ste. Beuve was probably busy preparing the 
present essay - the critic analysed Cowner's `'Retirement, " 
and hid called it the "beet and moat beautiful" of Cow'aer's 
first collection, and compared it f.avourab.iy with that 
3. 
"nocisie sans noesie" or St. Lambert's "Saisons." This would 
he but faint praise, however, were it not for the evident 
1 "In the Olney Hymns, it is high proof of his manliness 
and self- control that in none of the does he seek to 
give utterance to 'his) feelings of despair. 
Courthorpe, Hist. of Eng. Poetry, V, 352. 
it. Nov. 13th, 1854. Cp. Cau:. du lundi, XI, 114. 
3. Lanson, Hist. de la litt. fran9aise; 64'. 
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a,nrj .,e.iu`.ae pleasure with which Ste. Reuvp emphasises the: 
delicate freshness and. charming innocence of C4w=)er's lines. 
Their grave ax:.d solemn !passages make h9r ca1.`'. Cowper "is 
Milton de äa vie -,)rivec, . rLd their :_tcwgery he thinks worthy 
of a Christian Lucretius, "Vous 'Joii loin," he concludes, 
"de St. Lambert. 
A note is added regarding the small success of Cowper's 
first volume and part of his rather 7l stful .otter is quoted 
to shown that if Johnsen renal d grin_y sUe_;.t, stet such a 
one Rs Franklin found praise for it. also, rite. 
Betave was not sorry for the o "mortunity thus afforded of 
making a ualtcioun reference to "ce tyran de la critique?: 
we have a._re.i 'y seen how eager the French critic i.- to have 
+? dig" ..t the Doctor! 
John Gil -cita. Is next singled out for comp gent and a lenUthv 
description of its story is riven. Here again the critic 
W-8 evidently attracted not so much by the poem itself. One 
feels, indeed, that Ste Beqve rather wondered at the roem's 
surceTs: he ends his ^nalysiä of its riot with the candi,' 
confession that its truly English humour is beyond him: one 
must be neti ve -born truly to s ',preci te it, and besides, "il 
faut voir ces chews d -ns l'original avec l'humeur qui y est 
propre." 4 Rather was he struck by the "ironie des choses 
associated with the poem: - the vi.saicitudes of its history 
and the seeming contr3.diction in terms which it affords of 
the -oet' s character - that prim yet ticklesuine humour 
contrasting with that uorbi d temperaomnt - aad the fact that 
1. Cetas. du .lundi; XI, 113- 
'`. To Urkwin, June 12th, 17V. 
. Cau,s.. du lundi XI 1*9. 
4. Ibid., 144. 
"ce poète moraliste et austère qui avait visé réformer le 
monde" should suddenly become, like a aecor;c? Besaugie_rs, the 
favourite of the fashionable w; -:rld. 
4 
And so to the copinÿ stare of Cowper's poetic renutation 
"The Tusk, " "touch ant et f.' hmi:.ier, naturel, et e.'.eve, " Ste. 
Be uve sl etches, perhaps a trifle perfunctur ly, the ideas 
cont--ined In ite first hundred "très ingénieux et d'un 
bedine ;e élevant " as the opening is, the critic feels that 
Cowper is acquttirg himself of his task a tri nie stiffly. It 
is, however, Exceedingly doubtful whether Delille could rise, 
as Ste. Beuve sug; -este he does, even to the somewhat 
uninspired level which Cowper at this point attains. The 
"crue;. Abbè, " as Lanson feelingly calls him, dees not an eal 
with the gentle gaiety and playful humour th ̂.t is even here 
so characteristic of Cow per. Delilhe, with his long enumera- 
:t1.ona and wearisome descriptions, his "elegant" and flowing 
circuhlocution , and his exnianati.on of a nature which he 
knew only through Buffon - and surely he and Cowper were wide 
enough apart: True the Abbe's kindly nature d.,es show a 
certain kinship to Cowner's, but as poets there can be very 
liitlr re: emblance between them: One wonders if Ste. Beuve 
1, Ibid, 143. 
2. Ste. Beuve rakes here a slight, but for him very unusual 
slip: he gives 1734 instes 3 of 1735 SA the year in 
which. The Task was rubli eh.ed. 
.. Ibid, 145. 
4. on. cit., 641. 
5. Cn . for fixample Cowper' s well -known reference to "the cups 
that cheer but not inebriate" with the Frenchman' 3 
equivalent: 
"Leeuillage chlnoi.L, par un doux succès 
De nos diners tardifs corrige les excès, 
Et, faisant claque soir sa roiicie aecoutumee, 
D'une chère ind:.este apaise la fumée." 
C. C.H.C. Wright, Hist. of French Lit., p. 571. 
65, 
failed to see in these opening lines on "The Sofa" that the 
1a`.tor was induleAne In a, mildly playful yet tactful parody 
or !Tilton? No doubt, Cow,ser hardly strikes one as capable 
of being the ideal parodist, nor, devout worshipper AS he was 
at the Miltonic shrine, does one readily believe he would 
wish to parody his oei.ove3 master. Nevertheless, though 
Cowper does not go so far as to ,,.;erit Dr. Johaao.ìts heavy 
frown which was bent on those who sought to degrade the 
;oundink; words and stately construction of diiton by an 
application of the lowest and most trivial things," these 
huhd.red trines ire dent 4y and playful...y parodic. Is it 
Possible, Lien, that Ste. :aeuve' s keen sight has for the 
moment become a little dimmed? Is he being, subconsciouly 
influenced by the fact that nucri of The T sk" i, certainly 
written in the wornout and didactic 18th century manner - an 
old garment, as it were, Hatched with new cloth? 
It is interesting to note how Ste. Beuve returns to his 
comrarison, above -mentioned, of Cowper with Delille. After 
a. short euioGy of the latter, he suddenly breaks off with 
"Laissorls lescomparaisons inutiles, as if feeling he was 
belittling Cowper. Yet, at the beginning of the third 
Causerie, he again sines the rraises of Delille, seeming, 
indeed, to go sopiewhat out of his way to do so. And once 
again he seems to think he is, by implication, being unjust 
to the Fns lish poet, for a na e or :so later on he admits that 
Delille's pictures are one with "une execution moths sure" 
than is shown in the "polis tableaux" of Cowper''', "Winter 
I'vening. °' It seems fairly cle,.r, then, that Ste. Beuve'>3 
1. Caus. du lundi, XI, 149. 
2. Ibid, 154. 
3. Ibid, 157. 
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preference is on the whie, for Cowper, thoueh it is not a very 
marled one. 
The real - le vxai. - Cowper is to e seen at his best and 
truest, Ste. i3euve declares, in the verses following, and he 
trnslates the next two bundred lines beginnince 
The sofa suits 
The eenty lime, truer est Gouty limb,' 
Shou:h on a sofa, may never feel"; 
and which ge: eon to tell of is boyhood life of the country- 
tsiee of the Thames and his later affection tor tie beauty of 
the Ouse and its meadows, Here, Fee. Beuve soints out, one 
sees whet is not often to be noted in C-::weer, une vue 
dtensemble ee la izratatiDn de la porepectise." Utually, he 
asserts, Cower is so influenced by is it of 
view that "un petit dAail lui eenble en effet aussi important 
eutun grand objet: tous e'Galisent par rapport 
qui se révle aussi 11;erveilleusement dane 16$ uns ue dans les 
eutres.'' s 0 aré à Thaeson la a plus eue 
ltart de noter :Les traits partieuliers et les d6tails curieux 
des choses...." The result is, he goes en to say, tnat 
Thomson "est un descrietif plus large ii y a des masses 
chez Thomson." In these asove-mentioned two nundred lines, 
hweever, Cowper hez been able to conciliate and cosIbine both 
styles - suess and breadth with delicacy and minuteness. 
7:ene is good criticise, and it is interesting to connect it 
snitn Ste. 7euvele renark in another CauserL in 'fettle( tne critic 
is agreeing with the strictures placed upon-t. LaCeertls 
aisone 'Sy such eeinent people es Madame du Deffand and Horace 
Well. Veon be finds Voltaire praising the l'eaisons" at the 
expenee ef the 6Ceaeone, nís indignatien makes him roundly 
declare theA the sasse of Ferney did not be any means always cive 
1. De le Poésie de la nature, Caus. du lundi, XI, 102-116. 
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evidence of real literaro taste. He goes on to consider other 
poets of t;ce same genre -- Delille, I oucher and l ucis - all of who 
he puts ._,.ore or ..ess un the same level writ -. r, ':a.vi.bert and, by 
irri;plicat:io:., io::. --tor to T: oloFJOra. And ;;o, r,hen he makes, as he 
does, Ccywper's &est poetry -he higa water a:.a.rls appreciation 
we have sufficient proof of S;;cs. 1.,euvc:'s syaapa-i;sid for the 
Romantics - heme, at leasts for this i;o.írht doalt with 
later -- and of the fact tioa t he would 'place in order of s:.crit 
first Cowper, :hen. Tor1soxh and thirdly tee French writers who 
so closely :Ce,,9GT':lble our own .fú%Y!o[' authors of the r'1,+_;e«; of Pope 
. 
aand J ohnson!: 
It is obvious to lovers of Cowper 'cho.'i, these two hundred 
lines :î o2oo the crea.:.: of Look I of 4'j.lle Task,'' E', _3euve has 
as usual chosen well, ,i+'.^,:C ole vrai Cowpero is i32dC.'tO most 
himself when he turns his back - as he does here - on the older 
poetical Lra,û:ition and, in sudden i:.azr,iirag flashes, lets us 
glimpse the "co:.nLir,gs of that toue naturalism which 'nas to be 
the triumphant and dominant :..pulse of later :English ooetryo 
A new voice vibrating -iz;th simple and earnest truths is soizndinF; 
throug,:out these beautiful descriptons of the poe:t' a .xaral 
wal;C t%:.:'o.a6h lanes of grasey tilxfcn...:.-t''' n a"'í:t ` í:. reuv&' s quick ear 
has nearä it. So end.. tae second Causc:ric, :.ha.taks chiefly to the 
long quotation fro:, Look I of "Tho lçwK r a ]l an fi_ Usp1e]E of 
freshness and quiet natural L E%é:i.ììï+,ï . 
5 
The thirà. and i.a.ot Causerie conshists for the olost part of 
or aRalysis of the remaining books of "T1: i .s_,'' inters{)ersed 
with occasional ouota.tioiaÑ. The points ore broo.sit out with a 
Ibid, 106 . 
2. Cowper';-; poetry "stands mid-way betwecra the 'Seasons' and 
tit '.Icurs.Lolt.' t;:..ai''l,,x:y:i:ik:a :)J 
delightful sureness of touch and with an appreciation and 
sympathy wholly admirable. Cowper's love of the countryside, 
his deep tenderness and true feeling for suffering hulpanity, 
his intense sense of religion, and thDlike, are clearly brought 
into line. 
Ste.. Beuve's delight ' in the sheL:r beauty of the poe _!, 
especially in its de^c:riptive passages, J s most ihfectious 
the praise he bestows upon the parts he quotes is high. The 
lovely "Winter Morning," for example, which begins Book II and 
from which he quotes at ieri th, he calls "e :quis et mémorable 
perlée et finie et toutefois si vivante et si naturelle. 
The cosy :.serenity of the domestic circle depicted in Book V 
"low stir the fire, and close tige shutters fast, 
Let fall the curtLins, wheel the sofa round, 
And while the bubbling and loud hissing urn 
Throws up a steamy coluican, and the cus 
Tht cheer but not inebriate, wait on each, 
So let us welcome peaceful evening in... " 
reminds him of Horace - 0 noctes caenaeque Deum - but with an 
added originality which belongs to Cowper alone. It is this 
note of joyful eulogy which sounds repeatedly throughout his 
lonL, analysis of "The Task" and with which he brings it to 
close. The chief impression on the reader's Mind, therefore, 
is the very obvious pleasure which the critic finds in the poem 
as a whole, and such an impression S:.e. Beuve equally obviousl,; 
and rightly intenAr -:u pis to have. 
rounding off the b:iographica.- sketch, lie cannot 
resist quoting part of "cette tendre et imcomparable plai-te, 
écrite avec des lar.aes,'To Mary'," although he hr:.: already 
promised that the lengthy quotation from "The Winter Mornin" 
was to be his last. 
And it is then, at long last, that occurs his mention of 
1. Ibis, 1?7. 
2. Ibid, 161. 
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the "Yardley Oak," "Cette piéce," he writes, "est ernpriente de 
sa rnaniére la plus Vigoureuse, avec ses qualités et ses defûuts 
elle a de l' inégalite de style, de la complication de pensée 
niais3 la grandeur ... et uecéle un dig iple énergique de 
Milton. 
This, no doubt, is true enough, but is it not disappoint- 
ingly brief? "Yardley Oak" is surely one of the very finest 
works of Co. per's imagination, informed with the real spirit of 
the animism of nature and totally different from the rati_er 
dreary platitudes in which a Young or a Blair would indulge on 
the mutability of things. In it, Cowper has found his own 
style, and unfinished though the poem be, there is more than 
enough of a loftiness of mind, an exquisite faithfulness to 
nature and high nobility of writin, to atone for occasional 
blemishes of phrasing or of metre. One cannot but wish that 
Ste. Beuve had said more about it, if only to pay it the 
compliment, as it were, of enumerating "its defects or its 
inequalities of style." Even grating that he v.as writin, for 
the benefits of readers .who did not know Cowper, and who 
consequently would not be on tkte lookout for the critic's 
comì.,ents upon their favourite poem, and with all due allowance 
for the fact that Ste. Beuve had always to conform, more or less, 
to certain limits of length, who cannot feel, in spite of it all, 
that a few sentences less from some of the quotations, or from 
some of the rather lengthy remarks about the poet's mental health, 
or from the criticism of the "Table Talk, " - meagre though that 
is - might have been well lost had the resultant space been used 
for a fuller appreciation of such a master work`; For Deny an 
English reader, this paucity of cam ent on "Yardley Oak" ¡dust, 
we repeat, come as a disappointment. 
1. Ibid, 163. 
The reference made to Cowper's translation of Hodler - "une 
traduction complete et fidèle en vers ,lane"- is certainly brief 
enough, but not, un. eî the circumstances, st inexcusably so, for 
the Horner can hardly be nunbered amongst Cowper's successes. 
That is not to say that, in its own was it is not interesting 
enough, for it shoos hon the translator, avoiding what ile 
celled. Pope's inflated and strutting phraseology and rhyming 
jingle goes, as Professor L1ton2 ports out, to the other entiem 
preface itself is worthy of note, by reason of the soundness 
both of its prose style and of its criticism. It is possible 
that Ste;. Beuve's admiration for pope caused him to nasten 
over the Homer. 
But if the appraisal of the "Yardley Oak" is disappointing, 
that of "The Castaway" is almost absurd: "la peinture d'us 
n.atclot to:. bé en pleine nier pendant le voyage de l'amiral Anson, 
s'efforçant de suivre u la nage le vaisseau d'où :les compagnons 
lui tendent en vain des cables, et qu' eni ,orte la : il y 
vyait une image lugubre de sa destinée." This is literally 
nothin more than a mere definition of the title, to which is 
added a very perfunctory and insufficient coni ent. Surely 
"The Castaway" one of the few poems written in a lucid interval 
just before the author's end, sounding like the wail of a dammed 
spirit and giving a thrill of tragic finality (,. his life, 
deserves more ,senti..n than this? The quiet ;gut intense 
concentration of it strikes a note so deeply resonant as to 
vibrate loud above the gentle melody of most 18th century poetry 
To dismiss so offhandedly what has been considered his greatest 
3. 
;poem is an unaccountable blunder on Ste. Beuve's part. That 
1. Ibic;ï, 151. 
2. pp. cit , 86. 
3. C,_ . Saints,aury, Hist. ;f T'.. 
Lit, 5c. 
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such apparent lack of appreciation for this poem should follow 
so closely upon the scanty praise dealt out to "Yardley Oak"t 
makes us wonder. whether Ste. Beuve did really grasp the true 
inward ueauty and power of both works. he certainly did not 
fully taste the flavour of "John Gilpin" it would appear that 
for "'The Castaway" and "Yardley Oak" his palate was also dulled. 
The conclusion of the Causerie deals with certain points of 
comparison and contrast between Cowper and Rousseau. Ste. 
Beuve sees a resemblance between the mental states of both. 
Cowper "se voyait voué w une reprobation irrévocable," while the 
other "se voyait l'objet d'une conspiration universelle . " Both 
anain are lovers of the country - the one has no more affection 
for London t .an the other has for Paris. :ut in their comioon 
love of nature there arises the contrast between their separate 
outlooks. "Rousseau aspire á e passer d'autrui, affecte de 
s'isoler et de se mettre en guerre ou en divorce avec le genre 
humain; Cowper au contraire aime a devoir aux autres, ceux 
qu'il aine, et à se sentir leur obligé." 
2. 
And here Ste. Beuve states definitely what he had previously 
implied" he considers that while descriptions of nature iy 
French writers, whose elevated prose (note the noun) preaents 
such beautiful and magnificent images, are almost as fine as 
those of rnglish literature, he regrets tiìe want of any union 
"de la poésie de la famille et do. foyer avec celle de la nature." 
The lack of this union, whit_., he adds, is an essential defect of 
Rousseau, arises from the influence that the more private, 
sheltered and sweeter home life of England inevitably inspires in 
its poetry, "dont la douce et poétique ferveur on vient de voir 
1. Caus, du lundi, 160 ff. 
2. Ibid, XI, 1íN2. 
tant de purs exemples." But, by "une application heureuse." 
Tench poets can and do succeed in taking a leaf out of our 
boo k, and he cites T3ernardin dc St. Pierre as one who had 
already given proofs, though neither so e..cellent leer so 
popular as "The Task," of what may yet be accomplished in France. 
6. 
Let 112 try now to sur, up as briefly as may be the general 
effect which Ste, Beuve's appraisal of Co )er loaves with us. 
Enou nn'e has been daì.d to br .za out the tactful understanding 
and real sympathy which the critic entertained for Cow per's 
etrange character. Althoush we now know that the poet's 
i adnese was tempera: entaJ. and. that his experiences were rather 
the occasion than the cause of his malady, Ste. Beuve's acute 
iniereet in his case is justified. "And be it re .e lbered that 
Cowper's miseries are not wholly to the loss of literature: that 
is the only reason why we sneak of them. Had he been saved by 
sore fortunate me Iecinc of the soul, we should not have had, as 
we now have, rinsing in our ears the te .. rible, almost Shakespear- 
ian cries of his double self, of that w hich sufzered or of that 
which watched and worded the suf e ing. 1 e might have .;ode more 
not 
of hie gay mundane verse: but we should. have known his full 
power as a writer; indeed., in a j itiable indirect way, we owe 
h5 e e: -istin.0 poetry to hie disease ° "despair nade amusement 
neceeeary, " he wrote, "and I find poetry the most agreeable 
amusement." Thuc, much of his best poetry was done to hold the 
enemy at bey; but we also owe to the enemy many r ane strange 
and bitter pages - those Lettcre to Newton, and afterwards the 
Letters to Teedori, and "Tue Castaway" -. that enriched English 
Literature at his exne:sse." In other words, Cowper "n'eút 
1. Ibid, 163. 
2. C. Elton, ot,. c,it, `>3. 
point réussi, é. exprïmer si au vif la poésie s'il n'avait 
eu .... ses orages intérieure etran ;es et ses bouleversements 
profonds." Here, once more Ste. Dei?ve'e judgment is 
corroborated by modern criticism. 
There is, however, one joint w..iich the critic might with 
advantage have made more evident, namely the sinister influence 
which Newton exercised on the poet. f9' a more dangerous adviser, 
if this world had been searched over, says úa, :ehot, "could have 
been found; prompt encouragement to chee.:ful occupation, quiet 
amusement, gentle and unexhausting society would have warded off 
many a term of insanity." The terrible ex-slaveship captain 
willed otherwise and the result was disastrous. Yet Ste. -euve 
refers only casually to Newton as a man revered by a chosen flock 
"qui es aya d' occuper l' im a. ination de Cowper et de la detourrier 
par une voie reIì ieuse. Newton meant well, no doubt, but we 
know what road is paved with good intentions, and it is indeed 
strange that Ste. Beuve, voluble as he is on the subject, does 
not so much as hint at the sinister importance of the Newtonian 
influence, and at the abyss to which that desolate "voie 
religieuset° was in truth leading. 
We have also alluded to the faint and disappointing praise 
which Ste. Beuve bestows on such genuinely poetic and important 
works as "Yardley Oak" a nd "The Castaway," and have suggested 
that part, at least, of t.t reason is to be associated with 
journalistic considerations of space. On the other hand, 
1. C'auû. du lundi, ;.I 157. 
2. Literary Studies, Vo ..1. , 249. Everyman, 1916. 
3. C,ip. fir.. `aintebur ' e rt;..lark: "Cowper would have been ... 
a greater figure in English Literature, if t e Rev. hr.. 
Newton had been early conceded to the sharks." 'cace of 
the Augustans, 333. 
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however, the eulogy with which "the Task" is described seems at 
ties, and in comparison, almost unduly high. For example, when 
She critic goes out of his way to censure such slight bizarreries 
of metaphor in the Letters as is described asovel, it would be 
expected that he would certainly comment unfavourably upon the 
usage of v ord.s like 'arthritic,' ' oscit. ncy , 'stercoraceous' 
and the like, which occur in "The Task. Fox, after ail, the 
Letters are in prose, ?nd such words ss those just mentioned, 
though no doubt clumsy enough, eight possibly be defended. 'But, 
occurring as they do in a poem, their effect is correspondingly 
t:ae more startling. The Letters, moreover, were not tritten 
prir^rily with a view to publicatioss Cowper, indeed, expressly 
said that in his eorrespo ,once he is clear of the charge of 
premeditation. With a poe!:., however, the circumstances are 
exactly opposite. 
Further, such dispraise as Ste. ieuvé does give could 
reasonably be sterner. For, remembering the somewhat scanty 
j, stice 
z. 
he doles out to the earlier satires like "Truth" and 
"Hope," which were written in a period of storm and stress, we 
might well expect more to be said of the "dull and unreadable 
stretches" of "The Task." instead comes a mild reìrark now and 
then about the poet's too dol_;inant austerity - "presque 
héb: aique par la r igi díté "' - or the "inconvenan.ce" he has of 
more than once composing o rmons in verse. And even this 
gentle censure is mitigated by the side attack on "les poetes 
orageux et hardis comae Byron, les natures nondaines et vives 
coìFi'se Thomas Moore or Has1i tt," who, unlike the siora1 Co wper 
i. Caus. du lundi, XI, 125 -6. 
2. ,ice supra, p. 58. 
'bid, 156. 
and the grave Vordsworth scorn tue sweets of domestic bliss. 
it is just because of a general lack of "vertu pratique et 
l'habitude duns la teneur de la vie," Ste. Beuve hints darkly, 
that rio real success e .s attended the efforts of such writers 
as do seek to introduce into France pictures of familiar and 
domestic poetry. He concludes this sudden onslaught with 
Bossuet's gloomy warnine to the too many ungodly French writers 
who achieve no end but that of filling the universe with the 
follies of their ill- spent youth 
Although the satires and didactic poems, which Ste. Beuve 
dismisses, have doubtless :::.uch rather windy reetoric, it should 
be ÿeme.îbered that out of his life Cowper lost twenty years 
owing to his mental disease, During that time he read almost 
nothing; at no flex, indeed, could he be called a well -read man. 
Ste. Beuve quotes his remark about being thirteen before reading 
any English poet, eut it is questionable whether the critic 
always dives full credit to the astonishing fact that Cowper 
did accomplish what he has done. For it is this huge gap in 
his life-tine, alongside with the spirit of the times, which 
aecounto for the ill - success of the early poems as well as for 
the narrowness of the outlook noticeable in nearly all his work. 
It is not that we are wishing here for praise where none is due 
but a word of what Boileau called "louange agréable" would, in 
the circumstances, have been generous and net out of place. 
Lastly, we would have liked Ste. Beuve's opinion as to the 
place Cowper was to occupy in the history of English Literature. 
"L'esprit et l'ardeur du poète montrent combien Cocher s' élève 
audessus de l'ordre de, poètes descriptifs et pittoresques 
proere! Lent dits" this somewhat vague remark, added to a 
reference to Cowper us "...'un des Peres du reveil de la poesie 
Ibid, 153. 
anglaise" constitute all that Ste. L ;euve will allow himself to 
say.' It may be arged, reasonably enough, that it was no part 
of the critic's task to indulge in literary prophesy and it is 
true that the Causeries, at once semi -biographical and semi- 
critical, are very often left without being rounded off by a 
set judgment, or any kind of formal summary of qualities or 
defects. Yet Cowper's position is of such special importance 
the forces at work within him are so e:.ceptionally interesting. 
One can watch him, as it were, working out of the classical 
tradition, gradually losing the metallic ring of his first 
satires, and moving towards simplicity and grace and the 
"language of the heart." And as a craftsman his power and 
versatility are so extraordinary; things so different from 
each other as "The Task' and "Jon Gilpin," "The Wreck of the 
Royal George" and the inimitable Letters are amazing, coming as 
they do from that gentle, timid soul. The case of Cowper, 
theefore, does seem to call for some kind of placing. And 
when we remember Ste. Eeuve's admiration for Pope on the one 
hand and his interest in the innovations of Wordsworth and 
Coleridge on the other, it is disaipointin not to have some 
such judgment on the poet Who so strangely stands with a foot 
in either camp. Ste. Beuve had probably read WordswortL's 
r evolutionary "Preface " and his own early pool.., testify to .is 
response to the teachings of Wordsworth r nd Cowper whom he 
called his "early brothers." 
On the whole, then, we submit that there are certain 
Ibid, 142. 
2. In a letter, dated Nov. 2nd, 1863, to William Reynard, 
Librarian at the Academie de Lausanne, Ste. Beuve, referring 
to the Lake Poets writes: "Je les ai devinés core parents 
et frères aînés, bien plus tôt que je ne les ai connus 
d'abord et étudiés de prés." Cyr. Bouv. lundis, IV, 45.. 
lacunae and inequalities in Ste. Beuve's criticism; but these 
objections are, after all, essentially personal. Amid so much 
general excellence they could never interfere with anyone's 
enjoyment - be he Frenchman or Ene,lis inian - of the three 
Causeries. "No matter what other authors have to be postponed, 
,ÿ s Gosse, "Ste. Beuve must be read." Bagheot, writing in 1855, 
less than a year after Ste. Beuve had written these essays, 
declared that "we do not remember to have seen his (Cowper's) 
name in any continental book .. a .. we cannot recall any such 
fa iliar cursory mention as would evince a real knowledge 
and a hearty appreciation of his writings." One wonders 
whether, ten years or so later, he ever came across the llth 
volume of the Causeries du lundi.' 
1. More Books on Table, p. 14. 
2. 0p. cit, 229. 
Other references to Cowper are frequent throughout Ste. 
l3euve's writings, but none of them contain anything of 
great importance. For the most part they repeat what 
he had said in the above three Causeries. In the 
Portraits C Jntemporains I, 337 f. ; for example, he 
praises Cowper's descriptions of nature: "la nature 
anglaise domestique, si verts, si fleurie, si lustrée., 
VII. TAMIS HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATITU. 
1. 
Ste. neuve starts off with a modest eisciairner as to his 
abilities to review adequately tis great work, and announces 
h.ís desire to mention only what see:: to him the most probable 
conclusions which may be drawn from it. But that he is not 
incompetent to undertake the task becomes fairly clear from the 
acuteness of one of his first remarks: i.e., that much of the 
adverse criticism to which Taints History was subjected would 
have been mitigated had the title been "Histoire de la race et 
de la civilisation anglaises year la littérature. And while 
bestowing full justice and praise upon the boldness of Taine's 
famous theories - of which Ste, ïeuve hi_:.self was almost the 
inventor he quickly pees his finger on the salient weak 
point. nespite - or because of - the theories, "il lui échappe 
encore quelquechose, il lui échappe le plus vif de l'homme, ce 
qui fait que de vingt hommes ou de cent, ou de mille, soumis en 
apparance _;resque aux mimes conditions intrinsèques ou 
extérieures, jas un ne se ressemble ..... Enfin l'étincelle 
même du ;,épie eri ce qu'elle a d'essentiel, il ne l'a pas atteinte 
3. 
et il ne vous la montre pas dans son analyse." 
But it is not so much Ste. Beuve's criticism of Tainc's 
work which interests us here as the remarks w. -._ich it brines 
1 No__v. lundis, VIII, dated May 30th, 1864. 
.D 
In his article (Portraits Contemp., III.) on R. Töpffer, 
written in 1841, while Taine was still a schoolboy, i^ re 
have race and milieu discussed at some length, and even 
the moment is clearly enough indicated. But there is no 
kind of attempt to base upon them a scientific system, 
Cyr., Tiso, in this connection, the article on Benjamin 
Constant in the same volume. 0ther instances are not 
lacking: clé. Caus. du lundi, XV, "De la tradition en 
littérature "; Nouv. lundis; IX, "Essai de critique 
naturelle "; Nouv. lundis, III, "Chateaubriand," espec- 
ially pp. 15 ff. 
Nov. lundis, VIII, 69. 
forth concerning English Literature. One cannot, however, 
resist the temptation to exclaim in parenthesis upon the 
charming suavity and friendliness with which Ste. Beuve touches 
upon Taine's character, his biography, his love of philosophy, 
his early writings, and, once again, his theories. This first 
article is a pure delight from end to end, and each fresh 
reading of it brings fresh pleasure alike for the grace of its 
style as for its modesty and the pregnancy of its observations. 
2. 
in 
It is, the second article that Ste. Beuve deals with the 
great History. he has nothing to say about the beginnings of 
English literature, for the one reason at least that Taine 
hi ilseli gives comparatively few actual liter ary details. 
Compare, for example, the first two chapters of Book I in 
Taine's History and then the first two Books of Saintsbury's 
Short History: In each case the subject matter extends to the 
pre -Chaucerian era but what a difference in the respective 
treatments: T .e force of Ste. Beuve's' remark that Taine should 
have changed tiffe title of his work becomes very apparent. And 
it is also apparent that Sty. Beuve had no very grec:.t knowledge 
of our early literature, for otherwise he would assuredly have 
had something to say upon the airy manner in which Taine omits 
names and periods. As it is he contents himself with a few 
remarks of praise for T4.ine's comparisons between tiffe national 
genius of the English and that of the French: -English humour 
and high spirits as opposed to French "malice," the typical 
Robin Hood character as contrasted with the figure of Seigneur 
Ysz:,ngrain . 
One is justified, therefore, in wondering what exactly Ste. 
Beuve _:cans when he says that Taine's book "dans sa composition 
e. l'avantage de mettre surtout en lumière les parties les plus 
Our references are made to Van .Laun'.s English translation, 
4 vols., Edin., 1873. 
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difficiles et les plus ardues, les hautes é.poqu:.s antérieures 
de la :Litt6rature anglaise. "L wh,y the 'surtout' in particular? 
It cannot be gainsaid that Taine gives an interesting and racy 
account of Saxon and Norman civilisations; but so far as the 
most difficult and arduous parts of the main epochs of early 
English literature are concernes: Taine is hardly illuminating: 
His speed and verve in st also have affected Ste `'euve, 
for the way in which his second article jumps from era to era 
is somewhat breathless. He quotes Pope's remark that English 
literature, as a whole, aay be arrant ed under four names 
those of Chaucer, Spenser, Milton and Dryden; adds that of 
Shakespeare; goes on to utter a word of praise for Byron, and 
then returns to mention the Renaissance (which Taint, he says, 
treats admirably) . But except for a passing allusion to 
Chaucer - "le premier en date des poètes et des conteurs anglais' 
in whom are to be observed gifts of humour and description, StL. 
Beuve says rio thi..g about anyone else: He hastens on, giving 
an approving pat on the back to Taine for his enthusiasm for 
Sidney in prose and Spenser in poetry, and for the independence 
of his opinion which "le mène, en certains cas, dépasser les 
jugements convenus." In this connection, Hudibras and the 
Pilgrims Progress arcs mentioned, and then we double back for a 
bare mention of names - `assenger, Ford, '.ebster, who "n'ont 
nulle part été expliqués et exprimes aussi énergkquement que 
chez Mons. Taine. ' Shakespeare is just i-zentioned; so are 
Bacon and Burton, and Sir Thomas Browne is honoured with a brief 
quotation which leads the critic to indulge in an apostrophe to 
Chance: "Hasard, Hasard," he cries; "si l'on veut rester vrai, 
3 
on ne fera jais ta part assez grande o... i etc. 
1. Iouv. lundis, VIII, 93. 
2. Ibiu, 96. 
3. raid, 97-8. 
The suspicior. 
n 
that S::e. Beuve is here indulging; in some little padding seems 
strengthened by a reference, which strikes one ac rather 
irrelevant, to a report on Egyptian antiquities that had just 
been published by a ores. de Rouge: 
It is all extre. ely disap ointin . it may be urged, and 
no doubt urged quite legitimately, that Ste. Beuve is reviewing 
Taine's book on English literature and not English literature 
itself. But is it not tantalising to have nothing from the 
reviewer as to his owl! likes or dislikes, nothing about 
Shakespeare, next to nothing about Chaucer, Spenser... ? hat 
actual criticism there is, apart from general eulogy of Taine's 
gallant independence and so forth, deals with the author's 
style and is therefore riot g er,lane to our present study. It is, 
however, a real fault in Et. ., Beuve that he has nothing to 
remark upon Twine's shortcomings as a literary historian. The 
o hits 1uch, that it would the 
writers he does mention than those he does not. None of the 
great Scottish poets of the 15th century, for example, receive 
any mention; Mallory, Elyot, Haywood, Wyatt, and scores of 
others are passed over in silence. Open Volume I in guest of 
a reasoned statement on let us say, 15th century prose, or on 
the rise of the drama, or on the Pamphleteers and Wartin 
Iiarprelate, and the quest will prove fruitless.. This is all 
well enough known and it is needless for as to enlarge on Twine's 
glaring defects; but Ste. Beuve should certainly have done so. 
To begin wit- _ " says Mr. Saintsbury, tffaine himself did not know 
enough," and these words might here have applied with equal 
justice to Ste. Beuve. How otherwise can the critic's failure 
to poir:t out the deficiendes be accounted for? It is not as if 
these deficiencies were slight in character; to quote AI . 
Cp. Hist. of Crit., III, 442. 
ts2 
Saintsbury again, "he (Taine) is at the mercy of any cub in 
criticis. " ó and it is interesting to speculate as to the nature 
of Ste. Beuve's private feelings while toiling in panting 
pursuit after Taine and his seven- leagued strides! 
A brief and much needed halt is called to consider how 
'ale plus beau et le plus compli que énie poétique de l'Angle;:errq" 
could become the friend of Cromwell. The point is of no great 
interest to us here; what is of interest, however, is, that in 
the course of his remarks, Ste. Deuve refers to 
famous Ode to Cromwell. The Ode, he tells us, he read in the 
Golden Treasury; it is true that he could not have read any 
account of it in Taine's History in which there is a mere 
2. 
passing reference to the poet and none at all to the poem. Ste. 
Beuve's observation, "on sent ici comme la réaíite anglaise et 
la franchise du ton se contiennent mal sous l'imitation 
classique, comae elles percent et crèvent en quelque sorte 
3 
l'enveloppe d'horace, does not strike too high a note of praise 
for what is "among the noblest and most individual of its kind 
in Englaiìa . " 
Then on again by way of a short s,nopsis of Dryden's 
dual itie "ni ltiple, fertile, unequal, iiaaginative, abundant, 
vigorous' . a :,zere piling up of adjectives which gives an effect 
of , :erfunctoriness not very satisfying. And so at last we reach 
what has been Ste. 3euve's real goal from the very outset. 
"Puisqu'il faut bien," _;.e says slyly, "sous peine de ..onotonie, 
varier la louange par quelque chicane, he calls in question 
Tairie's treatment .f Pope. This is the first time that the 
critic has any real disagreement with lis author, and the 
:î. Ibid, 443.. 
2. Cp. Tai.ïle's History, III, 47 
3. Nouv. lundis, Viii, 1010 
4- C,. Saintsbury, Hist. of Eng. Lit., 426. 
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dien6reement offorde te, excuse to noise Pope, his voliatelove, 
the clima. of the emu:aeries, be bee racc-.:: on trxoutp. the 
thirtyoeven pogee diven over to hio review oi Taine and ble 
nietory, he no settles down uith c si 6h of relief to rill 
tAxtythroo comfortable pages about ills favoulite '!.nia h author. 
3- 
mat Tope 40 or of ra;.ourites is very -i.t.,yriouti from the 
t3t: Vitptootuo inaldnation with %bm ab. he cere a Vainc ,s 
can rude et diO0bligOante," Bs take up eudzels with a 
right 600:1 will and first of all iLwands what ?,loge's uliness 
ham to co riith Ilt.raturc* If Pope -ma Irritable, was he not 
at te acme tine a Nantes:3one° ,'Le," a 'liputte do vif 
den* du ooton"?-. rsq.ct, ."eu vt.. conaos 10 defeat= by emphsoisiwa. 
the Snellsh pioti troordin&zy prcoloit; ahl bril Lance, ond 
his profound oamirstim for, X ke,mlea6c -4,bc claisaics bot; 
anc2ent 4%nd voder. in hMal exelni;as tt 7leave volherbe and 
noileeu are uolteti, ond hie lifelo,e, obec t to be u great and 
t'it te GrA30 time a 'correct' Glieh ¡set rex well alut oobly 
sehte'Veu if, titer, with so clorinus an end in views and with 
h44) poor health and oiskly bo0g, 7'0,4)0 att4,sde eareful1y to hie 
phyei iel toll.,beini, is thlo rc:.:.on tor 3limanacred giboa 
et uo smile it you will, se05 Lt, Ileuvt, but let un sale 
4nduldently, adLiringly, ;orcover, e eolatinuns viamk; - 
,44.4.4. here his m0410611 certuznly c.usee to eatw,iprf,to - 
Popo was not tlie orotchett,y lrrltele creature ainn hlattes him 
out to be* o these who were ttind and Aelpful to he demo 
proofs of t cnd tel.:der avlitade iroLl e oart which was 
lovint sod of Je iOX love, These wo.:.do, ono 4.04600, would 
,ave LittAe -any a contemporary dvelIor lo Ota !."treet open hio 
ojeLl Photo ior oasing_e, would poor old penurious !' 4 
001.11.001101111101114160011W.4.,..3000.14**M...-.." t,-,014110.16101..M. ....*Mrawil10..Imelarsakakeeog. 
Tfouv YU. 31.0'»$ 
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Settle have said, who never did Pope any harm ,ut who eas so 
unmercifully belaboured by him" If it is true that "Pope never 
even began to understand the lesson in deportment inculcated by 
Lord Chesterfield's maxim that "one should not wrestle with a 
chiemey- sweep," it is also true that he showed but little s.:.ens 
of a heart which was loving and made for loties, when rie zo 
bitterly and unjustifiably attacked poor timid creatu ea Who 
could not possibly hit back! 
And lastly, if Pope is the lest Anglo- Saxon of poets, and 
neither a Shakespeare nor yet a Milton, he is "le poéte ... le 
z. 
plus parfait de sa nation." A big claim, tais, and Ste.. Beuve's 
Apologia for Pope must indeed satisfy the most ardent lover of 
3. 
the Aw ustan Age in whose mind still rankle Taine o harsh ,cords! 
Ste. Beuve stops for an instant to plead for a reconciliation 
of these old enemies the Honautice and the Classicists. When, 
if ever; a critic can bring about ,such. a consummation, then trie 
perfect critic is found; "mais je Demande l'impossible .... on 
voit bien eue c'est un réve." 
Then he goes on to deal with Popes Homer, and he claims 
at the very outset that no translator of lio r.er can be absolutely 
successful, 'e therefore admits Pope's failure despite the 
latte is full understanding of his subject and the supreme 
elegance of his couplets. That failure is due, in the first 
instance, Ste Beuve maintains, to this very attempt to translate 
Homer into rhymed verse: "la rime l'a conduit z des oppositions, 
a des redcuble..lents L'antithèses dans des tours de phrases 
lie l tk;es, cc qui est sen fort lui, mais ce qui est contraire 
1. C,; . J.C. Squire in "The Observor, 6 Jan. 8t_, 192C. 
2. Uouv. lundis, VIII, 113. 
3. Vol. III, :hCÿ. 7, C f Tain:'w History, a i i especially 
23;, 345, 351 for "harsh words" : 
b;; . 
la large maniere hoAn nique et ce plein fleuve naturel, courant 
toutes ondee, continu, et pendu et sonore ... Ce qu'il faut 
dire c'est qu'':omere cot intraduisible en vers." 
Despite xiis extificïal translation, however, says Ste. 
1. 
Beuve, Pope gives undoubted proof teat the true poetic fire b:_;:rns 
within him; to be moved to tears by the beauty of a poem as rie 
was - and as Shelley also was in ati.vost similar circumstances.- 
ig to demonstrate conclusively that "quand on east critique . cc 
degre, c'est qu'on est poéte 
Fi3. 
This appraisal of Pope's Iliad is not,all said and done,to. 
high. A lesser critic, inspired like Ste, meuve by a warm 
desire to vindicate his protege against virulent and grossly 
unfair attacks, would have found it easy enough to make out a 
much stronger case for the defence, sided as Ste. Beuve was, too, 
by bratther Arnold's Lectures in which there is so much generous 
praise of Pope's translation:. But he maintains an equable 
course, balancing the artistry of Pope's version with the 
undoubted brilliance of his achieve::aent, regarded as an 
independent work. The only assertion by Ste. Beuve with which 
ail may not be in agreement is that in which he maintains that 
"Pope a parfaiteL.ent senti Homere" f for it is very much open to 
doubt whe cher any translator of the Iliad who had, like Pope, 
"little Latin and lests Greek" could adequately "feel" its 
subject. And, incidentally, was Ste. Leuve so well acquainted 
with Bentley's famous remark - "it is a very pretty poem, Mr. 
Nou.v. lundis, VIII, 116. 
ibid, 117. How one should have liked this opinion on the 
prose translation by Messrs. Lang, Leaf and :Vero! 
In a footnote, p. 117, Ste. Beuve acknowle& es the he1_s 
afforded hiiu by . Arnold's Lectures on Translating Homer. 
He calls Arnold "l'un des plus finis et des plus exactes 
critiques anglais." 
a l`3ouv. lanais, VIII, ll:'.. 
4. i_p. Oxford Edition (1g14 of M. Arnold's Lectures on 
Translating Homer, pp. 2)1, 255 and 256. 
'bid, 116. 
6. C. Churton Coliin's Edition of the Essay on Criticism, p. 
i6. 
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Pope, but you raust not call it Homer" - as m 6ht be imagined 
from his casual reference to it`' For Matthew Arnold in his 
first lecture quotes the second part of the remark which Se. 
Beuve likewise cites : why did he not Give the whole sentence, 
esseciai..y when it fitted in co neatly with his cr-t ti cis;., 
For the Essay on Criticises, rte,. Peicve's enthusiasm is 
most :.inrkee . "que de judicieuses et fines a:esiarques, 
Aernellenent vraies je recueille en le li.se;nt, ct comme elles 
sont exprimées dans une forme brève, concise, élégante et une 
fo:i.:. our toutes!" He goes on to translate some of them with 
a runnin corn entary of praise, choosing as his first EXt:i:c',ctÁi: 
"In Poets es true genius is but ruse, 
True Taste as seldom is the Critic's shore: 
Tot must alike front Heav'n derive: t:::.e:ir lige t, 
These born to j ud,;e:, as well as those 
to write. 
and 
"Some have at first for Wits, then Poets past, 
Tuna' d Critics ne t, and prov' d plain Fools at last." 
(i , 11.11-14, a__ci 36 -37) 
which point out t he relation of natural abilities to discipline 
and which, says Ste. Beuve, are "une reponse ces ss tiste 5 
Orgueilleux et Vaine, impatients de toute observation.'' 
Tnen he quotes approvingly t:_e lines (124 -129) laying; down 
the critic's necessity to study the ancients, particularly 
Homer and Virgil. Tae:re; says Ste.. Beuve, "Pope etablit la 
vraie ligne et la vraie voie pour les talents classiques et qui 
restent dans l'ordre de la tradition" and Pope's laten line 
(i, 130), 
"Nor is it Hoer nods, but we that dregs_ , 
is added with emphasis. As or "_Le beau rôle de critieue, 
, 
how nobly and proudly, says Ste. beuve, does Pope .define it! 
3 . 
The lines 233 -232 and 630 -042 are then given 
which constitute 
1 Op. cit, 256. 
2. TTouv. luntl:Ls, VIII, 119-20< 
3. Sec. Appendi.-_.. 
a "beau portrait, l'idéal du genre, et que chaque critique c.e 
, i. profession c3E:vrai t avoir encadré dans son cabinet." 
Pope's whole tneor;F, rote. Beuve, concludes, like that of 
Virgil, of Racine, of Raphael, of all those in snort, "qui (_n.ns 
l' c:.rt, ne sont pas pour la réalité I;urc, peur la franchise a. 
tout prix, fût-ce la crudité pour la force 6. tout prix; 
fût-ce la violence!" may be summed up in the famous verses which 
he translates beginning: 
1. 
"True '.:i.t is nature to advantage dress'd, 
What oft was thought, but neter so well expressed ...." 
For the style of the poem Ste. Neuve has nothing but praise 
and while ranking the Essay on the sale level with the critical 
works of Horace and Boileau, he adds that Pope has this 
over 
advantage over the latter as well as, alherbe a he is dealing 
with a language ve°y rich in monosy : la:bles F Thus the English 
poet achieves a certain effect of regularity hi_hly appropriate 
to his subject matter. He cites the lines beginn ±nt; 
"'Tie not enough no harshness Lives offence; 
The sound _hurt seen an eeho to the sense." a. 
(II, 11. 364 -373) 
as an exc _aple: de tels marteaux ...sont intraduisibles." 
J 
Novel, is all this very acute criticisi of Pope's Essay? 
-)ef ore answering the question, several things must be taken 
into account. Firstly, and as has been already pointed out, 
the title of this Causerie is "M. Taine's History of English 
lite aturc ; that is, Ste. Beuve nad not the tine nor the 
space in which to give a finished review of any single work far 
less than of the collected works of any individual figuring in 
that History. Secondly, his main object was, at this present 
1. Nouv. lundis, VIII, 121. 
2 "Wit" Ste. 7euve here translates as "esprit" ou "talent" 
(cp. 127 ) - not perhaps a very satisfactory definition of 
its connotation here. cp. Churton Collins, o;. cit., 35. 
:. See Appendi ; . 
4. Nou'r. lundis, VIII, 125. 
8 
juy:eture, to rehabilitate Pope in the eyes of French readers uf 
Taine's volumes viho might with every excuse form a totally 
false impression. He l!ould, therefore, naturally wish to stres 
tlie poet's good points without casting too strong a light upon 
the Lad. Por the brilliance of Pose's terse and felicitous 
expression, the skill with which he compiled this epitome of 
tried and useful truths, - a kind of anthology of wit and 
widdon - and, (which would certainly appeal most keenly to Stu. 
Beuve) the truth of those portraits of the ideal critic that so 
strikingly resemble Ste. Beuve himself - all this must irievit- 
:ably have roused "Pope's chamylon to enth:J.siasm. 
Nevertheless, Ste, Beuve being the man he wasp might well 
have seasoned his enthusiasm with a grain of just and salutary 
censure. What, one may ask, could be t:,e feelings of a French 
student who has first read Taine's opinions and then, turning to 
Stu, Beuve, finds the exact opposite? 
And inkieed the faults of the Essay on Criticism are such as 
to require mentionin, esecially to a foreign audience, and 
Ste. Beuve vas not true to his ideals in giving no L'int of Pope's 
by no means frequent lapses. Tnins sucn as the poet's implied 
unLeestimate of men like Chaucer, Spencer, Shakespeare and 
Milton, and his expressed over-estiate of ouch mediocrities as 
Sheffield, Roscommon and Walsh; the extraordinary omission of 
Dryden; the weak treatment of poetic rules and licences; he 
cases of inconsistehcj - all these and otherS3ehould certainly 
have, at least, been entioncd. Thus, the conclusion to which 
we are forced is that, in tbds instance, at least, Ste. Beuve 
allows his celiht with the ooe's glitter and polish to blind 
. Q.,. cit., 357 ff. 
2. Except for the two mere .:Ientions in line 383 and line 617. 
s C. Saintsbury, 1-list. 4 Crit., ììi 456 and 459. 
. 
him to its faults; he has not paid much attention to Pope's 
own ma_.in . "Yet lut not each ;ay Turn thy rapture move*" e * "Z. 
There follows another general and generous estimate of 
Pope, rho, although Ste. Beuve adr,?.i is he is not perhaps a 
universal poet, is none the less a true one "dans une mode orn e, 
juste: et pure," much the superior of Boileau in the extent of 
his ideas and artistry of his taste. it is clear that Ste. 
Teuve in his insistence on Pope's real poetic gifts, is 
rebelling at the objection so often levelled against-the English 
poets of the tine - and against French writers of Boileau's 
school - nazt>_ely, the artificiality of the sentiments towards 
nature. Bowles's 
3 
somewhat drastic demand that a poet must be 
able to note at one glance every varying; shade and tint in the 
abundance of Nature is referred to; Ste. Beuve retorts in 
Pope's own words: 
"In eveny work regard the tari te.'s End 
Since none can compass tore than they intend." 
(II, lines 255 -6), 
and rebukes Bowles for his unreason "en exigeant une 
organisation le fruit d'une nutre." To seek to co: pare the 
spirit of \.ordsworth who alone could satisfy t. ,se requirements, 
1. Cp. Churton Collins, ois. cit., 33 ff. C_ . also De 
Cuincey's verdict: "a collection of independent maxims, 
tied together into a fasciculus by the printer, but having 
no natural order or logical dependency. (L::.sey on Pope, 
Vol. V of 1'/ors, 142) . 
2. Line 390. 
3. Caus. du lundi, 127. Bowles, for whom Ste. Beuve seemed, 
however, to have soi:w adyiration, brought out an edition in 
.L0 volumes of Pope's corks in 1806, from the preface to 
which Ste. Deuve quotes the above rcIALr , ad(1iï= ._ :les 
lui-m8me a fait en ce sens des sonnets délicieux, d'une 
nuance infinie, et il n'a pia ._iris garde qu'il eriieait son 
goût et son talent personnel en loi et theoric gcnerale 
il se prenait .Lour type, comme il arrive souvent 
with Pope's, is, says Ste. fleuve, no doubt rig htly enou.;1i , to 
show confusion of mind. 
6. 
A brief reference is now made to the Essay on Man''- brief 
for three reasons. It h:d been translated into French by 
Fontanes in 1713 and was already well enough known; also Ste: 
Beuve, while he admires its just definitions and maxims, does 
not seem to care very much for it last but by no means least, 
he is in a hurry to corse to what had always interested him , and 
to what has also some reference to Twine's theories - Pope's 
doctrine of the "ruling passion." 
It is this "ruling passion" which gives the key to everything 
says Ste. Beuve in the gaining of full knowledge about any 
individual, "tout trompe, tout est sujet a mepriee, et 
l'apparence et l'habitude, et les opinions et le langage; et les 
actions rmemes qui souvent sont en sens inverse de leur mobile; 
il n'y a qu'une chose qui ne trompe pas, c'est quand on a pu 
saisir une fois le secret ressort d'un chacun, sa passion 
maitresse et dominante." Ste. Beuve continues with great verve 
to give instances of its force und to paraphrase .dope "à la 
fran99aise,r' - that is,to cite examples calculated to be more 
within the ken of a French public than Polio's instances would be. 
Tne master passion, then, as Ste. Beuve conceives it, is 
innate. He hinself, he says, was born wits, a passion for 
1. There is a slight confusion here in Ste. Beuve's titles; 
he mentions "l'Epitre morale" when he obviously means the 
First Epistle (to Sir Richard Temple, Lord Cobha:;., 
published in 133) of the series or Moral Essays on the 
`rmowledge and Charaters of Tien. A foreigner might well 
lose his way among the numerous E iitles and Moral Essays 
in Pope's ?Mork 
Caus. du lundi, VIII, 12'. 
91. 
letters which was hereditary, and cases abound throughout the 
Crsuseries in which the utmost help in his criticism has been 
afforded to him by his uncanny gift of laying bare a "ia culte 
2. 
mai-tresoe." In this connection, it is as easy to exaggerate 
as to deprecate the importance of Ste. Beuve's doctrine. On 
the one a.cnd, it may occupy, no doubt) a relatively small place 
in modern psychology, and in the light of our present day 
knowledge his doctrine may amount to little enougO. But, on 
the other hand, the term pseudo- science should not be cast at 
him too lightly, especially when due account is taken of the 
fact that the sciences of psychology and sociology were then at 
their most rudimentary stages. Moreover, though Ste. Beuve was 
too able a man to wish to tie down literary criticism within 
certain limits, yet his insistence on the Loport::nce of the 
"passion ma tresse" can often be justified. He does not drive 
it to extremes and so, along with the. aesthetic side; of criticis._, 
it forms a fir i and natural basis for genuine literary 
As to politics, says Ste. Beuve, Pope was coldly indifferen 
He h nd never the range of ideas of Milton, but was always "un 
esprit éclairé." Once more we have Pope shown as being made for 
"lee amitiés du choi _," and Stc. ?'euoe refers to Spence's 
AxiccdotecS which. must be read, he asserts, "pour appre ier le Pope 
de la Causerie et de l'intimité," and to enjoy his literary 
judgments which arc "d'une vérité exquise. 
2 
Cahiers, 64 
Nouv. li.uïdic, V, 63; Caus. du lundi, II, 410 and 445; 
`II, 191., etc:.; cp. also 73abbitt, hasters of Mod. French 
Critic.;. o, pp..16'7 ff 
Ste. cave was also so far in agrees .cnt with La Rochefou- 
cauld os to believe firmly the latter's dictum t .:at amour 
propre is the mainspring cf nearly all action. Caus. 
du lundi, XI, pp. 410 ff. 
4. C,. MacClintock, Ste. 13euve's Critical Theory; 45. 
5. No_:v. lundis, VIII, 131 -2. T,,.c Anecdotes evidently show 
Pope's critical faculties in a better light than do the Works, 
but the . do not seem to be of any outstanding importance,; 
co. áaintsbury, Hist. of Crit., III, 154. T. have to plead 
ignorance of the book which, despite all efforts, 
I have been 
unable to procure. 
92, 
7. 
It raiL;ht be as well to interpolate, at this poiet, one or 
two remarks ,n a :.titter which has sometimes been taken too mach 
for Lranted: the alleged close kinship between Pope and Se: 
Beuve. 
The Braes which Ste. Beuve wrote to Louis Depret - "je 
suis resté, maire tout, de 1' école d'Horace et du chantre de 
la foret de WA:,e sor, et ucìue en l'y mettant plus du tout de 
passion, je reste obstiné par cc cati de Roi_ esprit et dans ce 
for inter iour de mon sentiment" - are, perha ,s, apt to load one 
to attach overmuch importance to Ste. Teuve's connection with 
Dope. There can be no doubt as to the critic's indebtedness to 
HoracL, but it is easy to exa erate the other association. 
r. Babbitt, when he says that Ste. Beuve "frequently 
z. 
refers to Pope" leaves himself open to the question as to what 
he means by "frequently." ?;'or Eete. Beuve frequently refers to 
Sh2kcespeare, to Byron, and to many another without, after all, 
saying very :;.uch about then. With rc and to Pope, that name 
occur some thirtyfive ties t_..roudhout the sixty odd volumes 
3. 
of Ste. Beuve's work, apart, that is, from the present Causerie. 
It is probà. 1e that Ste. Beuve's connection with Pope be:,:c.n in 
tie 
1838, when he urrote the article on Fontanes, since it is in this 
article that :Hope's na e first occurs. These thirtyf ...ve 
rep: er eeces are all of very sliLeit importance, L!eee casual 
allusions such, we shall see later, as the critic very often 
makes. It is in this review of Taint: t s History that the main 
body :î Ste. Beuve's opinion of Pope is contained, and his chief 
4. 
lTouv. Corrce .ondance, 235, letter dated 29th, 1876. 
Ole cit., 163. 
Cp. V. Giraud, Table alphabétique et analytique de Ste. 
',euve, Paras, 1903. 
Port. litt., II, 218; cp. also -Lome lundis, VIII, 12C 
Caus. du lundi, I, 3?. 
pur..ose ti'le'd:, as we have already pointed out, to re-.irt et the 
balance by discussing, sympathetically and ajpreciative .y .. Pone 
the iau, the critic, the p Silosopher; and trie stylist. The 
Essay on Criticism naturally enough far outdistances in Ste. 
Beuve's opinion Pope's other works, and the critic obviously 
aïid profoundly approves of Pope's dicta in ;general and in 
particular. Second in importance cosies the Essay on Man, fro . 
whicL, as has also been already said Ste. Be >..avc singles out for 
extended discussion the passages dealinn with the "ruling 
passion." This doctrine bears a close resembla, ice to that 
which Sts. Beuve incorporated in his own critico -philosophical 
system, and which constituted so large a part of that syste_:_. 
Now, in view of the above- mentioned "frequent,;-" with which 
Ste. Beuve refers to Pope, the question at once arises - how far 
does Ste. Beuve show hinel_ to be influenced by Pope? This is 
a big question and not wholly relevant to our present purpose, 
...ut we shall atte nt briefly to sumarise some points. 
To begin wits, is there not sor.et_:ïng irreconcilable 
between Poke's ÿ ;. ecioí. ity and foriaa.lisn, his glossy, 1Cth cent:_r, 
diction, and the 1renchman's wide liberality and tolerance 
No doubt, this is n somewhat superficial matter, z: nd there must 
be a close :°ca,emblanc.e undcrnet th, if only because the Essay on 
tse Art Poctic ue and the Ars .':' ottica, forming as they 
do: the supreme expression and defence sf the "casuonsense 
school u necessarily interpret the views of Ste. Beuve iÂi:_.self .. 
After his break with Romanticism in 134Ç, he emerged, of course, 
as the avowed champion of "la Raison" but even during his 
Roi anticneriod he refers "frequently" cnoubh in all conscience 
to IoileaL.. 
1. Cp. Babbitt, o;?.cit., 167-9, 173. 
94. 
It rau, t not, however, be too hastily imagined that Ste. 
Beuvo's accivainuance with Pope coincides with this definite 
revolt from the Romantic Sc.::ooi Po,,e's t__eory of the "master- 
passion" had really nothing to so with Ste. :Deuve's theory of 
the ".z.itre; se passion. " since the conception of each had an 
entirely different genesis. ate. PeuTs's theory arose independ- 
ently of Pope's, so that the increased number of reg. er ences to 
the latter, after 184(), merely indicate that he found in the 
Englis.h poet corroboration and authority for views ne had 
dc-, eloped for himself. The name of Pope becol:_e ;, therefore, a 
s tlîo:i_ m "ce iom est pour moi un pretexte .... pour un 
certain ccItc" - the certain side being the Classicists who, as 
he also said, were in danger f neglect because of too marked a 
favour for the Romantics, and who c :uprise,'. "les écrivains d'un 
ordre moyen, ju: tes, sensés, éloquents, toujours nets, d'une 
2. 
passion noble encore 
And it is indeed clear that Poke's name is a symbol when we 
realise that it is almost always associated with that of 
3. 
Boileau and of Horace. Ott of fifteen passages in which Pope 
is mentioned, Boileau .tis named ei t is ::es, Grimm Horace -'leur 
maitre a tous" - nine times. The three names Pope, :Boilea:. 
and Horace form a clic_ie, a stereotyped phrase rhich, i.i Sie. 
Reuve's ;:find, stands for, and summarises, the classical idea 
There is another point w, Lich goes to show the exaggeration 
with which the Pope-Ste. :eUVe association is occasionally apt 
. 112< 
115. 
Op. Caus. du lundi, III; 43-44. 
4. ('at.l..". du lundi, III, 43_449 t1, 129 VI, 503; X, 310 .. 
Nouv. lundis, VIII, 115, ibi, i23;; ibid, XI', 2789 
.C:o .1v. Corres_., 235. 
to be treated. 
95 . 
Deseitc the undehïable warmth o"I' ä"c. 73etave'ry 
adl.::;:_l:c,tiorl for POÄ:G in td!.it3 review of Tc isiC.'' s HistflY',.,', dies, itc 
the erocla.lativn that "je suis resté L.(: l' école d'orGud;e et du 
chantre cie .{.c. fork de Windsor," he does not hesitate to rane 
along íi ti Boileau Fa 'du second ordre, as ceiil; naerC 
les e1i.2s er`c:i'3de." This i;iay seem at first a strange contra- 
:diction to the attitude welch he corlaiste.,tiy assumes towards 
those whom he so stoutly' proclaims his masters, but the fact 
remains. ït would seem to irove that notwithstanding his 
sincere adie.:.rL.i,ion for Pope, "' oileaa. and even Horace, he was in 
no eise a bond-slave to thee., _,tat tnt,t he retained from his 
Romantic days vestiges of the RaXd2é)nta C cult. Possibly he 
rega rdect. 1-o;,.c: and the writers whom he generally associated with 
him as rc .resentr.tivesa of the normal, commonsense attitude 
towards life and literature. The real giants like Goethe, 
Shakespeare and Dante he tended to avoid , "leo grands horlL:ees 
sont sujets faire illusion sur l' éy;od;ue eu' ils éclairent et 
qu'ils remplissent brillamment jusd;u' Z éteindre quelquefois ce 
qui les entoure; lee homilies secondaires, et pourtant essentials, 
ont l'avantage de nous faire pénétrer avec eux, sans éblouisse 
sr:,ent et sans faste, dens les parties rest(::es demi obscures, 
, 
et dens les rouages :;ie ies de la :;.ac:iine dont ile 8t%il:rit, i un 
2. 
certaie de ;re, un des ressorts." 
To sum up: the essential difference in the respective 
styles of rope and Ste. Peeve; their independence of outlook, 
one fro:_ the o her; .:he second -class rank which Ste. Beuve 
bestows on the other all would seem to indicate that the Fro :.c i 
Cp. Caus. du lundi II, 305, in which he places I:orace in 
a "groupe sec ..nd. C2. also ibi. , IJ:I, 47, and V, 277 ff. 
2. CA,. 1. ouv. lundis, III, 420. 
943. 
critic was not so greatly influenced by the En, li:3h poet as 
might at the offset be ima fined. Certainly s -;.e, neuve exltcrtain- 
:ed true and loyal admiration for Pope, and when the abject of 
his admiration was un,j;astly attacked, as he ,gas by Taine, then 
his blood filas roused and he valientîy offered defence and 
defiance. pope and his school had fait: and well enou ;h dici 
Ste:. Beuve know them; but by their very faults it would see m 
they endeared themselves to hills and he felt that, as apostles of 
reason, he could at all times turn to then for sympathy and 
corroboration as he proceeded with his task towards the ' i__e 
When., `Ytous lE;;., vOS. a 'es étant finis, toutes les e :;..J6ricncl s 
aehevécs, on ns a pas de ; lus vives jouissances que d'étudier et 
d' approfondir lee choses e.i' on lai ,, de savourer cc qu'on -sen;; , 
comme de voir et de revoar les ;_,ens qu'on aile pures délices 
du coeur et du out dans la maturité." 
The last section of this series of causcrief3 deals as (Ad 
the first pert nith Taine'::s History n rover . :sept for .she 
discussion nnich ends it and in which Se, BGI VC ,rebukes t. e 
Academic for ref _sing; Taine a rie t is are enumeration of 
points in which Taine's third volune is oy,t_,, to criticion. 
T ìere is, Ste. Beuve says, a lack f nroportior. (a luck of which 
is unfortunately not confined to this third volume :) , the 
author is "trop occupe de _.'unité de son plan et eer.;ble trop 
presee d'arriver et de conclure u; Co li e and Co'do _it=s, the 
Lake poets and others, "sont trop a l'etroit." One iras only to 
consult the seventh chapter of Book III of Taine' l noÿk from 
1. 
Page 372 onwards to be speedily convinced of the truth and 
Votav. lundis, VIII, 133. 
2, In van T.e: ?..''r, Edition. 
97 , 
reasonableness of Ste. Beuve's remarks. But 'ais claim that 
Barns "e st fortss,ent fsenti et dignetnent csasse is ver, widely 
open to question, for it is pretty clear that Taine did not 
really underk t: nd the Scottish poet. When he rexsarks that "I 
even believe he (Burns) was funda:.tentall: religious it affords 
a striking clue as to his knowledge; and he talks much more 
about Burns' insobriety and the like than about his poetry. 
It is allowable also to ask whether Ste. Beuve himself had any 
very profound knowledge of Burns' works; his praise for Taine's 
treatment, in any case, leaves him not a little sus;:;ect. 
Ste;. Beuve's downright objection to Taine's comparison of 
Lamartine with Gray is, however, quite justifiable: "if' Lamartine, , 
says Taine, "read Gray's Odes he would find there the melancholy 
sweetness, the exquisite art, the fine arguments, half the ideas 
of his own poetry." Such a verdict overshoots the mark and 
Ste. Beuve rightly retorts: "Il n'ÿ nul rapport entre Gray et 
La ï arti ne, pas plus qu'entre un perle et un lac." He also 
objects to Taine's treatment of Cowper, although, indeed, it is 
by no means among the least successful of this third volu ?e. 
3. 
In cont'4st, however, to Ste. :Í:'euve'; own discussion of Cowper, 
Taine falls a lore way short and assuredl, does not give due 
weight to "cette renaissance du goût naturel de l'expression 
réelle et poétique." . And, somewhat surprisingly, Ste. Beuve 
finds that Scott is "sévèrement traité et nullement au gré de 
nos souvenirs. :. Taine ne le met point corm._e romancier au 
rang auquel il a droit," "A little surprisingly" is perhaps 
wrong, for Ste. Beuve would nave never attained ;mis lofty 
position as a L :ritic, had he not long since turned his back on 
1. Ib.i.d. 406. 
2. c_. Wouv. lundis, VIII, 178. 
3. Vie.ic, supra ,p. 52 ff. 
:e ibid. 
the two articles he had written in his hot youth _;ore than 
thirty years before 
And so Sec. Beuve's review of Taine's History reaches its 
eee. ''hat is to be said of it as a whole? Is it satisfactory: 
ie it Load criticisLa? 
It is good enough criticism so far as it goes, yes; but to 
us English readers oÌ English Literature: it is far from satis- 
:fying. The main reason for this is, of course, obvious the 
subject on which it is based is very far from satisfyinu. 
Suffice it to say that the chief impression Which the reader of 
these three long Causeries cannot but feel is associated chiefly 
with Ste. Beuve's sins of omission. For, after ail, in any 
fair -sized review of a History of English Literature, is it not 
strange to find nothing but mere references of little moment to 
Spenser and Chaucer, Shakespeare and Milton, Dryden and Addison 
and Wordsworth Whet there is is good enough, but what 
there is, apart from the pages devoted to Pope, is almost 
unmixed praise which in the end becomes cloying. And this is a 
History written by a most brilliant author, but who is so 
"occupied with his plan" as to make his worl call out, as it 
were, for ruthless corrections and strictures of every kind' 
Ins..,ead, we have a breathless scamper down the ages to Pope: 
there we are almost bounced into an agreement with the critic's 
enthusiastic eulot,y, with his robust refusal to see any blemishes 
either in the full works of Pope ehich he considers, or in the 
poet's ,personal character. Then to round off, a few objections 
to Taizie's critical i.:ethods and estimates - yet voila! ITog to 
ascertain Ste. Beuve's genuinely critical opinions wegarding 
English literature these Ca ;series afford but little guidance; 
it is elsewnere that we .:.ust seek, 
Vide supra e. 96. 
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VIII, BYRON. 
In the preceding pages, we have discussed Ste. Beuve's 
eriticiene of those English authors to whom he specially devotee. 
a Causerie or Causerie. ne shall now atteet to co-ordinate 
not 
the remarks he nade on those other writers who are/thus honoured . 
it would be well nigh imiossibie to refer to each of these 
remarks individually, for scattered throughout his volumee'are 
literally hundreds of references to i,nglish litelneture. Aee 
even if it were possible, the task would be a futile one, for in 
she vast majority of cases these references have very little 
sinificance. 
For example, although Byron's name figures often unenee, 
te. 7:euve employs teeeis more or less hackneyed - cliches v.Idch 
are more often than not empty of real import. Thus, a short 
note;whieh is repeated, ueon Scott's retreat before Byron in 
the lists of poetre; a comparison of :Byron' o exploits as a 
2. 
swimmer with tnose of LaLiannais; Byron's "ironic, poienante, et . 
exaltee; his antipathy to Odateaubriand; the fact that he "a 
r. 
senti et pratique les Alpes L.Cfl autrement que Chatenubriand; 
the assertion that he is one of the po\etes ouragenx et hardis"; 
- these are fair sanples of the numerous labels attached to tilt! 
nae of Beron but which amount to little or nothing. 
.---..-------- ...- 
1. Port. litt., II, 11, and Pzem. lunnis, ii, 114. 
2. Nouv, lundi s, VI i , 15, 
J. Port, eonte e., II, 279. 
eay. lundis, Xlii, 
e. eaus. du lundi, Viii, 33C. 
6. Ihid, XT, ißó 
]ú 
It is surprisinn, indeed, that ron appears to have inter- - 
tested S ,e. ?3euve so little:, True, the critic ranks him a. _ong 
the great ones of the earth: "Pour ne pus abuser des tomes, 
Th ron, Milton, Pindare, restent seuls lea, vraiment grands poètes," 
but such a judgment is neither very profound in itself nor is it 
very illuminating as to Ste. Beuve's real opiniJn. 
i iS real opinion is, ne think, mere evident in the estL.. :.te 
of Byron trnich occurs in the attack delivered a annst Vilienain 
1:. 
who had classed Cowper and Wordsworth "negligerent parmi les 
z 
esprits singuliers et maladif s,° , and who were therefore of 
lesser poetic merit than Byron. Ste. Beuue strongly objects 
and maintains that V;ordsworti1, for instance, " :'est as 
inférieur 'it Byron en génie simple, en peinture nat_:relle et 
profonde cony :e il l'est en gloire." Perhaps one reason why 
Ste. reeve has so little to say of any great importance about 
:Byron is that so much .iiad already been said by others,. in any 
case, it is cuite clear that he did not share in the almost 
hysterical praise wn.i c:._ ide Emile Doscìia nips, to take but one 
instance, loudly proclain On sent que Byron est venus 
3. 
Nearly all the poets of 1830 had repeated such things ad nauseam, 
save Ste. Peuve, who, ais a critic, had too . uch act'men, and who 
as a poet of that generation, enpresoed ni;; melancholy in terms 
of an Ober a nn rather than in those Of a Lara or a Rene or a 
V-f erther. 
He refused, iìorcovei, ti admit that Byron's influence was ú 
great as others would make out. "Cette poesie (i.e. Romantic 
poetry) re99ut tout w fait a sa naissance les rayons du génie 
.... I v., 39-2 
2. Port. c ,ntanp., II, 391 
3. Quoted by - Tstéve : Byron et le romantisme français, Paris, 
1907, _.. 166. 
catholique, chevr.lresque et monarchique de ".. de Chateaubriand 
Toute cette eÉ riodc: rétrograde et militante de l'école 
de _ 'oesic dite XC<?Y;. ;1E . . ve termine . . a . lors de 1, 
f. 
brU£3enG retraite dE'. `"o de iihatG°'O.nbri:.'.`_1G1. Ln this attitude, 
-.:hic,li ts, thc rank and file seemed iäicorflered?esnsld,ïl.e .:,te. neuve 
attracted to hionele not a little rioteriety. ¡ jules Lefevre, 
ZTt.LO ens distfn uis.1ed himself in Being one os.' the few translator: 
of hi` day witin an adequate J;nawled,_;e o:C the lane ua e :foi :a which 
he translated, is also distinguished by tee narked dislike he 
bore ` !; 7 neuve bec Buse the latter refused to be a perfervid 
admirer of Teyron3' 
Everything seems to show, therefore, that Ste. Beuve's 
opinion of Tlyron nas not really so high as he sometimes c Dade out, 
in which case he was perfectly *ithin his rights in not saying 
so much about the l:;Ye,lieh poet ns soie of his readers mi t :vieZ. 
And he often must have found it difficult to spe<_k with complete 
laonesty and fulness because .he so often discovered that his 
:1 "' ent w':.s at variance with public `à,riCd. accepted opinions. 
Mue, in connection with '.'nnt!<,saa.ic:ïa, he admits t!'i.;.t although .tie 
had nri#,tcn mc1z concernine; the ei atee.nt:a ce;nt?tire Lie: had not 
;) far ventured on any elaborate t$ a t.. E o% tinaT ïi 1 Gr. U y? 
13ec:'.uúe "il est un de ces hommes qu'on n'aborde qu'avec crainte, 
ci, co.use ddu respect reel qu'ils inspirent et de l' 2.^.ef:ce de 
1. This was written as long back as jct. llth, 1830 for the 
Gl.,,ec; and reproduced in the: P... air.. lundis, I> 401-402. C. 
a modern critic: "Yor even the two foreign influences that 
seem r^a,ll. `r)o'eVGriLd.d. .... t..1ooe ef ;3 rsJf.ì riìi,d, Scott, do little 
more than-affect tic surface ...aniiestwtions of the great 
main movement which Comes d3':;e _.e;.n Rousseau ì,:..ì;n 
C_1L.teaUlariand. ' (Babbitt, 11 o ¡ ' 711 / 7:oüi right Ste. 
Beuve turns out to be, time c_... tine ee _.. 
re. Esteve, op E:it, 185c 
'nie, 19_.. ^ e). also bindis, VI, 452 si'. 
J( 
religion qui s'est faite autout c ' eu, =:." 
Ix. SHAKESPEARE- 
We have alrea -__y entioned in passing that Ste:. Beuve has 
often been reproached for his preference to point out 
peculiarities rather than to measure greatness, tend for his too 
ready obedience to the injunction "nc despicias minores." He 
cannot refrain from a certain satisf ction vïhan an author and 
his corks are less than unique and therefore sore capable of 
being explained."-  . "-
":. e attempts no profound study bf Moliere, he approaches 
Goethe almost solely on the side of social intercourse through 
the letters of Bettina and the Conversations of Eckermann; he 
makes the same exception to Shakespeare that most of us make for 
the great literatures of the East, as something which '.he 
shortness of life exempts us from including in our world of 
thought, he has little to say about Dante, and that little 
inadequate; he manages to create for himself a sphere of 
philosophical activity in which we miss the luminous presence of 
Plato, and in a train of dramatic tradition which can scarcely 
1. Caus. du lundi, VII, 41; a similar apology with respect to 
Lacordaire occurs in Nouv. lundis, Iv, 393. "ut on the 
other hand, he sometiLes - but not very often - feels it 
equally dif:icult to be the first to discuss some subject 
"On hc:site toujours à se mettre e avant quand l'opinion de 
la foule ne nous a »as frayé le chemin; i1 faut même, pour 
cela, une espèce particulière de courage.." taus. du lundi, 
476) Again, referring to Grimm: "Un excellent 
critique ... et venant .e premier dans ses jugements; 
n'oublions pas cette dernière condition. quand la réputa- 
tion des auteurs est établie, il est aisé d'en ,p arler 
convenablement ... mais 6 leurs débuts, ... et a. mesure 
qu'ils se dévéloppent, les juger avec tact, ... prédire leur 
essor ou deviner leurs limites, c'est 16. le propre du 
crtique né pour l'Être." (Ibid, VII, 287) 
We have here examples of those perplexing contradictions 
which are so frequent in ,'.e. Beuve. 
2. Babbitt, op. cit., 160 ff. 
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be said to reach back to Sophocles. These are serious omissions 
for which no amount of interest in Chapelle and Bachaumont, 
Rivarol, Dangeau and Mlle. de la Vailière can compensate.' 
If such a statement be wholly true - and it is difficult to 
contradict it r it goes far to explain the lack of any full 
treatment by s'te. Beuve of Shakespeare; Lnd it accounts also, as 
we shall see later, for the fact that the critic was never quite 
at his ease when deLling with that other giant of literature, 
Goethe ,. Pis oars words, indeed, seem time and again to prove the 
truth of the statement: "A vrai dire, Cou1_mann me pl4 zt ... 
par ce côté name d'absence de toute originalité; il est 
1'e1,pression honnête et facile du milieu où il vit, et il nous en 
marque la température as, ez exacte, sans y mêler la résistance ou 
le surcroit d'un caractère trop individuel." Z 
And,indeed, when one casts a bird's eye -iew over Ste. 
Beuve's works whole, how clearly does see that 
favourite type of essay is that which deals with the discovering 
and proclaiming of new or little recognised talent, or with the 
less known aspects of fully recognised talLnts. Le obviously 
delighted in introducing a famous novelist as a writer of plays, 
a philosopher or a statesman as a letter -v :rites, or some great 
artist or other celebrity merely as a maa, approaching him by the 
intiately biographical path. Fully three fourths of all the 
essays are taken up with ,,.emoirs, letters and biographie.,. 
It has been admitted that the type which more closely 
approaches that of the averagemarn is more truly the product of 
its time than the genius, and is thus a better starting point for 
these social studies in which rte. "::'euve vias so eminently 
interc:_.ted. "La critique littcreire, qui doit être heureuse et 
1. Harper, Ste. Beuve, London, 1909, p. 32.. 
Nouv. lundis, i:, 141; coo. also Caus. du Lundi, III, 
ie. 
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fière clL s'élever toutes les fois qu'elle rencontre de grands 
sujets, se pliit pourtant, par sa nature, e, ces sujets moyens 
q. i ne sont point pour cela eiédiocz es, et qui pE-;emettea?t á la 
morale seciala d'y pénétrer." The complement of this statement 
appears in the fo11QG1i27í. '. t, :- e- erane'-s hommes, les grands 
6crivains et poètes ... sont coi: :ie ces fleuves demesuré ent larges 
6. leur embouchure et trot, ouvertement navigables . Tous les 
connai sleet ... c'est une banaj_ite eue leur gloire." 2' 
Further, he c ,e.reluins that French criticism. has been too 
timid and conservative, keeping too Leech to the well-known 
,subjects and the well-worn paths of criticism, and not venturing 
into those less frequented regions where he reels it his duty to 
_.o. In spite of the fact that he says, "je n'elede pas 
j. 
:yete:Lo.tiquea.;3ent tous les grands sujets Ç7..lI, paseen-t,°` he does 
elude nearly all the greatest names. 
Yet to do Ste. Beuve justice, it must be granted that his 
constant reference to these great nasses and to others only les;:, 
great exercised a diseersed but pervasive influence, and formed, 
ae it were, a kind of noble background and a kind of supre ae 
h7 &:h. court of standards. And he makes another point which is 
well wortay of notice; "Ceux qui sont une fois connus, adoptes 
par l'opinion et pax la renoxnm e, nous les avons sans cesse a la 
bouche et nous les accablons de couronnes." Again, "On pousse 
t :i:op l'admiration quand :Huse, on ne juge plus; une foie le 
y S. 
mot génie pronouncé, tout est accepte, proclam6 ... °' 
1. Caus. du lundi, VII, 17,3. 2. Cahiers, . j. 
3. ;bid, -.., 446. 
4. Ça e . du lundi, :`' V, 33é. 
Corresp., II, 94. 
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fig re de s'élever toutes les fois qu'elle rencontre de grands 
sujets, se e ait pourtant, gar sa nature, a, ces sujets moyens 
0. ne sont point pour cela médiocres, et qui permettent Ì. la 
morale sociale d'y pénétrer. "L The complement of this statement 
appear 3 in the following; "Les grands hommes, les grands 
écrivains et poètes ... sont comme ces fleuves de'xuesurement larges 
leur embouchure et trop ouvertement navigables . Tous les 
cornai sleet ... c'est une banalité que leur gloire." 2' 
Further, he complains that French criticism has been too 
timid and conservative, keeping; too much to the well -known 
subjects Bead the well -worn paths of criticism, and not venturing 
into those less frequented regions where he feels it his duty to 
`:o. In ceeite of the fact that he says, "je n'elLLde pas 
3. 
syeté___atiquement tous les grands sujets qui paseent," he does 
elude nearly all the greatest names. 
Yet to do Ste. Beuys justice, it must be granted that his 
constant reference to these great names and to others only lese 
great exercised c:, dispersed but pervasive influence, and formed, 
as it were, a kind of noble background and a kind of supreme 
high court of standards. And he makes another point which is 
well worthy of notice; "Ceux oui sont une fois connus, adoptés 
par l'opinion et par la renommée, nous les avons sans cesse à la 
4-. 
bouche et nous les accablons de couronnes." Again, "4n pousse 
trop l'admiration quand mime, on ne juge _glus; une fois le 
s 
mot g6 nie pronouncé, tout est accepté, proclame ... " 
1. Caus. du lundi, VII, 1C8. 2. Cahiers, 
3. Ibid, 'i, 446. 
4. Caus. du lundi, XV, 336. 
) Corresp., II, 94. 
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And the fact is at all times to be taken into account that 
he was not his own .::aster; on many occasions he must have 
resented the know:?.ecîG;e that his posmiion as critic for the 
Lóvc;rnment and in an official journal co;astitutcn an obligation: 
"Cond.arr:m6 he erints the words in italics) pax circonUta,nceu R, 
écrire sur tous les sujets, je ne choisis pas, je pra,ite 'les 
sujets qui s'offrent eu :-mêznes 6, ma rencontre." Again; 
"Oblige5 si souvent de déplacer mon esprit et mon intérct, de 
l'attacher et de l'enfoncer en des e:;;ritti et des nuteurs si 
dif i érerits je me blase aussi vite sur les irritations, et les 
piqures, et au out de c_uelque temps, je ne sais 1alus de quoi 
il s'agit." 
The element of acceptability to his public was naturally 
important ° he could never forget that "Le Moniteur s'officie 
3. 
au coin des rues. 
With respect to YL Beuve's reluctance to discuss 
Shakespeare at any length, another mat . er r._.qui-ree to be 
daentionC . Is it not astonishing that he who so often asserts 
that the French ncxiius is essentially c,ramatie, should yet hnve 
Shown so little interest in the dre: 
4 
Was there perhaps 
something un-Gallic in his nature which might account for this 
indif:,. erencce In any case, the fact re -gins that the only 
pa,ssagE of cl.ra atic criticise of any length at all is that in 
which he deals wi :.îì Corneilti_e's Cid, and even then he seers of 
less concerned with the play ell a play than as a manifestation 
of the spirit of its tii.ìes. This neglect is indeed curious, 
i Gorree:.;. , I, 30.., letter of 22nd Aug., 1862) 
2. (uotec. be A.-j. Pons, U_'. cit., 5 
3. Ca,.s. du lundi, X, 53 L : ;. also ibid, IX, 0. 
4 e: T i_iEt, 13 e.T C, dI'cïií&t;,i.CjL1Gy 69 , 
Ce. Nouv. lundis, Và.I.<, 258, 285. 
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and there seems nothing which can satisfactorily account for it 
it is, however, another reason which helps to explain his strange 
silence with regard to Shakespeare. 
That Sne. Beuve had a reasonably. sound knowled_,e of the 
dra qatist cannot be for a moment doubted. In the Causerie on 
Ducis, full as it is of delightfully ironic tenderness towards 
the man who took himself and his translations of Shakespeare so 
very. seriously, that knowledge is at once apparent. Note, as 
one instance among many, his words of mingled wrath, horror and 
,amusement at Ducis' version of Romeo and Juliet, in which a 
passage from Macbeth and an episode from Dante were calmly 
inserted, "Il serait superflu aujourd'hui et fastidieux," says 
Ste. Beuve sadly, "de montrer en detail en quoi Duels gatait et 
faussait Shakespeare." 
3. 
And again, "Si l'on relit, comme je 
viens de le faire, le Roi Lear et qu'on lise a côté la soi -disante 
imitation fran ?aise (by Ducis), il est impossible de voir dans 
celle -ci autre chose qu'un travestiseiaent sentimental à l'usage 
du dikhuitiéme siècle.... 
But the other references to Shakespeare, although certainly 
nu_:erous enough, ,are merely stock phrases in which, unfortunatel , 
nothing; of real import is given uS. 
X. MILTON o 
In view of what has just been sai_i about Ste. Bouv e's small 
desire to discuss the gre' test nt--b -mess in itera.ture, it will not 
be surprising to find that Milton receives but little mention. 
His ne4 ?e occurs some hall: dozen times in the Nouveaux lundis, 
but the longest refere ce is found in the first volume of the 
1. Caus. d ' lundi, VS, 
2. This passage - act IV, sc. 3, __n which acduff begins 
"he has no children ...." - seems to cause trouble, for 
even so great a man as Goet...e agies a . :istake of interpret- 
mtion. (mentioned by Saintsbury, := ist. of Cr_t, III, 371; 
cp. also Goethe -Eckermann Convers., III, 9). 
3. Caus. uu lundi, 374. 
c IbiL_, 376. 
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Causeries, and even there, it is brought in comnaratively ;itn 
Musset's nane. 
The critic has been speaking of the "'Malts," and, putting 
them alongside i.'Allegro and II Penseroso, finds them on the 
whole the MOX pleasing. Milton's two poems are, he declares, 
of too cold and ynssionless a beautnn "Il s'y contente ã'y 
porter une disposition grave, noble, sensible, mais calme, 
comme un miroir légèrement emu. The Penseroso, he calls 
indeed a masterpiece and likens it to BOMB magnificent 
oratorio rising slowly and prayerfully to God. But while "Tout 
ce qui et beau de Hilton et hors de pair," usset is the more 
livinn, human poet, inspired, as Lilton iz not, by passion 
aignante et la douleur sincère." 
I 
It is easy enough to see that 
Ste. Beuve does not appreciate niton to the same entent as he 
does -,iusset; he seems almost struggling to maintain an 
attitude of impartiaItn. Note that phrase - "Tout ce qui est 
beau de Milton est'hors de pair is there not just a feeling 
here that the praise is a trifle perfunctory, az though added 
to maintain a more equal poise amidst his very enthusiastic 
eulogy of Musset's lyricianC: -ioes it not smack of the cliches 
with which ilton is so often labellen? however that may be, 
Ste. Beuve's pnefenence is clearly for the "Nuits"; and who 
shall say he is wrong when he suggests that the Allegro and D. 
Penseroso, despite their peerless beauty, are decorative rather 
than descriptive, &rtificial rather than natural? 
Nevertheless, and apart from all suggestion of that 
prejudice almost inevitably associated with the master-works of 
one's o,n tongue, may it not be submitted that Ste. Bouvet at 
this juncture, nardly does fair and full justice to Milton's 
two poens: They. are exceptional if only from the fact that ttbstz 
i. Caus. du lundi, 1, 303. 
2. Ibis. 
10r . 
satisfy the critics and they delight mankind" - the fate. 
certainly, of very few poems; and their perfect techniques 
their subtle variations of sound and movement, the beautiful 
antithesis in tone and construction - that, and much more 
Lesides, combine to form works the like of which there is 
nothing before Tilton, and since his day nothing fit to compare 
with the.:_. 
It is not, of course, that we wish to deprecate r tL.. Beuv e' 
praise of the ' uits ; but it is probable that if he had 
Dossesoeü a sure and full mastery of our language, his apprecia- 
tion would have been merely quickly, more spontaneously and 
more justly generous to poems which stand in a class by them- 
:selves in our literature. 
Apart from this, then, nothing; is to be found save for an 
occasional' baldly comparative reference to : Tilton and Homer. 
One sometimes wonders whether the fact that the combination in 
Milton of the 'grand manner' and a Christian subject made a 
special appeal to Chateaubriand has anything to do with etc. 
Beuve's avoidance of the same subject? For Chateaubriand is 
beyond doubt one of the writers against whom the critic always 
entertained a strongly marked antipathy, and the f orsï er's 
z. 
brilliant pages on Paradise 10St had effectually given Milton 
classic rank in France. After 1820, however, the seed sown by 
Chateaubriand and also by _`me. de Staël came to full harvest and 
3. 
with an abundance of cross -fertilisation. Whether Ste. Beuve's 
silence on the great works of Milton is due to these brilliant 
studies achieved by his predecess.rs or not, it is none the less 
:. . 
2. 
Cp. N uv. lundis, II, 131,2:340; als ibid, XIII, 184; 
Caus. du lundi, I, 318. 
Cp. especially the last paragraph of his Essai sur la 
litt, anglaise. 
Cp. E. Partridge, The French Romantics' Knowledge of 
Eng. Lit., 180- J.848. 
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striking and intriguing; and it is his re:L ers who are once 
again the losers. 
XI. BAC01tI. 
Although Ste. Beuve's refere_:ces to Fra cis Bacon are of 
the briefest - a remark that the English Essayist was at he 
same time a poet is typical of the rest of his dicta - the 
well -known passage in which the critic proclaims himself a 
' ?disciple of Bacon" is important, not because it throws ahy 
particular light upon This opinions of the En li sh philosopher 
or of English literature, but because it concerns cte. - cove's 
general critical theories These general theories are perhaps 
not strictly relevant to our present purpose, but in any 
disc scion of etc. Beuve they are so interestinh that we may be 
allowed a short digression in which briefly to summarise them. 
2. 
He lays it down elsewhere that "la critique naturelle ou 
physiologique" must go hand in hand with "la critique historique' 
and "la critique du gout pur." That is, the first step in the 
critical process is to gather all the facts not only about a 
particular book but also about its author: his country, his 
race, his epoch, his ancestors, his parents and so forth all go 
t) frame the portrait of the author whorl, as the second step, 
the critic must then proceed to pai_Lt , At this .L oint the 
subject's immediate environnent is to be dealt with - his 
eii ldhooJ, education, his "premier t!ilieu, le premier groupe 
d'amis et de contemporains." Answers must be found to question: 
conce;rni,:1; his attitudes towards religion, nature, money and the 
like. Lastly, the critic must estimate his author's influence 
for good or bad, t. e admiration or the dislike which he inspires. 
To do all this is, says rte. i'en.ve, to beco_ie a disciple of 
I. 2No_zv. lundis, IX, 69. 
2. Co. cahiPrs, 7()u 
3. Nouv. lundis, I3.I, 
110, 
of Bacon in literary history; as such, the critic will not be 
so liable to be deceived or to go astray as he would otherwise 
be if confinine7 himself merely to the judgeieht of pure rhetoric, 
It is irom this scientific attitude that arises much of 
Ste. euve's distinctive contribution to literary criticism. 
Be was himself aware that in adopting this attitude he was 
breaking away from the hietoric and conventional technique of 
e Feench literary theory of the Boileau-7,a Harpe school. His 
purp)se was to endeavour to brie_ his theories into line with 
the pervading scientific opiriL of his century. "-ous oommes 
deja si loin de ces temes (the age of Louis .XIV)," he maintains 
"que, pour bien juger d'un homme .... il ne suffit as toujours 
de lire ses roductions, il faut encore :Les revoir en place, 
recemposer :-'ensemble dc l'époque et l'existence entière du 
2. 
personnage." ilis innovation, then, is his answer to the 
Baconian query, Is the whole trath ever barren? and by means of 
which the critic could proceed to an exact estimate of his 
subject. At the some time, tc, Beuve was too shrewd not 
realise that his theory could ntit be carried too far: "queLLue 
soin qu'on mette á p6n6trer ou expliquer il y aura 
toejours une certaine partie inexpliquee, inexpliquabie, celle 
en quoi consiste lc don indieiduel du g6nie." 3 And here he lays 
his finger on Taine's failure with his History which is not 
trustworthy in its critical o:/inions just because Ito author 
sought to force all men into adjustment with his own theories. 
in caLlin .imself a disciple of Bacon, Ste. Beuve was 
thus not mistaken; but, in his Quality of Cdscipleship, ee 
lAeeht acceptably have given us something more satisfyin, more 
solid, eIout his master than he has done. 
4. 
C. Eacelintoc, op. cit., 30. 
lundie, IX, 70. 3. Nouv. lundis, 66. 
4. For a most interestin -id detailed discussion of Ste. 
Beuve's "scientific criticism," cp. Babbitt, i. cit. 
167 ff. 
XII. Coleridge and -:'ordsworth. 
in these days where it is considered fashionable to cast a 
stone at Coleridge, it is refreshing to know, according to Ste. 
Beuve, that his Meditative Poe::.s have not been sufficiently 
praiser.. They are admirable, he says, and in them "la nature 
anglaise domestique - (how Ste. Beuve loves this "nature 
anglaise domestique: ") si verte, si fleurie, si lustrée, décore 
a ravir et avec inépuisable richesse, des sentiments d'effusion 
religieuse, conjugale ou fraternelle." "The Nightingale," 
"This Lime -tree Power,my Prison," "Reflections on having left 
a Place of Retirement," and others were evidently well -known 
to Ste. Beuve, who remarks appreciatively on the poet's 
"curiosité 1r:illante, l'étincelle perpétuelle du détail, et en 
méme temps .'élévation et la spiritualité des sentiments. Il 
y a en lui tine irrésistible sympathie pLr tous les points avec 
la vie universelle, et il cherche ensuite à réprimer cette 
expansion, la remener dans un ordre régulier de foi il y a 
en ßú.i, si je l'ose dire, du bouddhiste qui tache d'être 
méthodiste. Cette lutte et ce contraste ont un graIld char.__ee' 
indeed makes pleasant reading even although personal 
opinions may differ as to the truth of the Buddhist-ethodist 
element in Coleridge. But how little all the above r.:!sut seem 
in the keenness of our disc jw ointment when we realise that no 
z::ention is rmde of the "Ancient ?ariner" or of "Kubla Ilan," 
or of "Chrj.stabel" - even allowing for the fact that none of 
Colerid. e s poíems had yet been translated into French! Time 
after tinic, Ste,. Beuve stops tantalisingly short just when 
our 
interest is at i,ts highest point! 
1. r'ort. . 9 It 338. 
zbid . 39. 
A page or two further on in the same volume Ste. Beuve 
compares Wordsworth with La-- artine who is the chief figure in 
this Causerie. The critic remarks upon the love which each 
poet cherished for all natural beauty, but that, while 
Lamartie goes straight to the heart of his subject, '<Tordsvrorth 
floe dérobe :a,r des circuits no..= preux, complieués r s'il monte 
au sommet d' us:n mont, et qu'il veuille, en s'asseyant, bénir Dieu 
au bout du pelerinage, il fera, par exemple, ie sonnet suivant 
- and here follows a rendering in French of "Rest and be 
Thankful.'° Lamartine, on the other hand, had he been on the 
same pilgrimage, "eût entonné son rymne d'a ctions et de grwces, 
au sommet, sans s'arrêter a cette comparaison, fort belle 
d'ailleurs, mais cherchée, de l'oiseau et du poisson, avec 
l'aine qui s:ionte, tandis que lc corps est étendu immobile." 
Thile opinion may again vary as to whether `,iordsworth's 
simile is "cherchée" or not, the criticisme is just and keenly . 
observant. So also is Ste. Beuvets next comparison, and it ie - 
arriusint, as wetµ : if Lamartine were to stop in front of a 
Highland hut accompanied by a lady, he would be aule to decri-:;e 
it to her with the utmost charm and detail, but without 
realising the possibility of any hesitation, on the part of his 
co.:,panion, to tres :ass upon the cotta er s domain. "r:'ordswort_L 
3 
au contraire, nous parle ainsi," end there follows a translation 
of the "Fri. nd Hut," where 7ordsvrorth, in a manner which Eight 
appear to sonie, at least, a little uncalled for, gravely rebukes 
his companion for what, after all, mai be a very natural 
reluctance to overstep the bounds of ordinary -politeness. 
Again, continues Ste. Beuve, compare La artir.e's "Le Lac," 
. zbiL., 241. 
2. i':ordsworth's "Ballades et petits poémee" were translc.-ued in 
1850 by 7ick-aor!mc . 
3. Port. contc_n.p., I, 342. 
or illy," or "JOCC1e'r].., `° with a eocm like "Botiiwel1 Gestic." 
The 7.rench poet is cuite content to reproduce the scene before 
his }.kind's eye, whereas Wordsworth prefers to write a kind of 
.psychological _oc . "Lamartine réfléchit volontiers les 
o. Jets en sa poésie, com:<..e une belle eau de lac, y,:_.rfois 
ébranlée la surface, réfléchit les hautes cries du riva;.: 
1"ordsworth est plus ciif'.. ic:ile á suivre travers les divers 
miroirs ear lesquels il nous donne a regarder sa pense_ ... . 
le poete de Rjdal- -aunt a le don des symboles."" 
His last comparison between T; ordsworth and Seeeartine deals 
in the manner in which each regards the prowess of hamanity. .
Referring to the former's "Proud were ye, Mountains, when in 
Times of Ole," Ste. Beuve declares on sent ce qu'il en cotte 
la noble muse druidique des bois, a la e_use des conteieplatio =.is 
et des superstitions solitairfs, cour saluer ainsi ce qui ravage 
deja son empire et la, doit en partie détro ner . .. r. je m'en 
attendris co: ie :ivand .. , .. Enéc, par ordre du Destie, s'arrache 
la Didon aimée, pour fonder la Ville inconnue. l: ,bat, il 
se hate, mais il fleure - lacryiriae volvu_.tur in :i_ee. Ces 
pleurs, al_ière et vaine rosée, á la face du héros ou du;,)oòte, 
répond ___erveil_e ...' austére sourire du temps," 
3 
"A7.id smiles on you with cheer subliue .. , ... . 
This easeaie - and reasons of ,fiance prohibit the eiviiii of 
it all - is one of the comparatively few in which te. Jeuve 
leaves his usually cal, even matter- f -fact style to write in 
a manner which, for hie, attai :o the heights of passion. ae 
_ oes on to praise the poet's zeal as a reformer his impassioned 
lobe for simplicity, and his belief that nature is a foreative 
influence euperior to any other .4- 
1. C_ . John ;`orles "I_.ouget is , on the whole, 
predominant 
over f eeliee in his (', ordwworth' .;) verse." 
Introduction 
to edition of :' or_.s of ;. OrL sw . rt -, Lonc,on, 
1893. 
Port. co"r2tet:1., I, JR;. 
i 
. I i , 345. 
Ci). L. Cazamian> Hist. of Erie. Lit., 
II, 270 fl. for an 
echo of this passage. 
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e have already seen how anxious Ste. Beuve was to 
introduce into French verse a humbler and more domestic note'' - 
that note w hich Wordsworth praises in the "Prelude" 
. .. the vulgar forms of present thing 
.__e actual world of our fcw:.iliar days. 
J ìc it is not too ::.uci'i to that his own "consolations' 
ol)ene6. a vein of tint familiar ,.oetry wiiicÄ:., : ideu. .,y thc 
influence of men like Cowpe.L, CrahL;e, Coleridge and, above all, 
ordswortll, z ddet_ .. its weight to the ;rowing boda of opinion 
. 
against Byron in favour of W . rdswort: 
i: 
"Nothing can tarnish 
the s pendour of his (F: ,L. Beuvc's ) courage in boldly challeng- 
:i...t; the classical opinion of 1830 and in procuring a, welcome 
for the gr.-at succeeding generation of FrerlL:h 
From his early days when he f or:_ed cart of that group of 
P. risian lovers of English litorture . e cherished a love for 
Wordsworth wiuich, throughout his life, caused him to remain a 
high priest os' the Wordsworth cult. 
This being so, it is disappointing for us English adL irers 
of 7'tL .' Beuve to have so little actually said rai Ste. Beuve 
about '.,ordowo :ct . Ly disappointing we do not infer that the 
res!ch critic was in any way falling short of his duty is 
if '.. e may so term it, lay in f .:rthcrir., , as far as 
£los. ible, the ',';ordsi;ort Tian influence in Fra ?ced . T'ut he could 
have furthered that influence riuch more oovïcrfully, had he 
devoted a few articles to a study of the "Prelude" or of the 
"Intimations of Imiaortality" ; to a criticism of the famous 
1. Co. ..71. 
cit., 118. 
lt is interesting to note that in the Revue euro_.., 1835, 
deuxième c_rie, II, 83, Folstaney had two articles on 
ï'ordsrrorth with wevel'z1 translations fro i the poems, 
which was "The Idiot Boy": precisely t.,e Jaelic which Byror? 
is.au. _:ost bitterly ridiculed: Cy;. -:stève, oi:. cit., 251. 
Gosse, More Books on the Table, 1923. 
C,,. Texte:. Etudes sur la litt. , rcp., 1898, pp. 183-194. 
115. 
Ereface to the Lyrical Ballads; to a discussion ef Coleridge's 
22nd chapter of the Biographia Literaria in which .ordsworta's 
theory of poetic diction, laid down in that Preface, is so 
ably analysed. , . 
To hay done et leu t so :e of this v ;cula nave more than 
;ustified e of title Frére aine' not to have done 
it makes us exclaim in exasperation, makes us osi, why he caid 
not echo such brief out none the less compelling clarion -cal es 
es t >, t which sounds in The Small Celanuine" 
"Thanks to the human heart by which we live, 
Thanks to its tenderness, its joys, and fears, 
To me the meanest flower that blows can give 
Thoughts that do often .tie too deep for tears - 
for what better banner could he have unfurled in his campaign 
for the invasion into France of that 'poésie humble et 
domestique .. si vivante et si naturelle" for which his heart 
hungeree ° ..netner. indeed ne really knew the "Intimations or 
" Tintern Abbey," or knew of Colerid,;c's nd ttazlitt's and Le 
v¿uiaacey's criticisms cannot be de:firn.tely known. Let us 
therefore, "fine brief solace taere' in the "sc':nty .pilot of 
rouro., :.ce J Lo tilled for us, 
:III . JUiíe;,c.'.ï;., 
Johnson's name, we know, is ,untioned in connectiun with. 
,:h. ster.fielu end Cowper; tae other references to him are, .itn 
one exception, insignificant, 
In the Causeries au lundi, -te. Beuve praises iohnson's 
weight end authority as a critic; "Johnson av :pit un bon juge- 
:ment et l'autorité nécessaire pour le faire valoir, qualitis 
essentielles Ii. tout critique et que les critiques de nos jours 
,..'araisser t, au contraire, trap oublierl car, avec tous leurs 
1. G . Caus. du lunái , XI, 1..,1 íf. ' 
116. 
beaux et brillants développements, ils trouvent souvent le 
moyen de n'avoir ni jug ei:ient ni autorité ..... 1-u bon sens 
er.l.íxrr voilà ce qu'avait Johnson, et c'est ? quoi toutes les 
! a17 ces et les fines ironies ne suD ..leent pas. " This is true, 
f course., :gut is it the waole tr tn. Johnson's "bon sens 
ster :Ling" is evident in his ap, r..'isa.is of fen like Pope, iryden 
.rid of my minor writers, but it is distressingly lacking in 
connection with ilton. onne, Gray and others?- His "estimate 
of Chaucer uoubtless viould have been, as his "itaxnbler" remarks 
3. 
on Spencer actu ,ll; are, worthless, except as a curiosity." 
lncteeu, his "aut iority" is .L .rgely the result of the position 
he helu among the lit rati of his day, anu his characteristic 
refusal to question orthodox beliefs makes his whole code of 
criticism to rest exclusively on }urely didactic and logical 
J. sis which inevitably rendered his outlook incapable of 
appreciating the highest poetry. How different, then, is .at . 
i'>euve's <Atituue, so widely tolerant, sympathetic inquisitive, 
so eager to explain, to discuss and to praise! On the one 
nand is the magisterial doctor judging "authors as if they were 
c irninals in the dock, answerable for every infraction o f the 
rules and regulations laid down by the laws of art and which it w 
ais bu ,iness to :.dainister witho. t fear or favour." On the ()they' 
is Ste. 3euve ovk- rflowing with trust ready understanding which 
makes us feel as if we were actuaa.11 seeing and living with his 
subjects; and yet "tne absolute trutniulness. v;.nic a v.as as 
1. Caus. du lundi, XI, 49G. 
C p. his opinion of Lycidas: "the diction is .haarsh. the 
rrlyr +es uncertain', the numbers unpleasing .. e,, s, , vulgar 
and therefore disgustin. This, too, of a poe, enec'ally 
c:uxnsidered a touchtorie of taste: 
3. 3aixatsbury. iIist. of Lit., 616. 
4. . Strachey, Book and Persons, 16. 
naturally a feetere of his character .s his industry," foreias 
the employment of Ais imagination except in matters of pure 
c,.cscriadtior.. 
Now, then, can ' >>te. ve' above- euoteci praise for Johnson 
:o reconciled eith the latter's own pre.ctice anu precept 
Beliefs which he expreseee elsewhere show inairectly now he 
secretly looked upon "tree great Aristarch. 
" 
\'here enumerating 
certain essential qualities which a critic must possess, the 
Fr nch critic always emphasised personal :.eight and influence - 
that mental and moral integrity which can state an opinion 
authoritatively ana can properly defend it, if need be, ag :inst 
attack, This certainy and ability he termed " irritabilité du 
bon sens et de la raison qui fait dire "non" avec véh6mence." 2 
This Johnson aaa but to too great a degree, and, like other 
critics, was therefore very frequ .ntly led to a dogmatism, to a. 
3. 
kind of "susceptibilité vive, passionnée, irritable," which is 
occasional y the accentuation of a virtue, since it is the 
manifestation of the critic's awarenes. of his own authority. 
Ste. 13euve approves in general "il y a dans cette autorité et 
caps l'importance ue celui que l'exerce, quelque chose ue 
vivant, ue personnel, qui ne tient pas uniquement a ce qu'il 
écrit, et qui ne s'y représente pas toujours en entier, .nais qui 
tient de plus près a l'homme même, 11 son geste, ù. son action." 
But too much importance may be ate shed to Ste. Beuve s 
admiration for "le bon sens sterling" of Johnson; for while it 
is obvious that the French critic was largely in agreement wi :. ,. 
1, 71randes , cp. cit., 328 
2. Caus. du lurioi, TI, 19, 
3. L-aus. du lunui , VIII, 31i;. 
4. Cahteaubriana, II, 115. 
118. 
the latter, although there is, alas, no actual evidence th. t 
ne was acquainted with, and disapproved of, the doctor's all too 
fr quent insensibility and sour prejudices, yet the ill -concealed 
"malice" with which we have seen him so often allude to "le 
severe Johnson" makes us fairly certain that that admiration z:as 
duly qur_:lifi ed and lirnitee . 
In other words, where Thhnson fails in his clown-right 
verdicts, fall of rigid orthodoxy and with a blind eye ever 
turnee especially towards original or non- aidactic poetry, Sty::. 
Tleuve prudently avoids wide generalisations '"Le vrai d!hier, 
incomplet ce matin, sera dent in tout à fait dépasse et 
laissé derrière. Les moules, fix6s à peine, deviennent 
".ussitôt trop étroits et insuffisants. Aussi, ... chacun à chaque 
irzstent devrait être occupé brise dans son esprit le moule qui 
est près de prendre et de se former. Ì.e nous figeons pas; 
tenons nos esprits vivants et fluides. ' 
Ste. ;ieuve was a good enough poet himself to appraise the 
value of "sterling good sense' when ruthlessly applied to the 
highest poetry; if he nowhere definitely says so, the inference 
is clear that he was by no means, and for the reasons statbd 
above, in such close agree nt ",:ith the Doctor as might at first 
glance ce imagined. The nú erous "hits " which the latter 
received from Ste. 13euve, evidence of w_iich We sativ in the articles 
on Cowper., are significant -.f much. 
1. rdouv. lundie, 7, 49. 
2. It is surprising that in these articles Ste. 13euve did not 
euote the poet's derogatory remarks upon Johnson's 
"Prayers ana Ledita.tions. " 
XIV. GOLDSMITH, l/1.à1'1.1JB2J , SWIFT, 
AD1)ISUN anu OTHERS. 
Goldsmith receives rather more at enti.on from te. Beuve 
than one might expect in view of the meagreness of the remarks 
about other writers more iffiport -: nt although it must be 
confessed that the attention does not amount to very much. 
"The Deserteu Village" and the "Vicar of '.:akefield" are duly 
and six,c rely praised. The critic exclaims admiringly upon 
tae truth ü.na beauty of the portr.,its of the English clergyman 
in duoii of these two works, but then goes on, in his 
characteristically allusive manner, to mention in passing 
i ieldirig's "Josedh Andrews" and Richa.rdson's "Pamela." But 
harking back to Goldsmith, he quotes in Fanglish the famous lines: 
"A man he was to all tie country dear 
And passing rich with forty pounds a year. 
and dwells upon the idyllic happiness of the life of a country 
clergyman in his rose-embowered cottage, set in a lovely 
countryside. His remarks are al mest certainly coloured by the 
2 
recollections of his stay near Oxford. in 1828. Thompson and 
Cowper, he points out, were sons of country manses, and have 
enriched e:nclish literature vith their reniniscences of rural 
delights. But his honesty as well as his knowledge make him 
give the other side of the picture. The fact tn: t Cowper was 
a sixth child reminds him that "les Rávérends u'ordinaire avaient 
3 
six ou dix enfants.. Avec ces nombreuses families, ia réalité 
était parfois moins fleurie que le reve du poète." Ana thus he 
1. Cp. zort. conteu;?. , 1, 326 ff. 
:r.. Vide supra ;).13. 
Is not this somewhat exaggerated statement on a par wi ah 
tac insistence he also makes here that all in;lish parsons 
are deeply learned in Greek: 
120. 
thinks of Crabbe who, he says, gives the best description of 
this harsh reg li ty. "The Village , " "The Borough," and. "Trie 
Parish Register" are mentioned briefly t °Ce sont des morceaux 
achev+ s ue précision, ue grace malicieuse, dei relief personnel 
et uotnestique. Trie description he ¿,ives of tho cu1ate in tBThe 
. 
orough" shows the sympathy and enjoyment with. wAich he must have 
feaU the poem: Ilea science dans les classiques grecs; sa 
pauvreté; la maladie de s; . femme; ses quatres fines si belies 
at si pieuses, ses cinq fils qui s'affligent avec lui; ce 
eemoire uu marchand entre deux feuillets qui le vient troubler 
all milieu du livre grec qu'il commentait cans l'oubli de ses £naux'r 
- hoe well has Ste. . cuve, to use a favourite word of his own 
"seeti" the picture! Yet, along with so much praise, a word or 
two of censure would not have been out of place and would have 
struck a juster balance. sand it would have given his French 
pu Ìlic a more precise idee. of Crab'oe's talents if the critic had 
indicated the place he keeps by himself in our literature; for 
he is overs iado: ea neither by `: orasworth, :Rath his exalta..tion of 
realism glorified by a to_-c ! of ï:ly: ticisrz, nor, on the other hand.. 
by triose novelists of social pity, who << :-..ve given larger scope 
and liviier animation to his plea in favour of the poor. 
Thus, although Ste. ieuve's remarks on both Goldsmith and 
.ra.bbe fill some half-dozen pages, they contain no more than a 
rind of synopsis of t_s.. plots of their various works, interspersed 
with ejaculatory, end at times rather humourless, expressions of 
eulogy. 
1. 
Swift comes in for a paragraph: In his article on ,St 
Victor, t . -cuve wa :vly oefeeds ewift against t i.e attacks made 
upon hire in the French writer's "Hommes et eieue. " etc. 'euve 
1. fort. conic? p., I, 329. 
2. .lAvs IunC:l..cJ, 44/ 
121. 
admits that :gift was filled with a srong and bitter. irony 
- "la plus am ire, peut -être, dont un esprit humain se soit 
montré capu..,le" - but he was, at the same time, "un (..rand et 
triste :rit, l'un ues piuo t:)ei et.rant:: qui aient jamais été." 
Gouc reasons are et hariu, the critic continues, to ::_itie ;a.te 
; :.rtd excuse Swift's bitterness; he was without love and all 
that love i :volves; he had penetrated all tb.e secret and 
overt corruption G.nc. vanities of his tine; disap,iointmert, 
disillusion ent ane a semi -exile eere the portion of Agis latter 
day;..;. "Peet-on s'étoneer que se bile ardente ait débordé .. 
Lisez ses lettres ... ce sont des trésors, . mon sens, . 
d'expérience, d'agrément rassis et de sagesse." 
The above para raph no doaot answers te. Beuve's purpose 
in refuting, t. Victor's unjust üttaces. eoehere else is 
Swift mentioned. 
In the same way the substnce of its remarks on Addison is 
painfully meagre. He is, we are tole, "si englais sous ses 
airs d'élégance "e The Spectator crops up now and again but with 
no important qualifications; teiere is a brief note on the 
`'Vision of irza "a "Cn y trouvera une belle imitation, purement 
morale, et qui, en comprenant tout ce qu'il y a de triste dans 
id destinée humaine, ne se fixe pas aux i.ma.tes lugubres, mais 
s'en détache a temps "; ana again eddison is "un moraliste fin, 
3. 
Liscre:., adroit ... , son pinceau sans mollesse et sans amertume." 
bde repeat Is this not painfully meagre - nothin about 
that astonishin docility uith which his century obeyed the 
lessons he taught it. . < .... . 
r 
i. ;uv. lunule, I, 2! . 
Caus. de lundi, VII, 331 
Caus. uu Lunui, VI, 325. 
122. 
When so little is given to one who deserves much, it is 
tantalising to note how much is given to one who des.- rvec less. 
.'or Fe:ir.i_aore :'ooper, whose r. uvel e do net, strictly speaking_, 
worm pert e.na parcel of , n1ish uitereture, although they eelore. 
to the Scott school of fiction - of which, es we know, Ste. 
eeuve v:a.s not a wildly enthusiastic admirer - the critic seems 
to have entertained not a little affection. it is true uh:.t he 
allows the American novelist but little creative faculty, but he 
hr- ..steres to assure us that after once meeting raleen eye and Torn 
Coffin he cannot forgot thaw. The actual plots of the novels are 
never under good control, ne says they : :re even less supple 
d. a complete then Gcott's, because ne attempts to spin too many 
threads ut the same time, so that confusion uensecouently arises. 
Sore. tir es, too, the "coup cae theatre" is over- empa:,sised - wrier,, 
the dying hero unfolds his country-'s .flat and shouts "cue 
triumph:" "cela ressemble trop aux morts theatra.les de notre 
2. 
Cirque Olympien." The critic pokes goodne.tured fun at the 
Jonc; arm of coincidence which is so frequently conspicuous it 
would heve been better, he says, if the Red Corsair had not been 
,_uite su skilful in his disguises; if he had not been at once 
: istress ; yliss' brother, :Henry's uncle and Gertruue's parent 
and if the worthy : icherd Yield had not been so diseoneertinly 
generous with nie nautical terms! 
1)espite these blemishes, however, we are assured that 
Fenniiciore Cooper's just claims to f.me rest on trie beauty of his 
descriptions. For if his plots "sont presque toujours invrai 
:semb_,ables, Coop :, en effet, ne conte ;ßaß, poor conter, mais 
pour décrire il est doué d'une sensibility contenue et 
profonde 
: 
d'une vaste et paisible imagination. otite eesc.ritii , 
Port. litt., I, 28ï . 
Ibiu, 292. 
poète rêveur, patriote sincere, il a cherche avant tout runs le 
I 
cadre :,u roman historique une occasion a'epancher son ne.'' 
, 
The result is, therefore, taut Cooper's novels afford great 
pleasure, for the beauty z.na truth of their numerous descriptive 
pas:3age8 more than redeem the occasional obscurities and the 
many improbabilities. 
How neatly and deftly has .;te. .3euve touched off the 
Americae novelist's strong points and weak points; a word here, 
a hint there, quiet smile of amusement turning to one of 
enjoyment, and we, to whom the critic sec.- s to have been chatting 
cosily, see the writer with a fresh axle oleerer vision. 
z, 
Js 
:fume 3. liobbe , roger :Bacon, Macaulay, , Richardson, caller, 
end nests of other /James are lavishly sprinkles over the pages 
of Se . Beuve's sixty odd volumes, but allAeys and only in 
connection with something or som.eune else. It is by no means 
a rash conclusion to make when we say tìn'..t ::ate. Beuve had no 
real first -Wand knowledge of the writings of all those enema he 
so casually mentionsl this has been already hinted more than 
nce in the foregoing pages. V e have seen, for example, how, 
in his review of Taine's History, ae skims over the surface of 
lbiu, 289. 
bote ..ere another example of ate. '?euve ̀ s tantalisingly 
brief allusions: Feneimore Cooper.. he saye, had been a 
sailor like :'rm.ollett. but how much readier we had been te 
read. .ais opinion of the :nglishman. Agedr, when the "Red 
Corseir" reminds him of Byron's "Conrad w: ulei we not 
prefer to hear hint discuss the latter: 
3. en interesting little comparison is made between thee 
respective styles of erime ano ,uizut (: sus. du lundi, I, 
321) : "Ce que je remarque surtout en lisant Hume, c'est 
qu'il m'est possible ee le coritróler ... il m'en ,procure 
le moyen par les détails mêmes qu'il Conne, par la balance 
qe'il établit.' Ste. "cuve then goes on to express his 
pleasure which the Scots historian's clear, polished, 
ironical style affords him ana ..ortrasts i:, witn uuizot's 
diction - "austère, qui ne rit jamais - on ne croitait pas 
qu'il s'agissait as la intime hito..re, tant .-e ton est 
différent:" 
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our early literature without elakine the faintest pretence to 
any knowledge of it. tie extreurdinerily reteetative memory 
as always of the greatest help to him; what he read once 
seemed eerdly ever forgotten, ano at the opportune ¡ion-Lent a 
reference could be brouht le "en passantv with striking 
appropriateneue. 'eetthe frequency with which he cuule, and 
Lid, make allusions from the great wealth of eis clasieal 
scholarship is not evidenced to anything like the same degree 
with respect to ;.!]nelish, nor as we Shall see later, to German 
literature. To have done zu, indeed, were to show that 
universal m narchy, (to use his own words) which is given to 
nu-one even in the realm of Spirit 
A good example cf this allusive method occurs in his 
. discussion of the "Vieux College- by Brizeu2:. 1 The critic is 
naturally reminded ef Gray's "Ode to :!]ton College," but of 
Gray the poet or of the poem itself there is no word of 
criticism. Another reference 
e 
to Gray consists merely in 
bewailing the fact thet the =41glisl-e poet, like himself, found 
his inspiration so quickly fled; and this lament is again 
mentioned when he seee,s to account for Gray's melancholy by 
attributing its cause to "la etrilite' d'un telent poétique si 
distingue-, sí rare, mais si avare." It is interestine to note 
in p ssieL the reasons which other critics have offered to 
explain dray's melare-holy. Bonseetten, whom Ste. Beuve himself 
quotes, believed it was due to the fact that the English poet 
b 
hed never b en in love; Lowell half agrees with Ste. Beuve but 
1. lechv. lundis, III, 394, 
Port. contep., 1IT, 273. 
3. Caus. du lundi, XIV, 431. 
4. Port. contemp. 1V, 447. 
e. Caus. du lundi XIV, 431 ff. 
r;. Cp. Prose eorks, 1906. iI 16. 
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would add remorse for indolence; while Matthew Arnold 
maintains that it arose frum a lack of harmony between his 
poetic soul end the spirit of hie age which was essentially one 
of ,prose; and a modern French critic sets it down to the fact 
that he did not possess the necessary creative force to fuse 
together t.ne contrary impulses of ro:rcaritic spontaneity and 
ul.essioal lucidity an that only at br of intervals is he truly 
a cor.Lcilietor; taus he purchases his successes at the cost of 
semi-sterility. Interesting as the ,roulem no doubt is, who 
can deny that he would not infinitely prefer from Ste. Deuve 
such illuminating criticism of Gray's actual works as he could so 
easily have riven: Ire any case, his conjectures a,ove- mentioned 
do not seem so satisfyi.ne es those of Cazamiar.. 
Besides the meagreness of Ais appraisela of trae numerous 
J:nglish authors ;te. 3euve mentions, many a name occurs to the 
mind which goes without _ .ny reference at all reason which 
can well enough be offered to account for some lacunae - namely, 
that many an ..'.Snglish work had not as yet been translated and so 
brought to the attention of the J'rer:c r euelic - by no means 
holds good for a striking majority. 
Dickens' ' icholas f ick.elby. for example, . es translated in 
1639 -40 and was followed in rapid succession oy tie sPO1d 
!_ eri oei ty 1;11op.'t t'i opperfield," "Martin Jnuzzleewi t, '' "Pickwick" 
enc ot:°.a.ers.3' Carlyle's "French 'evolution - surely a tempting 
uu' ject for a French critic - appeared in France in 1S$5.. George 
;Bet's atoms began to be oublished in 1861. Thao.ìeray's "Vanity 
Fair" wsz  ' translated in 1847. ..1aca.ulay's works care out at 
varions ü:Ltes between 1852 and 1855 and ers. Caske...l's "Cranford 
1. quoted by Lowell ibid. 
2. Cp. L. Cazrmia.n. :,.,. cit., 161. 
3. St e. ':euve's ereet friend W. Hughes (vide supra e.11 
translated much of Lickens, Thackeray etc. 
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- surely another delightful subject for a comeeni;ati;7C 1:irce 
ie uvc - appeared in .;.if As fer back wJ iE`" 'elloC 's 
version of ';.'hoe:a.e Ï.T.00re' Spoetry was being extensively read.. 
i;nd as early as 1834 the '"Le..at Days of ompeiiç' was ;;ùälished 
while two years later Sheridan's complete works appeared in 
:Tench Ùlrt?8s. 
These -re only a few of a .reat number which 9te. 71euve 
completely ignores. It would, of course, asking for the 
i.epossi ole to expect Aim to deal ti.i th even any one of these when 
one tries to realiee, not only the extraordinary- f:.iness mnd 
activity of his literary life as far as French literature is 
concerned. but also the extent of ais st :dies in other 
literatures whit b. were, all said and done, extraneous to his 
common purpose. rie tieing to lament is that, from our `.nglish 
point of view, he did not oftener choose otherwise than he in 
tact did. "The little more, how much it is.. . Pf 
It ili. becomes us however to grumble; let us be thankful 
for what we have receives and realise the absurdity of looking 
for impossibilities ° "Quern Fors dierum cunque debit, 
Lucro appose." 
xiad üi:.. 
. euve lived twice his span of ee re he could barely 
have satiefied a tits e of that on which his a,inion : ould 
eäi c rly be desired. If he had no acquaintance v i t,.h the eerly 
steees of our literature; if ri.e ignored some of its very fineet 
i ioeero, if 'Lie h_.s shown an occuseonal lack of proportion in 
ome of aes apj,lraiti ale i if ;le too often indelges in empty 
stylistic fereluias, brimming over with famous names and yet in 
the end conveying so tantalisingly little; if no has elected to 
discuss some writers whom we would. willin ,ly have seen retire 
in favour of others: even if he lies blundered more than 
e. Cp. Lanson, Manuel bibliographique de la litt. francaise: 
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unce; yet, cunsiderinc the disadvantages uneer which he had 
so lore: to strugg1 , how much has he given 4sm Fíe h:'.s left 
to the world - and more especially to his fellow-countrymen 
- riches for all time to col-re And if his judgments u on our 
literature are neither so nuN.erous as we she id have liked nor 
as convincing as those upon his own, he has .roved that it is 
such extended aBd comparative studies which form the basis for 
all true criticism and which are n0t only the via prim .:. gut 
the via sola of literary safety. Such faults as there are 
in Ste. :Beuve's references to the literature of :`;ng iand are 
faults inthe settings' they are not flaws in the jewels. 
s it not a little disconcerting to find in one of his 
letters t'tìe following phrase "dans ce g ' oupe immortel 
et touchant des Kirke ílite, des Keats (Corres ;). 
II, letter of Dec. 17th, 1865). .ha.t, we may well 
inquire, is irke bite 6 oies in tais galley, and what, 
apart froma an alliterative one, is the resemblance 
between him and Keats aere, beyond a doubt, St :. 7euve 
has st i :bled rather badly, es he has also done when he 
went out of his way to praise the verse of ro. jemans 
not only once but twice' (cp. Caus. du lundi, X, 118; 
i'hid, XIV, 10) Tut it is our duty net to corifourd the 
accidental with the essential; otherwise we would err 
grievously and be much the poorer. 
Saintsbury, list. ;f Grit., III, 462 
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STE BE LIVE S Cri IT IC I OF G, L I TtlIATUR.- . 
Z. INTRODUCTION. 
1. 
Toij aru.s the end of the eighteenth century Germany, so long 
a servile imitator of France, began to loosen its bonus ana even 
to look for revenge:. ':.hen the Sturm and Lrang awitation was at 
its height, it seemed as thou£_h Germany, ana not F epee, was to 
be the scene of a violent social upheavel; for never, with the 
one exception of the ,romantic movemeet, had individualism been 
preached with greater vehemence and aggressiveness than it was 
preached by the leaders of this agitation. And chile saying 
the last word and embodying the highest ideal of in..tividualisni, 
these leaders ushered in :.t the same time the strongest 
intellectual m ve ent of the nineteenth century by anticipating, 
at l..:aot in theory, the new collectivistic 
Werther, translated into French in 1178, had an over- 
whelming success; the dramas of Goethe, ana especially of 
Schiller, were gradually exercising an influence on the ;.;icces 
de thé Ltre of the Revolutionary period and on the romantic 
plays of the later years; law. de Steel's "De 1 Allemagne," 
full of first -hand impressions, quickly caught the public ear, 
and the desire became increasingly manifest to know more of the 
poets and piiilosop,iers of whom she talked so interestingly. 
In 1821 was begun the publication of "Les chefs d'oeuvres des 
tabatres étrangers," in which Coetae, Lessing, Totzebue and 
Werner figure alongside Shakespeare end Cald eron. It is 
significant that the first dramatic essay of Dumas père was a 
"Fiesque" imitated from äcniller, and that Victor Cousin was 
not s:.tisfieu until he had gone to Germany to become initiated 
1. Cp. . Franke Cocial Forces in German Literature, 31g ff. 
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into the ;.)hilosophy of ;.an , Fichte and Schelling. This 
renaissance of Germany is, indeed, amazing, not only in 
comparison with the literary bankruptcy of trie previous era, 
but also on account of true rapidity of the victorious march 
onwards, 2. 
It is, bien. natural that Ste. Beuve's interest should be 
aroused by tue growing vogue. In 1826 his paper, "le Globe," 
was riuiculing the absurdity of any attempt at literary 
nationalism4 witness the irony of the following passage 
"Oui, nous sommes Français, tous Français, _t nous saurons nous 
montrer dignes de nos patriotiques confrères. Ce n'est pf s 
assez de repousser Shakespeare et Schiller, renvoyons è 
l'Italie ses statues , h l'Allemagne sa musique, à. l'Angleterre 
son industrie et ses machines h vapeur. assez longtemps nous 
avons eu la faibles d'admirer i,ewton; Newton cst Anglais; 
proscrivons sa, philosophie et revenons -en aux tourbillons oe 
llêsca.rtes notre compatriote! Brûlons Scott, et lisons . de 
Genlis. Sachons en un mot nous passer des étrangers et, 
tandis que tous les peuples de l'Europe tendent à mettre en 
commua leurs arts, leur industrie et leur littérature, renfermés 
comme les Chinois dans les limites de notre territoire, restons 
2 
Français, uniquement Français." 
>te. 13euve heartily endorsed this piece of sarcas, 
es .eci&liy in it r`lation to English literature; as i'..r as 
German literature riov:evec , was concerned, he suffered a severe 
handicap. For if gis knowledge of nLlish, thooL :h so .nd 
i. ... und eine solche, aus der T'iele der göttlichen .er.lchen 
schöpfung und Menschenriegerung entspringende mächtige 
Strömung w..:.r auch die das deutsche Volk seit der . i tte des 
18ten ... Jahrhunderts beherrschende poetische Stimmung 
die so allgemein, so mâohtig, ja so ausschliesslich war 
dass sie nicht einmal ... sich stören liess." (Vilmar, 
Deutsche .National -Literatur, 27te Aufl. S. 347) 
3. 2nd Feb., quoted by Hic.iaut. ;.te. T euve av- nt les lundis, 
P. 95. 
enough, was mainly "livresque," his acquaintance with German 
was wholly so and by no means sound at that. Lespite t_ie 
growing interest in things German, to nearly all :o' .;.ntics the 
language of Germany was a thing unknown. "Aucun des grands 
postes français ne savait l'allemand," he laruent;s. H_s 
letters give many instances of the difficulty in which he founu 
himself when confronted with a German text and of how he sighed 
for the times when he might be able to "balbutier déjà pas mal 
d'allemand." And almost thirty years after that utterance, ve 
find him declaring that "les granas ouvrages écrits en allemand 
rie sont véritablement lus que quand ils sont traduits. Les 
érudits Be passent de traductions et les déc:ai,alent » .. Une 
lecture longue, contenue, complète n'est possibl - il, la plupart, 
même des gens instruits, que lorsqu'elle est facile. " 3" 
.rais sojourn in Germany (Oct. 1828) was of too short 
uuration to make any marked impression on .ïis study of trie 
language. At that time, he was still cherishin;, a,n:;itions of 
Qeing a poet and his verses show occasional traces of his 
German memories. It is unfortunate that no letters are extant 
to cast any light upon the detAl of lais visit which, howevo ', 
apparently left but small imprint on .:is rnincì.. 
1. llouv. lundis, III, 2,,9. 
2. C. the Corr ,s ;. inédite à M. et Due. Juste Olivier, Paris 
1904, letter uated . pug. 17t.z, 1838. 
3. Pouv. lundis, I, 46, (Aril 10th, 1865). 
4. The followi-g short extract, from one of his poems v:rittun 
this tiz-ne, is typical of the strength of his memories of 
the various tov.ns visited:- 
"J'arrive de bien oin et demain je repars, 
J'admire d'un coup d'oeil le fleuve et les remparts, 
La haute cathédrale et sa flèche élancée; 
?.ais rien ne me tient ici tant que la pensée 
.,.:e ma jeune cousine ..> .. .." 
That is, three lines are sufficient to deal with Cologne 
cp. les Consolations, .XXV. 
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His references to German literature are frequent enough 
if by no means either so numerous or so weighty as those to 
Lligiísh, or even to Italian, literature» And in the large 
majority of cases they are "Sch1al worte " Sometimes, indeed. 
his wonderful flair for literature combined with his vast powers 
of memory aid him to quote the names and works of German writers 
with apparently no effort and with a nice appropriate: ess; but 
the cleverness i.h which he does so cannot conce-1 the fact 
that his general kncwieu.e was not profound and that his 
characteristically allusive method is far oftener tantalisingly 
aeueptive than was the case here literature was concerne 
For example, '::hen discussing Lamar.tine's "Jocelyn," he makes 
the slightest of references to Goethe's "Hermann und I,orothea" 
z 
and to "le bon Voss et sa Louise" in connection with Maxine 
du '.amp's ''Les Chants modernes" he mentions quite unnecessarily 
3. 
.Alexander von Humboldt, whom he again unnecessarily brinks in 
during his uiscussion cf Bernardin de St. Pierre's descriptions 
of nature < other instant. s are very easily to be found and they 
add nothin ;. either to help us in our knowleuge of German 
literature or in our estimate of 
From the foregoing it is clear that Ste. Beuve hed to rely, 
to a far greater extent than was the case with English, upon the 
nc,ïp of 4is German- speaking frie,:us. when he lived in Lausanne 
giving his lectures on Port .loyal from the autumn of 1837 until 
the summer of the following, year, he made the acquaintance of 
C;;. Revue a'hist. litt. , vol. 3u, 1923, for interesting 
article by L . Pelligrini, showing; that Ste. :'euve's l nowledg 
of Italian literature es fairly conipreheosive. 
2. Port. litt., II, 32. 
Caus. du lundi, XII, 14. 
4. Port. litt., II, 127. 
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many good German scholars especially the Juste Oliviers and 
Vinet. Outside Switeerland xie was on good terms with Nicolas 
"artin and Eugene i3orel. Hie acquaintances in Germany, however, 
and in contra-distinction to those in i +anglanú, were few and fer 
between, he was on fairly friendly uerriis with Ludwig, who 
occasionally sent him books of German poetry; Reuchlin;. the 
theologian, he had met in Lausanne; Ulric a üttinger, the poet, 
and ..onstetten, u German- speaking Swiss, remained for long 
among his best friends. All these, a.ne no doubt others, were 
ready and willing to help the French critic gradually to wide ;.. 
nie knowledge both of the language and of tie literature of 
Germany'. ny ' . 
III. THE SWiU3l 'Li UCiiOOL. 
We have already uentionedd that when Ste. neuve was first 
attracted to German literature he was in the throes of his 
renunciation of all hopes of becoming a great poet. It is 
natural, therefore, that German -poetry should at that time have 
interested him most and it is also natural that it was with the 
Swabian school of poetry that he felt a certain affinity. In 
it he found described the simple things of nature and that quiet 
melancnoly such as he himself loved. Thus Uhland and Kerner 
especially the former, remained among his favoutite poets. 
Luring Jis stay in Lausanne while his knowledge of German must 
have been in its rudielenta ry stages he translated ''freely" seven 
1. He published in Germany an article on Ste. neuve. Cp. 
I 'louv. Corresp. , 381, letter undated. 
. A professor at Stuttgart. Cp. Nouv. Cor.res,a.r letter of 
8th Jen., 1842. 
3. Jo. < orresp. , II, letter of 23rd Aug., 1867. 
4. Cp. letter of 8th Jan., 1842, Nouv. Corresp. ; "... une, 
foule d'agréables parfums que recale cette belle et fraiche 
poésie de Souabe." 
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poems into ]French two from Uhland, and one each by Schiller, 
Kerner, Ruckert, A.W. Schlegel, and the :uï.innesanger Hadlaub. 
All ese }oems evidently appealed to him as being in 
harmony with his general Late of depression and melancholy- at 
the time, cue not only to his disappointment associated with his 
poetic ambitions but also to the ill- success of his matrimonial 
projects. 
3, 
It seems certain it wa.s by chance that Ste. Beuve came upon 
Hadlaub the L_innesanger, a aecadent poet, if there ever was one 
of the adie ages. In lime. de Kruderer's "`Talerie" he saw a 
passage which reminded nim of the version done by ï iiarmier of one 
s. 
of Hadlaub's poems, and Ste. Beuve's "translation" is really a 
kind of revised version of .1a.r :tier's work which had appeared in 
the Revue d Paris. The knowledge which Ste. Beuve had of old 
German was probably on the same level as that which he possessed 
of German mediaeval archeology: enough, that is, but only 
i. (p. Poésies de Ste. Beuve, > e partie, pp. 291 ff. 
Uhland's "Der Riuber" and "Zwo Jungfrauen," Kerner's "Stille 
Trinen," Ruckert'e "Und ich war auch in Arkadien r;oboren," 
Schlegel's "Rom," Schiller's "Die Erwartung," and a 
Minnesang by. Hadlaub. 
2. Cp. Appendix for his translations of Uhland's "Lc 
Räuber" and "Die 'Zwo Jungfrauen," and Kerner's "Stille 
Tränen." 
Uhland's "Zwo Jungfrauen" is associated in Aie mind with 
his unsuccessful love affair with the two sisters, Frédériqu 
and Slize - it is uucert..in which of the two Ste. Beuve 
preferred: it is indeed, doubtful whether he knew himself 
A letter dated Oct., 1840, in the Gorresp., I, addressed to 
"MT. le General .... , " in , which Ste. Beuve refers in thinly 
veiled terms to the refusal he had evidently sustained at 
the hands of one of the sisters, most probably conceals the 
name of General Pelletier who was the father of the two 
Lirle. Cf. note by editor (anonymous) of the Corresp. , ;;> 111 
4. Port. des Femmes, 392. 
For Ste. Beuve's version _;,. Poésies, 24 partie, 277. 
armier's translation appearsd in the Revue de Paris of 
April 2nd, 1837. 
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enough, to allow iiili to make a fleeting and non -committal 
reference here and there.. As the Revue de Paris with its con- 
tributions by e;.ari.ii er furnished him with his bowing 
acquaintance with the one, so another ournall'of the same year 
furnished him ovith a little knowledge of the other through the 
articles of ttie brothers re issrée. 
It seems also fairly certain that it was accident and not 
intention which led him to Schilegel's "Roxi. fl li i °e elegy was 
deaica.teí to de Stael and te. Beuve tra.rsslatedzónly that 
ortion of it vviiieh bears directly upon her. .,of only is it, 
as are trie ot.iers, "freely" translated, but .e perpetrates a 
real schoolboy error as well, for he mistakes tiffe logical 
connection and obvious reaninL of the first two lines 
"Hast du aa.s Leben eeschiiirft an Partner:opes uppigen Busen, 
Lerne den Tod nun auch uber dem Crabe der Welt ..... " 
he renders as 
"Au sein de Parthénope as -tu goîiter la vie` 
Dans le tombeau du monde apprenons a mourir:" 
3. 
On teo other occasions Ste. Beuve refers to Schlegel - 
always to the elder of the brothers: Frïederich he never 
mentions, possibly because the latter never came to France as 
did Au -:ust - and each ti: e practically all he in.s to 
say is a complaint of the Germ n's injustice to gene 
literature. its acquaintance seems, therefoee, to be strictly 
1. Revue des deux :.sondes, 1837, I, pp. 186 -195; quoted by 
Walther Nüchler in the Zeitschrift fur fru. Azösische Sprachl 
u. Literu..ur, Bd. XXVIII, 1905. 
There are two facte which may help to explain the attentive 
weicci Ste. Beuve paid to iladlaub; firstly, Jhland had 
greatly admired tee aaneesangcr (ep. Biese, Deutsche 
Literaturgeschichte, I, 175); and secondly, the celebrate4 
r anesse Minnelieder ; SS. were still in Paris (cp. Riese, 
op. cit., III, 322), and it is possible that Ste. Beeve, is 
he did noat actually see them, had at least heard of the--:. 
`Giese two circumstances combined. may well have aroused in 
trim. more interest than a casual reading of armier's 
tra.nsiati._n alone would have done. 
a) 
Poésies, 2e partie, 211 ff. 
mort:. litt., II, 307; tiouv. lunuis, II, 30. 
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limiteo to the latter's utterances on French liter- tune for 
A d he known more, we cen imagine how certain he would have 
been, to take advantage of the famous Sc ilegel- Kotzehne quarrel 
nd so revenge himself by giving.; vent to some of these genially 
malicious remarks of which he knew so well the secret: 
So far as ',inland., Rückert and ,.eraser are concerned, nothing 
can de said as to whether Ste. Beuve knew anything about them 
or their works; all we can presume is t.uet either seize frienu 
drew his attention to t.ce.:e and to their eoems from which he 
selected, for translation purposes, tote three above -mentioned. 
songe or that he stumbled across thew himself: Ap: rt from 
the , c: <.nowledgement ..:ae makes concerning the source of his 
translations in the ' oésies," no other mention io to be found. 
IV - SCHILl,eR. 
In all tneae poems Ste. Reuve was helped b.. the Oliviers 
and Lebre. It i_s easy. to imagine thm.t chiefly through these 
fries ds he was acquainted with a fair number of German lyrics, 
that he chose such oems to translate as best suited his 
;good at the time. For how else is to be explaineu kilo fancy 
for Sc iille.r's "Erwartune? The serene , almost naive 
atmosphere of tnis poem, full of wonder at tue beauty of nature 
z. 
unadorned end unaffected. in style, is rare in Schiller: 
...' till hebt der lond sein strahlend n: osieht, 
die Welt zerschmilzt in ruhig gros: e a: e.ssen; 
der Giurtei ist von jedem Reiz gelöst 
und alles Schöne zeiet sich mir entblászt. " 
It fittea in very aptly with the E erierel tone of :'z.c Beuve's 
1. :'orres....., . and MMe. Juste Olivier, letters of gnu. 
July, 1838, end 6t.ß, jan., 1859. 
. Biese, Leutsche Literatur ¿: =eschichte, 12te Aufl. , 1917, 
T1, 21e, 
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own poems, so that he must have known other lyrics of Schiller 
which he rejected as being foreign to his own temperament and 
requirements. 
Schiller, in fact, apart from this one instance, does n t 
seem to have made any appeal to Ste. -euve, who mentions him 
only casually as being a poet of the second rank on a levy i witr 
arlowe, tucis and ?Zotrou l. A sweeping statement like this 
is fo no value at all; it is indeed worse than useless, for 
to seek to put a man like Duels on the same scale as Schiller, 
gives rise to grave doubts as to the critic's fitness for h s 
task. According to cte. T3euve, Schiller's plays are too 
lyrical - sometimes even melodramatic; that is to say, Schille] 
is not a dramatist in the best sense of the word, he is a poet 
who poses as a d,: L:.L.tist3 There is, as a matter of fact, G. 
1<.rge element ::f truth in his assertion:' "Wallenstein," for 
example, which Schiller had meant to be a drama, pure and simple 
ends in a dramatic poem; "Marie Stuart," "Die Jungfrau von 
Orleans," and "Die '.' > raut von _:essine," resemble historical 
dramas, but history furnishes merely the frame within which .he 
action i poetic rater tnan dramatic. But what Ste. Beuv`: 
does not seem to see clearly - or, at least, what he does not 
let nit readers see clearly - the essential difference 
between the French theatre ana :,_.0, German - or, for that matter, 
the English - theatre. For the typical classical French 
1. Port. litt., II, 49. 
2. In this one respect, if in no other, he shares a 
resemblance to Brunetiere; cp. the latter's naive query 
"Les draines ae Schiller sont -ils très supérieurs à nos 
tr gédies de second ordre (Etudes sur la litt. 
française, 7e série, 223.) 
Cp. .'ort. litt. , II, 49 fi'. 
4. "Der Dichter (Schiller) verwandelt historische Tatsachen in 
poetische Formen." Tellermann, Schillers Dramen, 3erlin, 
1898, 2te Aufl. II, p. 201 Cp. also Goethe- "chiller 
Driefwechsel, letters of 20th and 21st Aug., 1799. 
tragedy, whether it be one by Corneille Or one by Racine, deals 
with a conflict of passions whence arises the catastrophe; 
hence the simplicity of the dra a, its disdain of extraneous 
matter, its narrow limits of time and e .pace. 
En; lish dieeTma., on the other hand, revels in an a.inplituue 
of action, trie various scattered threads of which unite in the 
denouement wziere eacn character is more or less subjected to 
the consequences of is deeds. 'lut the French end trie ;nglish 
theatre have at least this point in common, that earn possesses 
a form and a frame of its own, wholly recognisable and 
characteristic. Trie German drama.; on the contrary, has no such 
form to itself and its very subjects are cosmopolitan. Take, 
for example, Schiller himself: Spain, :nt_;land, France, Italy, 
a 
Switzerland - ana, had he lived a year longer, Russia would 
have been included in the cycle; "Waii.enstein" alone is German. 
... a feature of the German drama is its varied 
character. Leither Goethe n:.:r Schiller, Gr illparzer nor IIebeel 
.ias written two plays on exactly the same lines; the ability tc 
make the same mould serve again and again, a talent possesseu e3 
all the masters cf the Romance drama, is absent in German 
literature?,   v  
3 
"Luria Stuart;` ''Tell." and the other great dramas 
of Schiller burn with an inner fire which sees to have kindled 
an existence of their own and to have separated them from the 
life of com..cr. reality. "And if they ore sometimes lacking 
in that instinctive sympathy with human nature as it is ..,. 
they compensate for this by their splendid enthusiasm for 
human nature as it ought to be." 
1. Cp. Goethe- il,ckermanri Gespräche, May 3rd, 1827. 
2. Demetrius. 
3. Robertson, Hist. f ::erman lit. , Introduction, 27. 
A. Francke, op. cit., 385. 
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And since the German drama has no form, specially its on 
the drmatist is free to a ï randise the dimensions of his play, 
to modify its action, or to introduce oersonnageH unessential to 
the ralot9 and which are ,surely sytiboiice: The form, theri9 and 
the dramatic effect tend at least to become matters of secondary 
importarìGe- it is the idea ti,xiieA predominates with all its 
poetic or philosophical aevelopment apses which, often enough: 
;outrunning tae original intention of the author, ends upneither 
a tragedy nor a comedy but a dramatic poem. hen Schiller is 
contrasted with Lessing, for exacL.íle, it is obvious that each 
takes his 'point de dépa.rt' from two diametrically opposite 
springs, for where Lessin,._ sought to establish contact between 
the t ieatre ¿.znu life itself, Scil ,leer's purpose was to elevate 
the drama into realms of idealism - in other words, to place it 
on terms of the higiiestpoetry. 
Th: s, when Ste. Beuve grin4bles at 'ncxiiller'o poetic urarrias, 
not only does he show a lack of understanding of the poet's 
intentions, but he also seems to deny that there is anythinf. 
more interesting and more moving than the study of such works 
as his, born fro the heart and mind of him "pour qui le bien 
et le beau n'ét..;.ient que les deux faces d'un name idéal." 
In short, Ste. Beuve was unable properly to appreciate 
Souiller because Ze did not understand him, the fundamental 
characteristics which distinguish what de Stael called 
the "li t térature du nord" and the litterature du midi - two 
opposite poles of literary expression, were, for Ste. Beuvs, 
too far apart in t ì.is case. 
.. n , ,:Melville in '-.aria Stuert,.' Lionel in the 'Jungfrau.' 
Johannes Parricida in 'Tell,' etc. 
2. Cp. Bossert, Goethe et Schiller, Paris, 1907, 271 
3. !;e la littérature 134. 
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}i N 
in letter v:ritterì in 1867 to +.;1.>arles 71ertrioud who had 
sert him t,.e newly issued" ;ocres ondance de Heine," Ste, Beuve 
says: "J'ai cone autrefois fenri :peine; il me faisait 
beaucoup d'amitiés la rencontres il m'est même arrivé-de 
perler, il y a bien longtemps, de ses Reisebilder dans la, Revue 
2. 
ces deux mondes. Il me disait que, comme poète, je ressemblais 
3. 
un peu au poète allemand Hoelty." 
The further allusions Ste. Beuve makes to the German poet 
contain nothing; which add to any important exte...t to the opinion 
expressed in Uhe ï tional and reprinted in the Premiers lundis. 
He admires Heine's flashes of wit and imagination, the 
brilliance of his colour, the wealth of his symbolism, and the 
ric mess und strangeness of his similes: but he seems more 
interested in repelling Heine's occasional gibes at the "bon 
sens, froid et sec" of the Frenen. "S'il nous juge un peuple 
malin et dénigrant, il se trompe; nulle part on ne croit 
1: Corresp., II, letter of 11th Jan. 
2. The article which Ste. Beuve mentions seems to have been 
lost, if, indeed, 4e ever wrote it; in any case, no such 
article appeared in the Revue des deux mondes. When the 
above letter was written the critic was lying gravely ill 
and he might easily have been thinking, ista.kenly, of the 
several references to Heine in the 'I ation- 1', Aa6. 8th, 1883, 
and which were reproduced in the Prem. lundis, II, 242. 
Cp. note by editor (anonymous) of the Corresp., II, 119. 
3. This comparison between Ste. Beuve and Hoelty seems rather 
a strange one and it is difficult to understand what points 
of resemblance between the two poets were in Heine's mina. 
Cp. note by Charlesertnoud (Corresp., 120): "La pensée 
de la mort, très- habituelle chez Hoelty comme chez le poète 
français ..., est sans doute ce qui avait donné d Heine 
l'idée de ce rapprochement curieux." 
4. Prem. lundis, II, 262 ff. 
b. Cp. "Das muntre Frankreich schient mir so trübe, 
Las leichte Volk wirú mir zur Last. 
Tier der Verstand, so kalt und tro cen, 
Herrscht in dem witzigen Paris. 
From "0 Deutschland, meine ferne i:iebe 
Letzte Geeichte. 
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a la v,loire comi re chez nous. 
More important for our present purpose is Jis admission 
that he has not read Heine in the original; ::.ore than that, 
indeed, for he expresses his keen regret nut to be able to 
appreciate him worthily: "il faudrait, pour prétendre à le 
j ,tgcr , parler autrement que par oui -dire de ses chansons, ue 
z. 
ses impressions de Voyage." This frank confession iiust 
necessarily diminish the value of his estimate of Heine, brief 
a .nu tentative as it is, for it seems strange that Ste. Beuve 
paid not find rrtuch more to say about one who not only was a. 
treat poet and, what would appeat almost as much to . Beuve, 
a roaster of irony, but also lived so long in Paris, servin as 
a, kind of intermediary between France and Germany, aiiu even 
writing much in J rench.3' 
VI. Hoffmann. 
;rust Theodor Amadeus Hoffmann` "seerr:s to be one of those 
German writers whom Ste. Beuve knew and liked best. :.is tales 
were extremely popular in France and often enough translated 
into Frene .; and his importance as a novelist of the R._mantic 
1. One cannot but admire the robust defence which Ste. Beuve 
always maintains against oreign attacks upon his nation. 
Lurin;, the onslaughts headed by the Quarterly Review 1836, 
he retorts vigorously by firstly casting doubts on any 
foreigner's competence to judge adequately French 
contemporary literature, and then by boldly carrying war 
into the enemy's camp: "Faites la police chez vous, less- 
ieurs," he cries; "vous avez bien commencé pz.r Byron, 
Shelley, par .odwin, par plusieurs de vos vrais .oètes et 
ae vos grands hommes, que votre pruderie a mis à l'index." 
(Prem. lundis, II, 300 
2. Ibis, 2b4. 
3. Cp. Betz Meine in Frankreich. 
4. Pre.:. lundis, I, 414 ff. 
The first translation by Loeve- l`eimars appeared in 20 vols. 
between 1823 and 1833 while shorter editions of selected 
stories followed in 1838 (Toussenel 2 vols.) , 1843 
(Larmier) and 1856 (Champfleury). 
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movement is as difficult to underestimate as is the somewhat 
gruesome charm of his stories. So popular indeed did he 
become in i.'rance, that when his reputation was declining in 
Germany, a host of French imitators arose, chief among whop±, 
were I,odier, Gerard de Nerval and Gautier, not only to 
re- establish his name and fame, but also, in some cases; to 
curry what was, after all, only one aspect of his literary 
eenius to absurd lengthst. Qiee Ladier playfully gave to this 
group the name of " 1'6cole frénétique," he was nearer the mark 
than he thou_;ht. 
Ste. Beuve, however, sees Hoffmann from a juster, angle. 
Amid the flood of novels and tales of all descriptions which 
. +lad previously been poured ou,, he says it would have been 
excusable to imagine that all possible sources of inspiration 
1rad been tapped; but along, comes 1offmann, a real inventor, tc 
show 
us unseen and unsuspected corners in the land of romance. 
Hoffmann knew, continues Ste. Beuve, how to excite our 
imagination and superstitions without at the same time shockint 
too violently our good sense; and the critic points unerring13 
to the explanation of the novelist's popularity when he adds: 
"C'est dans ce mélange habile, dans cette mesure discr te du 
merveilleux et du réel que consiste une grande partie au secrei 
ú'Hoffmann pour ébranler et émouvoir. " He is like the savage 
who, in his native forests, can see and hear and understand 
1. Even -" alsac seems to have re -acted to the Hoffmann 
influence in novels of the "Peau de Chagrin" type p.elmotr 
réconcilié). 
2. At the same time, it must be remembered that this new 
school drew much from the .nglish "School of Terror," for 
the works of Lrs. Radcliffe, C 2. Maturin and the rest 
were largely translated and, ill some instances, dramatizes 
3. .Pre . lundis, I, 417. 
4. Ibid, 418. 
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that to which we are insensible; like the savak_ e doffmann 
can gather up and interpret scattered tracks, imperceptible 
signs and faintsounds, äo that to us it smacks of magic. 
Ioffman himself attributed what he called his "excentrische 
t.ha.nta.sie" to his mother's nervous malady, and not only his 
eccentric imagination, indeed, but also the depth of depravity 
to which he gradually sank towards the end of his life. Ste. 
Beuve would naturally seize upon such facts: gifts such as 
Hoffmann's, he points out, are peculiar "d, ces natures f6briles 
et suuffrantes qui peuvent en general se comprendre sous le nom 
d'artistes," and so Hoffmann has explained more clearly than 
anyone else the artist's nature. Himself a poet, ranter, 
musician, and the heir not only of physical and nervous weakness 
but also of an upbringing amid sordid surroundings, ne is 
equally at house in des: :ribing the sublimity of 0enius and brie 
depth of depravity.' 
Here again it is evident th:.,t Ste. Beuve was more interested 
in the man than in :iis works, of which he mentions casually the 
"Biographie .es Kapellmeisters Johannes Kreisler" and two short 
stories, "Herr Johann Wacrit" an "Der Botaniker." Are these 
the only ones he had read? It seems more than possible, for 
ne makes no reference to Hoffmann's infectious humour w.nicn, . L,C1 
.rie read "Kater :Surr," he could hardly r.rave helped doing. filer e 
is likewise rio mention of the "Frä.ulein von Soudery" which is, 
one imagines, easily the best of his t&les, However that may 
be, the fact remains that, amid the welter of eccentric stuff 
produced in France under Hoffmann's alleged auspices, Ste. T3euve 
refuses to be dazzled, but sees clearly and sanely. 
l. Ibid, 418. 
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VII. WERTí[J R' S LEIDEIV. 
1. 
In this chapter and in these immediately following we 
roach the most important prt of 3t. 'leuve's criticism of 
German literature, for Goethe is the only writer with whom he 
seems to have had more than a 'bowing acquaintance' - although 
even that acquaintance is associated with tery few of the 
rat man's vro.rtc:s. 
The first sustained mentioned of Goethe deals with 
I z 
'lderther's Leiden' and the 'Briefwechsel mit einem Kinde' Out 
not from the literary point of view. The purpose of the 
'Werther' Causerie is to "séparer les parties artificielles et 
actic s d'avec celles oui -3t<:.ient la v rité même.' Ste. 
cuve points out that in the first pages of the novel Goethe 
and erther are one and trie same - "on se sent dans le vr_d , 
on est avec Goethe tel qu'il était alors." But objections 
soon crop up Charlotte's candour respecting her relationship 
to Albert strikes, accorainL; to the critic, a false rote, for 
no girl would, or could, have been so extraordinarily frank to 
a mere stranger. Nor, says Ste. Beuve, is the incident, in 
.i. Caus. du lundi, XI, pi. 239 -260, based on La Correspondance 
de Goethe et de K.estner, traduite par Foley, Paris, 
1855. The article first appeared in the Revue 
Contemporaine, June 1855. For the quotations from Goethe's 
novel :ate. Beuve used . Lerox' translation, 1844. 
2. Third ed. , 1881. 
Cp. Caus. du lundi, Xi, 240. 
4. Wit+. what degree of similitude Goethe portrayed himself 
in the character of Werther has been r matter of opinion. 
But it is admitted that the first part of the novel is 
an almost exact transcript of Goethe's own experience 
throughout his stay in Vetzlar. Cp. I. -zrown, ./oath of 
Goethe; pp. 189 -190. 
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which Charlotte deals out punishment to those children who 
úo not guess aright, in keeping with her character, which ho 
adds, was intended to be one essentially of gaiety and not of 
foolishness. To confirm his criticisms he refo -.s to the data 
given by Kestner, the Albert of the novel, which fully bear 
forth nia points. 
The four delightful months, however, which Goethe spent 
ut '.etzlar are all truly and admirablyaepicted; but te. 
cuve takes rather a malicious pleasure in pointing out that 
.::.s a matter of fact Goethe, "sage et fort jusque ao.ns ses 
oublis, s'éloigne temps" and that the two did not meet 
again till the .oet was seventy- a.nd Charlotte was a respectable 
another of twelve childi:en!2 This same malice - in the French 
if not in the English sense - is again seen in the statement 
that Goethe did not lose much time ..n falling lightly in love 
wi,h someone else, which proves that his feeling for Charlotte 
"n'avait rien de furieux ni d'engagé." Anu it was not until 
a year after hid departure from Wetzlar that Coethe began to 
write ' Werther' which ras inspired as much by the suicide of 
Jerusalem (Oct. 1772) and the marriage of Lestue.r and 
Charotte (aster 1773) as by personal emotions. 
Ste. Beuve is, therefore, not inclined, to say the least, 
to treet seriously Goethe's love affair. The letters to 
x>estner, judging from the gay quotations which Ste. i3euve 
selects from them, would certainly seem to have dispelled any 
sucra thought on Goethe's part, as does also the famous extract. 
1. Cp. ibid, 243. 
Caus. du :Lund', 1ì.I, 244. 
Cp. also two letters, Jan. 29th and Feb. 14th, 1774, rrom 
Briefe aus dem Freundeskreise von Goethe, Leipzig, 18471 
ana oahrneit und Lichtung, Book XII, from which it is clear 
enough tzat .ate. Beuve's remark is not untrue. 
daughter of ral.adame de la Roche at Coblentz. 
Caus. du lundi, :i, 245. 
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a favourite wita Ste. euve, from the lutter b; Frau ::oethe 
in which that rather unfortunate praise concerning "un fils 
cues dieux" occurs. it is, at any rate, significant that the 
critic, who could have chosen any other and equally cheerful 
letter from large :;orrespondence of this title, srioula 
so inevitably h:-'ve selected this ore, for Frau Goethe, with a 
pride pardonable no doubt in the mother of such a son, wrote 
uan:/ of a similar kind. This phrase - "Sohn der Getter" - 
4s obviously one wriich took and seized the impish fancy of Ste. 
;3:_uve who, at this early point in his critical relationship 
with Goethe, showed no pains to avoid anything not quite to 
its subject's credit. He adds, too, tue "glorieux rendant" 
written by Goethe himself to Kestner in Feb. 1773; "mes Bieux 
vous saluent, nommément le beau Paris á ma droite et la Venus 
d'or ae l'autre côte, et ercure quiattacha hier à, mes 
pieds ses belles divines semelles d'or ...." This is 
indeed a "salut vraiment uivin," says Ste. neuve, adaing with 
sly enjoyment, "d'est peut -être le même jour, où il comparait 
ses rapides patines aux semelles d'or de ".ercure, que sa .aère 
aussi le comparait, lui, a un fils aes Dieux. "2. 
It wa., thus, says >te. neuve, - and we know he speaks 
trul: , - with no sense of Llocry despair that Goethe began the 
writing of '': ertner' a "c'est plutôt l'ivresse bouillonnante 
e la joie .. . et le génie de la force et de la jeunesse qui 
3. 
président. This point Ste. neuve emphasises. "voila le 
vrai du ...ivre et son cachet immortel-; whereas the suiciae ana 
the rest, . cic.;eu "pour le roman et pour la circonstance!, show 
1 . C Keil's collection Briefwechsel von :bath. JUiz . 
Goethe, Leipzig, 1871, and 'tein's Briefe von Goethes 
utter, Leip.ig. 1894. 
Caus. du lundi, 24 >. 
Ibiu, 25. 
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Goet;te's false side, the lover of Ossian rather than of Homer. 
All this is doubtless trivial enough, but it serves ._etc;. 
Beuve as a stepping- stone-to the stating of his real objection 
to 'erther' - or rather to its influence. It was all vry 
well for Goethe, he maintains, to purge himself Lf such regrets 
as he ma:: have entertained by writing tais novel, but why did he 
not realise that, its general tone of hopelessness and 
eespair, and, above all, by its false and tragic endin , he was 
uoing an ill turn to his reader: est le vice de ert'ier' 
- ana not t.ie cowardly solution descried in the novel, 
uifí'érence des impressions au lecteur â celles o.e l'auteur est 
ici par trop forted criante: elle n'est pas juste." Goethe 
recovered his serenity, but nis early readers, finai "dans 
le prodigieux petit livre tous les sentiments, jusque -là confus, 
exprimés au vif et en traits ae feu," confound the 'lcerther- 
Goethe' vLt >r. the ' erther- Jerusalem,' and so were lea to ideas 
of suicide. 
Was all this the result of Goetne's inexperience Ls an 
author Perhaps so, admits :'ate 3euve, but he gloomily aciu.s 
that Goethe, even had he been warned beforehand of the dire 
inluence of his book, might not have been willin;.. to c: ian, e 
. Ibid, 25... 
2. Ibid, 251. 
3. In a footnote (ibid, 250) Ste. Beuve refers back to his 
article on Nouier, Port. litt., I, 115, where he sketches 
the influences of the book in. France , ( "où nous n'avons 
longtemps connu ' ertncr' que par ce cati exaggéré et 
faux ") from Ramund's 'aventures du Jeune d'Ulban ," (1777) 
to iodier's 'Peintre de Salzburg,' (1803) . "Les 
imitateurs français se sont surtout rattachés à ''Eertier' 
par la fièvre de tete, par les dehors, .... enfin par les 
défauts." And he is in obvious disagreement with :,iontégut's 
enthusiastic review of ''tierther. ' , (.evue des deux mondes 
15th July, 1855): "il a fallu 80 ans de tâtonnements, et 
j'ajouterai, l'éducation tout exotique de Lontégut, 
pour qu'on arrivât en rance à une interpretation si intime 
et si exempte de danger." 
Cp. also ame. ae Stael's remark that 'ùierther' was respons- 
:ible for far more suicides than the most beautiful woman 
had ever been. (Quoted by ïïettner, ' Geschichte der 
deutschen i,itera.tur im 18ten Jahrhundert, III, 165.) 
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anything: "ii est difficile . un artiste ..... ue renoncer 
un grand succès." And certainly, when the first red-hot 
passions which the book aroused have cooled down a .nu we attempt 
to judge it solely on tis literary merits, one must admit its 
conclusion spoils the book and mystifies us in the light of 
what Goethe subsequently accomplished. 
Our at .e..tion is next directed to the ...eater., v:aich Goethe 
t rote to i estner after the marriage, und while ' .._ rther' was 
Lein ; written :. Here again it is clear to see that the critic 
is inspired by no great feelings of liking for the poet. 
Various quotations which must strike the reader as petty and 
certainly not compatible with the character of a. "fils des 
lieux" are given from the correspondence in which "ce tutcie.ent 
sentimental ou poétique o ... nous étonne un peu, mais qui 
probablement (note the adverb:) n'a rien cue choquant de l'autre 
cóté du `:hin. 
A description follows of the effect which the publication 
of ' .ertncr' rade upon the Lestners. This is perhaps the most 
interesting_ art : the Causerie from our point of view, for it 
is written with.- an undoubted passion, which, however, never once 
strays beyond the strict confines of actual truth, although it is 
cunningly expert in emphasising the rather unpleasant side of 
the whole matter. 
in a few but pungent terms the critic sketcnes what must 
have been the feelings of tzie young couple, especially those of 
the husband. It is indeed, not difficult to imagine how the 
1. Caus. du lundi, rI. 251. 
.3. Ibiu, 2135. 
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Kestners must have resented not only the uistr:s.steful publicity 
Liven to their private affairs, but also, .end still iiore, the 
appearance in the novel of those fictitious passages which 
brought therm letters of condo"leece - real and. unreal - from 
inquisitive friends: That 1testri,;r throughout played the 
better ,,.rt is, of course, a well -known fact and one which Ste. 
e3: eve is at no pains to hide :. The lateer emphasises the 
astonishingly tolerant attitude of the husband, and contrasts 
it with the egotistical behaviour of the poet. 
When Ke..tner would pardon his friend for what he attributed 
to a youthful indiscretion, he showed he hau nut fully realised 
tu what lengths the artistic temperament is sometimes prepared 
to go. ":,n effet, ce n'était ni étourderie ni vague 
exultation! c'était un acte de conquérant et de grand- prêtre 
de l'Art, qui prend ce qui Est sa c.nvenance et met en avant 
je ne sais quel droit supérieur et sacré. úoetlie en fait une 
doctrine." So there arise two points of view, says 1te. "euvc- 
- on the one hand, the right possessed by genius to express 
itself - in Goethe's own words - " trotz Gott und e:enschen. 
"il se compare, " 3be. Beuve had already remarked with a sneer 
if ..o. l'artiste grec, qui composa sa Venus de traits divers 
empruntés a diverses beautés." en the other hand, there is 
that welch concerne the rights of the individual to be protected 
from the blind ardour of genius, and "malgré l'influence de 
Sea. spectre et d'.iiomere, ' - ,the bitterness which Ste. Beuve 
puts into these last words!). 
I is, then, easy enough to see which point of view was 
,.,te. leeuve's. We have already observed the jaunuiced eye with 
1. Caus. du lundi, XI, 255. 
Cp. letter to i.estner, Sept., 1772. 
5. Caus. du lundi, XI, 240. 
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which he looked upon the book itself, the artistic anu uelight- 
:ful beginning of which is forgotten in tne falsity :.nd dangers 
of its ending., Therefore, when he quotes Goethe's outburst, 
which was meant, ;,artly at least, by way of excuse: "il faut 
c,ue ' Werther' existe, it le faut .'" - one can imagine the 
critic's retort trembling on his lips, and which, if flot 
actually expressed in so many woras, is everywhere implied. - 
"je n'en vois pas la nécessités" notice, for example, ais 
sneer, when Goethe cries to Kestner: "0h, toi, tu n'as pas 
senti comment l'Humanité t'embrasse, te c;o._sole: ": "Kestner, 
dans son modeste intO rieur fut ;;uelque temps a se remettre de 
vette brusque invasion et de cette embrassade en masse de 
l'Humanité." 
Later, when Goetie, "avec l'orgueil Ue celui qui est awns 
le secret des Dieux et qui tient le sceptre ae l'Apothéose." 
makes "cette promesse mystérieuse qu'il n'a pas executée, 
d'inventer je ne sais quoi," but the object of which is to 
place his friends above :.11 suspicion and slight, :ate. Beuve 
emphasises the fact that Goethe gradually drifted apart from 
them and became absorbed in his writings on the one hand and 
in ais official duties at Weimar on the other 'avait -il 
affaire d'eux désormais' Il en avait tiré l'usage principal 
qu'il en aésirait, l'oeuvre!" Goethe was busy, to use his 
Ov:n words, in making himself useful to one of Lie noblest of 
,arts (i.e. the Duke) with whom rie was bound "by the sincerest 
and most intimate soulful relationship." One imagines Ste. 
Beuve's so..r smile at this touch of somewhat teutonic snobbery: 
For additional emphasis, he cites a letter from Frau 
Goethe who had written to the YKestuers, apologising for her son's 
neglect of them: "Il eat uepuis trois mois â Weimar chez le Luc 
1. I..iu, 256. 
Ibid, 257. 
et Dieu suit quand it reviendra." In this quotation an 
unfriendly eye might see a hint of a son's neglect of his 
mother; it is a point ehicn Ste. neuve seizes on, and which 
he tries to brine out more fully in the Causerie on Bettina 
ova Coe-the. 
In 1783, Goeth.e t:aought of making some changes in 'Wertuer,' 
and Kestner was naturally not a. little pleased, hoping, as he 
aid, to see such. modifications made as he had lone, wished for. 
But, says Ste. 2e ve, scathingly, "I don't know whether he got 
1. 
-Lucia: " 
VTIII. THE GO :T IL- J3ETTIVA CORTn1SPONDENCE. 
L. 
If, while reading tee previous Causerie on 'uerther's 
Leiden,' one is forcibly reminded of ir. Saintsbury's blunt 
3. 
assertion that Coethe was "a cultured but priggish snob," we 
,..nail see that such an opinion is at no grea, variance with 
the L;eneral tuna underlying this article on the Letters of 
Goethe and of -eettinen For here, Ste. .3euve is again writing 
in a tone of sarcasm which does not 
. however, swell tome of 
passion as we sew was Lhe case when dealing with Goethe's 
treatment of the -i :estnere. Vihere, in the foregoing, Ste. Be've 
1. Caus. du lundi, II, c.p. p.152. 
In the first complete edition of Goethe's works (1787) 
'Wertlier' appeared with certain modifications ..raich, though 
not organically affecting its original form, eresenteca the 
chareeters of the two people in the book with whom readers 
identified Lotte and Kestner in a slightly more favourable 
light. The modifications aid not, however, satisfy either 
Lotte or i:est<<er. Cp. H. Troven, Youth cf Goethe, p. L:9, 
C,. also Lewes' Life of Coethe, 2nd ea.. 1890, p. 246. 
T;tough the recasting; did not come up to '.estner's 
expectations, it made the novel less coarse and less 
personal than in its original forre. 
Peace of the Augustane, 181. 
4. Lettres de Goethe et ce 7ettina, traduites de l'allemand 
par Seba.stien Albain. (2 vois., 1843) 
152. 
refers to Goethe ,,s the "Docteur un l;roit, jeune, beau, noble, 
aimable,- now he calls him "un beau jeune homme, le plus beau 
. 
ue ceux de son age." and in uotn Causeries we have already 
pointed out, he quotas Frau Goethe's ill -starred phrase about 
Ile fils des Dieux." In tae 'Werther' article, and inspired 
by Vir ,il, ae compares Goethe to "Veptune, lequel leve son 
. 
iront tranquille et pacifique a la surface des mers "; in Lae 
other, "Goethe est un dieu suv6rieur, calme, serein, égal 
bieriportant, et bienveillant, le Jupiter Olympien qui regarde 
et sourit." That there is some sincerity in these compliments 
is doubtless true, but it is no less true that the sincerity is 
seasoned by a strong savour of sarcasm. In both are hints - 
and in tige Bettina article, more than a hint - that the poet 
was not over -scrupulous in the observance of his filial duties. 
Anet, just as in the one, Ste. Beuve smiles at the sentimental 
or poetic "tutoie: ent qui probablement n'a rien de choquant de 
l'autre côté du Rhin," so in the ot_ier he maintains, no doubt 
with a twinkle in his eye, that the adjective "Glynpieri ue 
l'autre cote ou .'Rhin ne forait pas :;ourir." 
The girl Bettina was .talented and amiable, combining the 
picturesque imat ina.tion of un Italian with the dreamy exaltation 
of a German, but, says Ste. Deave, crushingly, she 1ac:. ed "le 
bon sens francais." It would, indeed, be no exaggeration if 
one talles: her, in the worct e of Artemus 'Nard, "a gushing yourit. 
female." Sne conceived a passionate and probably rather 
tiresome admiration for Goethe, ate. Neuve relates with a 
1. Caus. du lundi, XI, 24(;. 
2. Caus. de lundi, .I, 335. 
3. Cj,. Aeniad , I, 127. 
4. Caus. au lundi, II, 351. 
Cp. ibid, 336: "sa façon filiale n'est pas une de cel:los 
qui doivent se p.ro eeer er. mcàele. 
6. Ibis,.. 331. 
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ueligatful humour, not unmixed v.ith a good spice of malice,how, 
aided and aeetted by Frau Goethe, the two women joined forces 
in this hero- worship; - how the pear -tree planted by Goethe 
dared do nothinG but flourish - Ste. Beuve does not actually 
add "ç,f course " or, "it goes without saying," but such a 
phrase is obviously implicit - ; how Goethe, even as i. baby, 
aecordinL to his mother, walked "avec beaucoup ue majeste " 
The'letter written by Goetne's mother, where she refers to her 
son loo';.ing like "un fils des vieux" when clad in her velvet 
coat, was written to Bettina,, and Ste. Beuve, in mock gravity, 
wonders whetter the mother was not more like the wife of a 
senator of Rome, or,indeed, a Roman empress, instead of the 
s_:ouos of a Frankfurt bourgeois. 'When Ste. Neuve quotes from 
ettine s .Letters, which indeed show a childish naivety, 
surprising in a telented young woman of nineteen, he remarks not 
without reason: "nous avons besoin de nous rappeler que nous 
sommes en Allemagne pour nous rassurer." In France, the critic 
hints, it is neither customary nor fitting, even for young 
:irls, tc talk "comme on parlerait à Jenova_i. 
In the middle of t-e Causerie Ste. Beuve turns aside for 
a moment to attempt a definition of Goethe's particular genius. 
Its chief characteristic he says, is the extent and universalit 
of its range. At once a groat naturalist and a great poet, 
Goethe studies everything with insatiable curiosity and sees 
everything, therefore, as a realist as well as an idealist. 
But if anything displeases him he turns away, godlike, ana looks 
1. Ibid, 334. 
2. Ibid, 340. 
Ibi<<, 344. 
4. Ib1lA, 341-344 . 
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elsewhere. Sacrifice ur distress, mental or physical, he 
would no4 uI derstcaitu. "Goethe comprenait tout dans l'univers 
- tout excE;i)t6 le c x rE~tieii Cot .e ïi&roe.' I He was kinuly in 
Lispur3itioil, out always in a su,ae for end aloof manner, -3.r1ú ,lis 
every action ii,,.d :.,ut one end in view - "1'a.L.ra.ncii.ase.aent de son 
After this handsome if not enthusiastic encomium, >te. 
r;euve tai.. ;s up again the maire thread of his article. 'sas 
there any other reason besides vanity, he casks, which causeU 
uoetne to encourage ":ettina in her corres_ondenc4e . Yes. 
"Cette aimable et joyeuse enfant lui remet en pensée le temps 
ou ii était meilleur, plus vrai4ment heureux ... il lui doit 
un rajeunissement d'esprit ... elle :Lui fournit des thcimes de 
poésie: il les brode, il les exécute. ,serons -nous aire 
qu'il nous servible souvent que la fle .r n-.;,ureile est uevenue 
par lá une fleur artificielle plus brillante, plus polie mais 
plus glacée, et qu'elle a perdu son parfu..?"1. 
i. Ibid, 343. ¿ii. also ss i ranke, op. cit., 527 -2b: "Anu 
yet there is something uncann: , somethin , one might say 
inné Tian, in the euiet end composure with which uoethe 
lives t :.rough the succession of national catastrophes from 
1806 to 1$1e. dhile the country is quivering urider tae 
blows of Jena and Tilsit, Goethe calmly pursues Ais studies 
is biology anti.: the t.cieory of colours. :tale Fichte and 
Heinrich von ;:leist wring froiii themselves worts of oratory 
z ïll patio i..i3pir Li.crl in :::.ilea these v:1.erates tae deepest 
passion of a peeople i;u1 ueu eith the convleti.:n that trie 
eio.:.ent fur a final eupreme effort o self-reservation kas 
come, ( ;oethe is held in the spell of theiles utterly 
uevoiu of sationai motives." 
Are not traces of soeros at iris attitude of nis to be 
noted in the Des :; iR,eriides i'rwac ieii (23) : 
'Doch schzm' ich mich der.Ruh.estunden, 
;.it euch zu leiden war Gewinn; 
Lenn für den :czrmerz aen ihr empfunden, ,
sein ihr auch grösser als ich bin.' 
2. ltiic;, 345. 
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Goethe liked to receive the girl's letters all the more 
because his name was enshrined in there, ao in an aureole; s0, 
more tactful than Rousseau Woulu have Veen, he sent her replies 
just frequent, :;.nd long; enough to encourage her to continue in 
the singing of his praises. plot.; . fleuve must have 
chuckled, and how he makes us chuckle, at that 6escri,;tion, 
written by the girl, nna quoted at length, of the first meeting 
of Bettina and Goethe - the absurdly ehildisaz behaviour of the 
one contrasting vvitn the somewhat complacent, somewhat heavy 
attitude of the ether: 
Obviously the critic tninks the whole affair between 
Bettina and Goethe a one -sided one as indeed it probably was. 
2. 
"Goethe se montre mais il ne se donne pas. But Bettina, has 
moments of dreadful doubt in which Frau Goethe has to come to 
the rescue. her hero, for exam le, noes not rise to her 
he ig ats of patriotism in connection with the revolt in the 
Tyrol in 1809. When she cries with, it must be confessed, a 
great lack of "le bon sens fran ?ais," that she would like to 
join .lofer and like him crie a hero's death, Goethe returns but 
cold rejoinders. The spectacle of men sa_crificing their lives 
for great causes was to him, Ste. Beuve takes occasion to 
declare, "une transformation capricieuse de la vie "; and in 
the bloodshea so rife amonst those lìyrolese peasants, he sees 
3. 
only "un perfum de poésie." This, of course, is a point of 
view like any other, but Ste. Beuve is surely allowing his own 
"bun sens fr a,n ?ais" out of hand when he goes so far as 
practically- to accuse Goethe of a lack of cou :age: "l'tiéroisme 
n'est pas le ccte; supérieur de Goethe. On a dit de Goethe que 
c'était un dieu olympien, mais cc n'était certes pas un Dieu 
Caus. du lundi, 34b. 
I bi . 34/. 
Ibiu, 348. 
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un.uieu de l'Olympe d'iiomére: quand úe telles batailles se 
livrent sous Ilion, Hombre y fait descendre tous ses dieux." 
Yet another time does Bettina become unfaithful in her 
worship for Coethe, for after Hofer comes the mighty figure of 
Beethoven. Viherr "ces deux .ois, ces deux mages" meet under 
the girl's auspices, it is Beethoven who "conserve manifestement 
la supériorité morale." It is a pity, Ste,. Beuve hints, tnat 
ettina did not turn some of her abundant affection to Beethoven 
who stood in mors; need of love anu sympathy than aid Goethe!' 
But in 1811, when Bettina marries; "il n'y avait plus moyen de 
contin ;:er comme auparavant le rêve," and so the Causerie 
appropriately reaches its conclusion. ..ut its last paragraph 
is delicious and must be quoted in full "liais le le-demain du 
jour oil l'on a lu ce livre, pour rentrer en plein dens le vrai 
de la nature et ue ü i;aseion humaine, pour purger on cerveau 
de toutes les velléités chimériques et de tous les brouillards, 
je conseille fort de relire la Didon de l'Lnéide, quelques 
3. 
scènes de Romeo et Juliette, ou tout simplement, ïcanon Lescaut:" 
1. Ibiu, 349. 
2. Ibia, 350. 
3. Ibio, 351-2. 
Now that the original letters from Goethe to Bettina have 
been published (ap. C. von Loeper, Briefe Goethes an 
Sophie von la Roche and Bettina Brentano, Berlin, 1879) 
a much truer idea can be formed as to Goethe's position, 
and the mistake - which Ste. Beuve obviously made - can 
now be avoided of taking everything the girl wrote too 
liter,.11 e Cp. also Bossert, op. cit., 626.. 
it 
Yet tnet. "is not easy to deny a certain sympathy to Ste. 
Beuve in his attitude is evidenced not only by the above- 
. mentioned 'mot' of r. Saintsbury. but also by the opinion 
of such a one as .[ ax Beerbohm: "a man whose career was 
glorious without inter_::ission, -decade after decade, does 
surely try our patience ..... Of Goethe we are shy for 
suer reasons as that he was never injudicious, never lazy, 
always in ais best form - and always in love with some 
lady or another just so much as was good for the 
development of his soul and his art, but never more than 
th'_.t by a tittle." (And Even 1-ow, p. 201) 
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IX., ENTRETIENS GOET'T ET D'ECKT.ßMANN. 
The first of this series of three Cause.ries' opens with 
an expression of regret that Goethe . id not came to .Laris, 
according to his intention, towards the year 1786. had he 
done so, says ::ate. Beuve, the advantages would have been two- 
:sided. The German wo ld have been able to appreciate de 
visu the French character, which, however well it may be 
realised from a distance, gains upon closer acquaintance. 
" our nous Fraisais, c'eût été un grana - avantage .... ; on 
n'aurait pas eu à le découvrir Talus tard à travers :....e. ue 
Stael, et , l'étudier, à l'épeler creduellerraent. " 
This last sentence is significant, for it demonstrates 
the great change which nad corne over Ste. %euve's attituue 
towards Goethe during the six or seven years which separate 
the present articles from those written on 't'erther' ana on 
tae 'Bettina -Goethe Correseonuence.' hen we recall the 
sli}_.ating manner in which he had referred to the poet, ana tue 
malicious jokes and gibes '<<nich he had been not unwilling to 
direct across the '=shine, we are conscious of a big difference 
drought about in ehe interval uurinr enich he had gradually 
developed a truer and ,jester outlook. His knowledge and 
admiration of German literature generally had, as we shall see, 
increased to a very great extent, and here, at the beginning 
atm; st of tills pr.:.sent article, r.e have Goethe hailed as "le 
1. :i'iouv. lundis, III, (6th Oct., 1862; "trauuits pour la 
premiere fois en franVais par L. Ciarles, 18620 ") 
)tc Beuve read the Goethe -Eckermann Conversations in 
Charles' translation, "en m'aidant moins encore de la 
traduction de e. Charles que, ue l'original lui -mine, auquel 
une intelligence amie a bien voulu m'ouvrir. un entier et 
facile accès. Iola. 269 -70. 
This "intelligence amie" was probably mile Delerot who 
brought out a complete translation of the Goethe- Eckermann 
Conversations in 1863. 
:. Nouv. lunuis, III, 265. 
J.00. 
plus grana des critiques modernes et de tous les temps2"1. 
There is, to doubt, in this praise a symptom that the pendulum: 
is swinging a little too far in the other direction, Sut it is 
a symptom which, ;::.s we shall also see, soon corrects itself. 
the appearance of nearly all Goethe's works in a French 
translation by Porchat, Charles's cos..ip1ete version of the Goethe - 
Lckerrrann Conversations, ana thirdly, the publication of a 
translation of Scailler's works by A. Régnier, affordeu Ste. 
1Seuve a good opportunity to read and learn about the great 
German am his contemporaries? We are darned, however, th ï, 
Goethe "est toujours resté pour nous un étranLer, un uemi- 
inconnu, une sorte de majestueuse énigme, un Jupiter-Ammon â 
distance dans sen sanctuaire," 3" and taat any attempt to 
popiiarise him in France has been, and will Se, a failure. 
One obvious reason of C:,oethe's unpopularity in France - a 
popularity of which Goethe himself was fully aware - is the 
essential t `ifference in taste between :Srarce and Germany. Ste. 
Beuve remarks that French taste, with the best will in the world; 
"reste le plus oppose-aux habitudes, aux lecteurs et a la bonne 
foi germaniques." It is no wonder, therefore, that trie French 
version of the Goethe- Eckermann Conversations should be abridged 
"a l'usage de notre pays." even an sh6lish translation of the 
s. 
saine work, he continues, is also abridged, though to s lesser 
de, :ree z this seems to show that "en fait de germanisme, le goût 
1. Ibid, III, 265. 
2. Ste. Beuve bewails the lack of a complete french translation 
of the Geetee- :,chiller Correspondence. Thera had been, 
previously to 1862, only a few scattered articles published 
by Saint-Rene' Tailiendier in Le : ,gazin de L4braire on this 
Correspondence anu ;ate. Beuve himself availed himself 
largely of taeir help. 
3. Ibid, 265. 
4. Ibid, 268. 
In 1839, by Miss :.l.ar.garet Fuller, later the Sarquise Cssoli , 
0.810-185C). 
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anglo -saxon lui- même ne peut pas tout porter, mais il est 
luo robuste. Il est moins 'petite bouche' que ie rictre, et 
il permet de mordre davantage. "L 
After this half-smiling comparison, Cte. eeuve settles 
dor.n to the matter in hand - the Conversations oetvveee Goethe 
and '.±:c k4rme nxr. de gives a sketch of the latter, calling him 
'".one de ces natures secondes, un de ces esprits nés áiscip.i.es 
et acolytes, et tout préparés, par un fonds d'intelligence et 
ue dévouene: t, p,_..r une remière piété A.mirative, tre les 
secrétaires aes hommes sui)erieurs. 
Ste. Beuve foresees the possibilitÿ of an attempt to 
ucpreciate the importance of these Conversations on the ground 
that Goethe was, when Eckermann first met him, in rais seventy - 
fifth year. ie carefully points out, therefore, that although 
Goethe was inaeed "duns son heureux cxeclin, dans le plein et 
doux éclat du soleil couchant," he had still nearly nine years 
to live. "Il revenait sur lui -même, il revoyait ses écrits, 
¡;réparait ses Oeuvres complètes, et, dans son retour réfléchi 
sur son passé qui ne l'empêchait pas d'être attentif tout ce 
qui se faisait de remarquable autour de lui et dans les contrées 
voisines ,il épanchait en confidences journalières les trésors 
3. 
de son exparienee et de sa sagesse." 
ence the importance and justification of Eckermann's task. 
Two long quotations from Eckermann, full of hero-worship, 
l. Ibia, 269. 
2. Ste. 3euve may seem nere a trifle hard on Eckermen, who was, 
after all, gifteu in more lays than er.e, .gnu wac, . e a 
result of his war service, suffered from continual ill - 
iicaltr.. The autobiography which prefaces his volumes 
(cp. 6te eu., 1885, edited by Duntzner) gives the picture 
of a gay anu courageous yet sensitive spirit, struggling 
against Etch undeserved ill- fortune. Ste. Beuve's later 
remarks, however, showed that he fully appreciated his 
character., c i ouv. lunuis, III, 274. 
Ibia, 27tï. 
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follow, end it is e ,sy to see how cor..?pletel Ste. 'Meuve is in 
agreement eit.h their tone. tie sums them up in all sine. <rite - 
"C''est bien la l'effet yu produisent er t er,.fral la lecture et 
le com.eerce de Goethe: étendre les vues, élargir l'intelligence. 
Next comes a translation of iickermann's description of his 
first meeting with eoethe, ueligntfully ana ever. touchingly aune; 
of eoethe's instant thought of engaging so sincere an admirer to 
act as a kind of barometer indicative to an ola but very much 
alive men of the changes ana chances of the passing nays. 
"Fleuve, in order to disperse any last acubts as to the necessity 
of such an appointment, again hastens to proffer a reason. 
points out the difference which maintained at that time bet..een 
France a .a Germany: in France, that is, in i'L,.ris, "on a la main 
sur tout et a tout instant; on est informe, éveillé, excite, au 
risque d'en être harcelé la difriculté est bien piutót ue 
s'iboler, de se aefeudre au trop d'information qui, ue aroite 
ou de gauche, n'est qu'une aistraction perpétuelie.2 in Germany, 
however, or et least in ',.eimar, and during; his declining years 
Goethe felt the need of some -one and something tc counter- 
balance the reproach that Cousin had made against hirn - his tco 
marked propensity to "rester toujours la maison." 
So we have a glim se of Goethe, ourrounding himself with 
as many inter.. sts cis possible in order to make of himself "une 
noble et plus complète créature." Literary men, artists, 
musicians, politicians and scientists are always around him. 
while Eckermann acts trie part of tee 'fidus Achates,' the whole 
forming. "un'petit système planétaire très bien monte', très bien 




monte, tres bien 6tendu dont il (Goethe) est le soleil. 
cannot be gainsaid that ;,ite. Deuve was fulee justified 
in thes thrUsting upon Ais readere the extreme importence an 
vale to the world of Goetae's last yeere. EG period of the 
iere!A poet's life is fuller of moral incentive, richer in 
spiritual vieions end fraught with greater national signifi- 
:cance than the yeers from the end of the 14apoleunic wars to 
1832. The hope fur a new era of national greatness brinLs 
back tu the septuagenarian all the jyfulnese and vigour of his 
youth; and at tae same time there rests on him "the halo of 
deeper wisdom and broader sympathies acquired in the trials of 
nis manAoou ehetever there wao of eartay dross in his nature 
seems now to have been cast aside. is whole being seems 
illu ineu and ac seeins to illumine whetever comes within. his 
ken." He wae able, in matchless terms to ccnvey to others 
i. 
Ais conception of the universe acs'a grand living whole , the 
loving tenderness for all that draws oreath, the divine trust 
in the ever-ascending and ever-widening path of huelan perfection." 
2. 
Tile first Conversation to whicj. :3te. Beuve alludes is that 
Fralike, op. oit., 531. 
In 'Wileelm Meister's Travels (1829) and the Second Part 
of 'Faust' (1832) he gave to the world his lest messeeee and 
final legacy. 'oth these works are sebolie suggestions 
of what. for Aim, was the life to be striven for. 
3. . Frencke. op. cit. 531-3, 
C). 'Schillers Schadel' (1826) 
'Vas kann der ,ensch im Leben mehr Lewinnen, 
aass eiee Gott-iiatur ihm offenbare 
Wie sie das ieste idsst zu Geist zerrilnen, 
,le sie (Las Ceisterzeugte fest bewahre 
4. Sppt. 18th, 1823. 
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in which Goethe warns his friend ageeinst attempting a large 
ork. "It is that," Goethe had replied, "whch injures the 
best mind, even those distine;uisbed by the finest talents ee, 
the most elrnest effurts have suffered from this cause 
eltd know how nuce it injured me ... the Present must have its 
rigets, the tetoughts end feelings which dedly press upon tie 
poe will and seieuld be expressed. ut if ou have a great 
work in your tled, nothing else thrives near it,. ail ether 
thoughts are repelled anu the pleasere of life itself is, for 
tde time being, lost,- 2ut if the poet daily seizes the 
pre end always treats with a freshness of feeling what is 
offered to him, he is always making sure of someteing good, and 
if he sometimes does not succeed, he has at least lost nothing." 
5t TrIeuve heartily agrees with this advice ucomin ue 
talents et d'esprits poétiques," he cries, "uans le temps de 
le voreue des treeedies ou des osemes uescriptifs, s'y sont 
6puisés, qui auraidtnt pu toucher ou plaire cans des genres 
moindres et plus vraisl" 
Again he quotes Goethe (from the same Conversation) "the 
v,ord is so great and rich, end life so full of variety that 
ou can never want occasions for poes all my poems are 
occasional poses, suggesteu by real life an having therein a 
firm foundation I attach no value to poms snatcfied out of 
the air. )Let no one say that reality lacks poetic intereet 
the poet broves his vocation only when he has the 4rt of 
winning an interesting aspect from a common subject. 
Ste. j3euve's comments on the above remarks are full of 
praise ad agreement, in which is else clearly to be seen ais 
sense of contrition for the early attitucie he had adopted and 
The actual word Goethe used is "Gelegenheitsgedichte; 
Ste. Beuve translates it "poésie de circonstance. 
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which he now sees was essentially fraise.. Although he partly. 
excuses himself Al the ground of imperfect knowledge due to 
the mista. en beliefs of those "premiers té. oins et visiteurs 
qui no ..s ern ont j;,a.rle., he nove makes full and honourable amends. 
"...oi- s rc, il .n'est arrivé de 1'appeier en un endroit le 
`fall yrs:..nd de l' rt f voulant indiquer par l< qu'il tirait a 
temps sen 6pinr 1.e du jeu cet qu'il ét .it groin; e Ga. tricher 
quelquesí'c:is avec les passions :£ es q 'i1 exprimait." He 
acknowledges his mistakes fully and generously. Goethe, he 
says, "ri vitait ah rien l'émotion:, il y r stait ouvert et 
accessible par tous les pores, mais dans les limites de l'art 
autant quo possible." Such an oo'serv:'.ti.on is the exact 
opposite of those so plentiful in the Causeries on :Bettina, and 
on ; erther, as is also the follow in Which occurs a page or two 
further en: "Son saline n'était pas cte l'insensibilit6, mais 
2 
cie la. force: 
He goes on to ;)oint out how Goethe, :'ith the help of 
iderder ana his passion for the great gods of Greece, rias in the 
long run pervaded oy such a hatred cf ugliness tn.at he caille to 
revolt at anzi manifestation of its abstract side, such as grief 
anu sufferin, and was ab e to check any emotion the violence 
of which threatened to becoite too painful. In this he 
uiffereu fundamentally from Schiller, do all his life retained 
the first fine frenzy of his youthful revolutionary- end anti- 
social ideas. As an example of t tis, gate. leuve refers to the 
incident associates with Schiller's desire to bring the Duke of 
Alba on the stage during the prison scene of ".;lgrnonttP; Goet to 
objected on the score tixr t such an arrangement would be not 
1. ,";s. Port. litt., II, 49. 
. lundis; III, 296. 
only false to Alba.'s character beat, above all, inartistic in 
the impression of gloating cruelty which it would involve 
uat a difference between. Ste. Beuve's criticisei e here and 
that of the ocid hall' -dozen years before! Gone are the sneers 
at the '-rile des Dieux ' anci "ie beau jeune homrse, le plus beau 
de ceux u.e metre .::.F e," at t.u.e high anti mighty aloofness o . 
the Olympian, the insinua.tion. against Goet he's poverty of 
huwjran kindliness and lack of courage. de has not lost his 
distaste for 'We.rtier' - "exceptons ' erthe,r,' he says, - but 
it is clear that he hr:,,s now come to possess a fuller .knowledge 
of the man, almost to see riiiu steadily area see him whole 
This first Causerie is rounded oi:f vita a little. joke, as 
if to add a touch of variety to its general tone of eulogy 
Ste. Seuve refers to Cyoetiie's distaste at seeing anyone wearing 
spectL eics because spectacles would look out of glace on the 
nose of a Pericles or Sophocies® But it is e. little joke that 
has none of the sarcasm which is so often marked in the earlier 
article and which could so easily have been employed here. 
3. 
And what of the criticism? It is admirable, indeed, and 
packed ,rr_..th truth. ,s one instance, compare his ,,ronouncement 
upon the difference existi.,ag oetween Schiller and cethe with 
Carlyle's view. "she mind of one (Goethe) ,'' says Carlyle, 
"plays calmly in its capricious and :.iìi;,,iteble graces over all 
the orovi.nces of human interests the °trier (`cruller) 
concentrates powers as vast, but fax lese various on e few 
'subjects; the une is catholic. trie other is sectarian. 
The one is endowed with an sill-- cor,iprea;.iendir,¿ S'illrit . a. 
e igetirir., for no clase of ean or principles. TAc other is 
1. Co. Goet"leeecher;:iann Conversations, April 5th, 1830 for 
the whole of tufs incident. 
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earnest ano devoted, struggling with a thousand projects 
;.;rovements, feelin; more intensely iJ.s he feels more 
narro.' 
It is interestin, to roember FoLLiller'S own words "It 
is curious to cee ALIW ooetite lothes ev(,r.tain;, ne had reaci in 
Ais own manuer o..L* ne had roneof the hearty entnusiasm 
ta.,A openl-zi professes :,Ltachment to a io hiaii all 
philosophy is subjective anci tht, of course, ends all conviction 
ano argtuaent at once, 
2.. 
And is there not erh ì echo in 3te. Beuve's rcmark 
irom ;adame ue Stuel ohen she says4 ":6n Allemagne, il n'y a us 
A 
tout. fixe sur rien, tout est independant, tout est individuel. 
L'on juge d'an ouvrage par l'iLlpressidu qu'on en re9oit et 
jamais par les r"egles puisdu'il n'y en a point de an6ralement, 
admises. . 
It would seem that Ste. Beuve had here the desire, 
already shown wu:Lie speaking of Cowper, to bring home to 
AiS readers the necessity for crater freedom of subject and 
sentiment in French poetry, of tqe opener tmosphere in wiliah 
poets like Gov,.:r and orusworth no Goethe breathe and have 
their being. Goetue's doetry he compres to a "vaste prairie 
de fleurs et de verUurc oZ2, queld-oe part que le regard tcmbe, 
chaque point vit, reluit ou scintille de sa coule¡A? 
The secret, ne sas, ef true poetry, poetry, ethe's. 
cluar from its conventions and artificialities, is known alao 
to the Les Anc,lais, depuis euwper, le saveht 
bien, eux a qui nous devons tant de rccueils vrais, varis, 
autant d 'ames: ' 
1. Carlyle 's Life of 8cniller, :oiwon, 1845, p. 113. 
Uchilier's :;riefweciisel mit L6rner, lattr Lite d .0v, let, 
17VL. 
j.,'Alleragne, Ii, 1; cp. also aulne Brown, Youth of oeth44. 
4. Uouv. lundis, III, 288. 
5. Ibid, 286. 
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The aecond Causerie opens with a just and extremely 
sympathetic appraisal of Goethe's claims as s scientist. 
Shile recognsin thst the poet did not seseh the heigelts to 
which ee aspired, Ileuve is prompt with consolation to 
',..ethrone newton as well as to equal Voltaire, to the le7,Lst, 
an., to ap2roach 3hakespeare - that is too big a task for any 
one mortal; snd if (Soetee's stsdy of nasural science ssecie him 
"le srewier des amateurs" it uonferred upon dim also enormous 
benefis sith respect to IS literary work. 
3te, Beuve is quite frank in declaring 'sow bitterly aurt 
GoetAe was at the poor rewArd waich his scientific labours 
brought hiA. T3ut into his frankness Ste. :;euve allows no 
tre.ee of s,alice to enter, a Lning wiiiCA he woeld certainly 
lave done nei, so many years before thie, de term Goetne's 
cowparative lack of success in this province tne secret sorrow 
of the poet's life and quotes the pect's wistful remerks; 
"People," Goethe said, "nsve never fully been pleased with me 
but always wished me otherwise than it aas pleased God to make 
2. 
ti s touch of bitterness must net be regasued as a 
slenisA! "ses convessatiens nbus prouvent, que son caime 
n'etsit pas uc l'insensibilite, mais se la force; ee'il savait 
faire taire s.n indignation st se centenir. C'est un bel 
3, 
example." 
That Goetee would not hsve been greatly to blame, dad he 
been 1..rone to cell upon his eany trisis ens sorrowe, T3t,e, 
73euve see se to believe, for part o± trie next (Thnveroation is 
Oven in whica uoethe declares that uurine sll his seventy-five 
1. Peuv. lusuic, :T1, 29S. 
2. Cp. toethe-S:ckermenn Convsrsetions, Jan. 4tn, 1824 
Ibid, 296; already quoteo p. 1 63 . 
/. Tht of Jan. 27th, 1824. 
,,rears he has never had one month of genuine happiness and 
that even his smallest joys were constantly disturbed acrd 
limited. And so, in sympathetic strain, Ste. ?neuve continues 
both to sing Goethe's praises and. to defend him against the 
cñ:;:.rges of a 'critique envieuse et mesquine.' Is, for 
example, the reproach sof etii,es levelled against Goethe of 
immorality u just one? No: the alleged immorality is 
merely 'une très brande étendue de coup d'oeil jointe a une 
très grande sincérité u'artiste. It was even bure town that 
for unlike Byron, Goethe was ever careful to avoid defyit. 
prejudices of which, none the less, ne was so often an 
in:.ocent victim. Ste. veuve quotes the reru;.rk to Eckermann: 
"i:;ilat trie ancient Greeks were allowed to say is no longer 
suitable to us, and the English, en of 1820 can no lonE.er 
tolerate what pleased th vigorous contemporaries of 
Shakespeare: to such a degree that nowadays the .need is fe.i_t 
of 'Family Shakespeares' Z 
Conceit: No! Goethe was superior to many critics in 
his ability to 'class' authors and "s'il classait les autres 
il se classait lui -même "; ;ie knew his own worth but always 
vyitl fit and proper modesty. `ï'ieckó for example, he classed 
below himself and rightly, just as Shakespeare rose hi a.,ove 
him. "C..: sont les juge Buts d'us tel home," remarks Ste. 
Meuve emphatically, "sur la littérature qu'il nous est 
précieux et :intéressant de recueillir. "1- By way of a sa.r :,,1c 
of Goetiie's impartiality as a literary critic, he quotes the 
judgment on Schlegel and ec.:ioes it in :ris own words 1 ì.: s 
"Schlegel, qui est tout raisin et toutes figues quand il nous 
parle de la. Caq:ue, ne nous a guère offert, á nous I +'ran ?a,is 
l. N uv. lundis, III, 299. 
. iúlGi, 5O0. 
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quand il a ui6n6 s'occuper a.e nous e. de notre grand siécLe 
iltter.i x"e , que ses Spines et ses Cì2axdons. " f" 
5. 
The next ten pages of this second Causerie deal eith 
oetcme's criticisms of French Literature, .:,.no it is clear thl.t 
Ste. Beuve's .k1.í »i o;;ieinn of Goethe the man is equally hija in 
dmira.tion for him s critic., 
Laye it úown that Goethe's judgment on French Liter,.ture 
may b. regaaxded from two caifferent standpoints. In his e .rlicr 
Oays (ìoetne's real task we to lead Germany from sterile 
imitations and to teach her to build for herself e house on 
i Ls ouri foundations. Yet uesl,ite trie i .,port <,nce of Minis task 
wriu ais intense absorption in. it, Goethe always found time to 
appreciate and love French Li tereture of the 18t1í century. 
.110-one, states Ste. Beuve categorically, nias ever better defined 
the 
i. 
r.,tiriu.s of men like Voltaire, Buffon, <a.r1ú. Li.de.rci. Ano not 
only the .giants of these days, :gut the secondary and mi or 
uri tors such as Olivet, Tro iblet, ee Blanc ana others, received 
dis discriinatirié¡ praise. 
After the Revolution, however, Goethe's admiration und .r" -- 
:went a crzra.nLe. For l'aile. de Staël and Chateaubriand, Goethe 
see.o.ed to entertain no greet liking.3" Ste. _..,euve is not 
prepared to object to Goetee's faint praise of either. Rather 
the reverse indeed: "les at nies purement a' art et de forme, et 
cale phrases dénués die ce Eenre d'invention fertile, et doués 
1. Ibia, 3Ol . C. also Port. litt., II, 307 and ;,ouv. lunuis, 
Il, 30 (already quoted on p". 135. , for similar references by 
St.. ieuve to :3crxiegel's lack of symp;.thy wit.r.c French 
.i,it.,rature. .ate. Beuve evidently misseu. Goetne's rema-.rik 
upon Schled.,ei's harsh criticism. of .,.,.oli7cre: "sae (Schlegel) 
felt that nau ne liveo in the time of . u1ibre, the latter 
would Piave made fun of n.irrt. " ((.p. Goethe- ,ckermann 
Ges[ari cn.e , : arca 28th, 1827) 
2. Cp. especially the Conv ors; .tions dated :Lee. 16th., 1826 and 
Jan. 3rd, 1830. 
Cp, also lu.nuis.. II, 288, 299; Lewes's :Life, 449; 
anu >cdiller-c,oet';m.e's Cdespräcne , Duc., 21st, 1803. 
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dune action simplement viae,re, se trouvent en re-alit bien 
moins grands qu'ils ne p. raiss.:nt, et, le ;aremier bruit tombé, 
ils ne revivent 0..s® 
"Yet if Goethe did not too highly esteem. these two elders 
whza.t dia irltere.st was the younger sc.riool of 1 24 w,:a.ose 
li ter.r; organ was 'Tie Globe.' "Ah'," says Ste. Beuve , ni th 
touch, no doubt, of pardonable vanity, a.nu :,.lso ni th a touch 
of exaggeration, "ici Goethe se montra vivement attiré et 
iot resse:. Il se sentait compris, devine par des Frnnçais 
pour la premi?re fois, il se demandait d'oú venait cette rece 
Louvel] e qui importait chez soi les ides trap ¿ -:eres , et qui 
les maniait avec nne vivacitc ̂, une aisance, une l;res esse 
inconnues ailieur:.a. z' í..t, . neuve is ruor;st anxious Lo point out 
the go' d influence which his former journal exercised upon 
Goethe. it is tue, however, that he quotes Goethe's critic ..l 
remerks w iic.d immediately follow, in which the French are 
accused of a lack of any solid oasis, ut chose iiternture the 
German influence is gradually improving. But Goethe's next 
remarks show his increasing a.irohation, thanks to the influence 
upon .hap of The Globe' or at any rate, so Ste. Be:<ve noulú 
have itm The contributors," Goethe had said, "are men of the 
world, cheerful, clear in their views and bola to she l:-st degree. 
In Maier censure they are doliscìed and 'galant' ; whereas our 
German er tics, on the contrary, imagine they must hate t.iose 
who do nbt think like themseives. I consider the Globe' amongst 
the most interesting of our journals . rd I could not do witLòut 
3 , 
. 
it." And Goethe is gain qu ted "The French are irn rovingL 
1.. iíouv. lundis, III, 304. riere, as well ,s in so many othei 
plac. s, it is clear to see that Ste. _neuve never gets over 
his dislike for Chateaubriand. 
. Ioiu, 304. 
3. Cp. Goethe- Eckermann Convers., 24th . ov. , 1824, ana June 
liti: 182u. 
4. Ibid., ist June, 1926,. 
a-ae dese-rving of etudy. I have lately. been striving; to form 
an pinion of the present state of French Lit rature and if 
I succeed I shall express what I think...., It is very inter - 
; <;sting to :iee that these influences which we experienced :i.ozia 
1 ago are nor beginning to work on the French." 
It is inueed amusing to observe trie meek way in which Ste. 
_..euve receives t.rese somewhat patronising remarks; "Le 
movement romantique," he says, docilely, "se confondait un peu 
>.lors eri France .. avec le mouvement religieux et néon 
2. 
catholique . ., . " ;What could and would he not have saiu sonie 
six years before if so fine an opportunity was thus thrust into 
his Hands of exercisin£; 'rais powers of sarcasm! But it cannot 
be ueniect that Goethe's observations are correct; for Gerliany, 
which had so lore; toiled in heavy imitation of France was now 
reaping her revenge, and tige tables were turned. i evertheless 
the fact that .ate Beuve not only quotes Goethe's ;fraise - 
which cannot but appear, at least, conuescenctin; - but actually 
and obviously agrees with it is yet another convincing, proof 
of ais frac s: honesty as a critic es well as of his sincerity 
as a Goethe- lover. 
Again, now ready is Goethe to ay tribute to real talent 
3. 
exclaims :ate. Beuve. Je quotes part of a letter which Amp re 
wrote to Aue. Récamier, The quotation deals with Goethe's 
profound respect for rien like :.icolire and Racine, La Fontr_;frae 
and Béranc.er, and at the same time, glows with admiration on 
the part of Ampere for Goethe. There follows another lengthy 
Ibiu, Jai;. 21st, 1827; cp. also Conyers, of 6tH Larch, 183( 
Iii ouv. lundis, III, 306. 
Kay 9th, 1827 cp. also Goetrie -i cker!riaa.nn Conyers., ay 
4ta-, 1827, aescribing Ampére's visit to Goethe who was 
inspired teereby to fresh interest in French Li teratere. 
extract from tae Conv, ;rs+...tion of :;o.; 3rd, 182'7, in "whit_h Goethe 
dud praised the social life of France to trie disadvantage of 
Ger any, "in Germany," he dad said, we all lead a very 
miserable kind of life, ., . our talents Und men of brains 
are scattered through all German,. , . each a hundred miles 
from the other so that personal contact and personal exchanLe 
of ideas may be regarded as trie exce .,tic,. <....... Sut now conceive 
a city like Paris, where all the highest talents of a great 
singuom < re gathered together in a single place .... not the 
Paris of a dull spiritless time, but the nineteenth centur. 
Paris, in wh.ica, i during three generations, suces men as -oliiro, 
Voltaire, IA.derot and the like have kept up such a flow of 
intellect as is not to Se found twice in one place throughout 
the whole orld... , . 
"Certes, ' says Ste. Beuve sith relish, "de tels témoinages 
rendus avec cette rnagnific:..nce, et venant de quelqu'un eta 
s'est toujours passé de Paris, ne sont as .uurailiants pour cette 
nobble tete ue France!" And the noble head of France Dula have 
been 
still further fron humiliation if Ste. Beuve had quoted a little 
more of this speech of Coethe's. S'or the German poet goes on ti 
attack his own country : "on the other hand that a ; itiful 
figure we Germans cut! .. , . we Germans are of y°esterda;' 
a few centuries more must still elapse before so mues ,.:rind and 
elevated culture c ill become universal amongst our people that 
they will appreciste beauty ... , and that it will be said of 
Lhem 'it is a long ti .e since they were barbarians.'" it is 
sif;nifica.st of the great advance which Ste. Beuve had made in 
his knowledge and apurecistion of Goethe and of Germany that he 
should have refrained from adding these last remarks to his 
quotation, 
So the Second Causerie closes with a blaze of dazzling 
1. : uu-u . lundi :r , III, 30Y. 
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nomes - Cousin, Guizot, Gt. Simon, David, 'erim' e and 
',éra.nt.;e;r.° - on all of whom Goethe had passed judgment ano on all 
of whorrr Ste. Beuve tells us "Goethe avait les jurements les 
ietax for.idt;s et les elus cíqeitables: . 
The Third Causerie opens with the assertion that goethe 
v:as never a genuine romantic nd Uid not share "dans le sons 
et l'esprit du moyen-,c»'2 . The assertion is a true ono for 
ais only real masters were Herder e Classical antiquity 3 3' 
anu :ate. 'Beuve points out that Goethe, despite his Goetz von 
erlichin,_,en and his admiration for uott's novels, diú not 
rea.11y approve uf the romantic movement. Ste. '.euvo- uoLin 
Goetrie's own evorus, shows that the German poet aad never any 
liking for political poetry - although he made a rat ,.er 
curious exception in the case of 73eranger. 
.. ckermann's rather tactless remark about the reproaches 
emetitties levelled against Goethe for not tai. ing up arms u.uri .b 
rye J apoleonic wars is next referred to, evidently with the 
. 
aim of allowing Goethe to rebut it 
S 
And here again :r a 
signii'icant difference eetween the manner in which St:. T3euve 
de .ls with the reproach and that in which he aea.lt with une 
of a similar nature in the Bettina Causerie. In the latter 
cese, one feit that Ste. neuve found a ;. ertain malicious 
enjoyment in alluding to Bettina's nonsensical gush in 
connection with Andreas Hofer.'' In the present article, 
however, he hastens to quote almost in fell Goethe's eloquent 
1. Jouv. lunuis, III, 312 
:. Ibid, 313; c_á. also Goethe-Eckermann Conyers., April 2ne, 
1829. 
7 . Cp. Tiosseixt T op. cit., 415. 
4. And even Goetz "becomes a rebel not because he wants to 
revolutionize the present, but oec:A.use he wants to uphold 
the past.' K. Franc.Ke, op. cit., 341. 
5. Ce. Goethe- dckersraa.nhì Convers., ira.rch 14th, 183u. 
6. Vicie supra, 9. 155. 
113. 
reply ;'us .rin r aside all sneers, Ste. Beuve commands rais 
readers to hor..tour r oethe'r lofty sentiments and not to join 
in the chorus of Uetractioï 
Another insinuation against Goethe, namely, that n2 was 
jealous of Victor Hugo and Byron, St. . Beuve also .repudiates 
t.ith fine scorn. The objections which Goethe entertained for 
Votre Lame de Paris and for Byron's disregard of tiffe unities 
meet with Ste. Beuve's warm approval. jan:.: the French critic 
, ees on to warn his renders that "la nature de Goethe etai L 
la plus opposée possible cet étroit sentiment cue rivalité 
et de jalousie qu'on lui .,rêts . .. conte il sent les larges 
natures! somme il est loin des denigreïaents des esprits 
inférieurs' °' Other quotations follow with the purpose of 
showing forth Goetae's all-comprehending and all -embracing 
judgment and his unstinted admiration for genius in any form 
:IArabeau, Iapoleon, !.ozart, Phidias, Voltaire, 
oliere: . >oa. - "a quiconque la meri!,e il la donner. 
..Axed so - "Je m'arrête: j'ai f .it raisonner bien des 
touches, et sur toutes, le e nie de (oet.he a répondu cornice un 
orgue immense. 3. 
Little can be sad of Ste. Beuv..'s estimate hure of (oetne , 
save t nst it is hone with a most infective enthusiasm The 
great poet has been put vividly and sympathetically L fore our 
eyes. The truth of every dictum is proved s, exact references 
to Goetne's on words: each critical remark is carefully 
documented, and the whole is solidified and unified by a smooth 
and gracious understanding Whi _; Y! can indeed come only from 
l:. .i oui . lunuis, III, 324. 
.,. Ibio, 324. 
3. Ibiu, 328 
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genuine knowledge arru affection. Cne might perhaps regret 
thnt hardly < nything has been said about Goethe' s actual works. 
But it is obviously tae 1:1an and not the writer waich rias chiefly 
interested. tyre critic: 13euve's tendency to concentrate on 
the personal equation was a favourite one, and has been noted 
oefore now in these pages. But if little nas been said about 
Goetne's work;, nuch has been said, and rigatly, on his powers 
of criticism. For his glory as a poet and dramatist is 
sometimes apt to make us forget that in literary. criticism he 
was also a consummate master," What is, hwevör, 4 trie i Ä;norta.nt 
thin, for us to note here is that 3 e. Beuve h:a.s at length 
reached the nigiest loint ir:. the development, of his knowledge 
and unuerst._.:nc.ira,_ cf c oethe. 
X. GO TNH; AEU G.!J; . AYI 
1. 
Let us now endeavour to sum up Ste. Fseuve's various 
utterances on Goethe. 
it is clear that the gr.:at t erman writer was at first too 
remote fro - 3te. Beuve for the critic to have *lily real 
understanding of him. And even had Ste. Beuve had the desire 
to understand, his blindness to everything. but Gocthe's alleged 
egoism could have still proved an insurmountable Obstacle 
Tris is shown -- to take; one instance fro many - by the absurd 
statement he made so early as 1834 tli'..t the oo.rt's cor,tern;;tuous 
calm (I,ua <e) introauced a new conception of gre .:.tressa more so 
1. 
even than aid Byron's irony. iiow firmly Ste. veuve believed 
tcais may be seep, from his repetit.Lon of it in other words ano. 
2. 
Hume 3rou:nq op cit., p. 5. 
c`uoteú by Baldensperger, Goethe en France, Paris 1904, p.21 2, 
x1. 
17e 
in another place- Goethe's outward calm "domine eon talent 
ii s'en pique; cette supériorité ue calme jusque dans 
la verve n'est pas un on seulement en lui, c'est une prétention. 
Cela se raffine et va la malice, nuisiole toute grandour 
. entre cieux portes toujours 4pnistopheies s'entreveit.. In 
siwliar vein i2 the stre..niee contrast he makes between the 
epiritual elevation of Pascal eite the complete lack of it in 
Goethe and Taileyrand! 
2. 
Weil may one exclaim at the slight knowledge of Goethe 
which SLe. neuve ossessed at this time, and yet upon which he 
aid not hesitate to found such sweeping statements. The 
positiveness with which he ventures to judge the inmost heart 
of a world-gesiius is equal ,nly by the length he is distant 
,rom the truth: 
There are, indeeu, times when e. Beuve usually so just 
and moderate, seems completely to lese his te.,:per. In the 
above-mentioned passage from the 'Port Royal' he goes on to 
abuse Goethe as an unbeliever, weose moral principles are nil 
and whose inspirations are false, one of those who, :like Byron, 
Retz, Voltaire and idntenelie, are "mal vus en ce monde." 
3. 
It was not until almost after thirty years that the critic 
withdrew his taunts end insults and admitted that Goethe's 
u- 
"calme n'était pas de mais de ia force. 
Tieuve's understenainL of the great German was thus a long ana 
1. or. Roal, III, 356; quoted by V:. KUchier in the 
Zeitschrift für franzOsische 3pracne Bu.. 2U, s. 198, 
04- - LI L. 
2. Aow fond :Le. .eve was of bracketing toLether Goethe and 
Talleyre.nd: Ce. Goethe, le Talleyrane de l'art. (Port. 
litt. , II, 49. :lready quoted :,.163). 
3. C:e. on the other hand, the judgment of a critic, far 
inferior to te. ?eeuve in general literary matters, but 
superior to him in knowledge of the German spirit uinet 
had said, six years previoesly, with what we now know to oe 
the merest justice:- "L'infinité du doute ee cache en lui 
l'infinité de la (Revue des deux mendes, 15th Feo., 
1834, e. 357 quoted by Carré, Goethe en Franc 
4. o y. lundis, III, 296, already quoted . 163.. 
1. 7 8 . 
hesitating process, but it has, et least, the acv ntage of 
vivinL ample evidence of the continuous nd ever-increasin6 
development of his critical powers 
In the end he completely turns round, end whereas he had 
once been the carpinL critic, he now becomes, towards the end 
of Ais life, tee perfervid edeaire.e. :itness his humility 
"Ii (Goethe) avait le calme, il hebitait naturdliel6ent Les 
somedte. J'étaie l'homfte (;_es -vall6es." And here is the 
footnote added to the last edition of the Portraits ContemporainE 
which aepeared in the -.,ear after his ae6,th "Goethe, que je 
jugeais trop sevrement d'are des documents incomplete, 
s'est dessine-pus airple plus accueillant et tout liTait 
meilleur come genie, a la lumiere des nomoreux temeinages 
biographiques familiers qui ont entour6 et c;elaire-. nos yeux 
sa vieillesse." 
2.. 
So in the enu, Ste. Beuve is able to rid himself of his 
deep-set erej dices and to see in Geetee no loner a ULLrk 
phantom, powerful and sinister, but a mighty soul, strakely 
3 
rich anee beautiful - "an immense lake, a vast and calm mirror." 
C. 
Arid in tae s::Ds 7Jay 3s th a critic had for lone: cherished 
elind )rej,diceo againot GoeVle, ae he enLertained u strong 
eerti,pris eLe.irst German z-, although here, perhepe, he Add more 
excuse on eio side freece ene Gerelany _us always helu to be 
essentielly opposite in ne;krly ev2ry eerj, but especially in all 
ee 
Corresp., II, -letter of April eth, 1865. 
2, Port. Conte). , II, footnote p. 284. 
3, Nouv. corresp., undated letter, 3N: 
tnat to the arts. e have already seen that he 
¡;,ossesse:. a strange indifference to the theatre ; music ho 
never mentions; and it is in Italy thra.t he finds the gre tc.st 
painters a.nu scuïistors. As for literature "Le plus calcule; 
u_es kllor.ianus <a. encore àe: la naïveté, si on le compare 'a nos 
gra.n,:.s Thus il, is that he will approve of Villernain's 
neglect of German literature and. of (iis refusal to allow hiiuself 
to be influenced by it. he rebukes for following a 
course opposite to that of Villemain, and le will blandly assert 
"Je ne me figure pas qu'on dise 'les classiques allemands' 1 "3 
But step by st p ana ye. r by year, his natural shrewdness 
as well as his growing tolerance make him realise the absurdity 
maintaining fuis hostile attitude towards German ...rt; anu 
it is amusing to fina nun livriting later of Villemain; "J'ai 
connu de prs beaucoup de ces hommes, . Villemain en tete 
ont -ils jamais daigné, pour la science, regarder au -aelà. du 
4- 
ï Rhin!" And finally we find him aceiarine " "Cette connaissance 
u'Outre -r3nin et ue tout ce qui s'y passe est de plus en plus 
inuispensaole, et c'est être mancAot dans les choses de l'esprit 
S. 
que d'en 6t-,:e privé ._ 
Thus we have seen Ste. Beuve pass through three stages of 
mind with regard to G =ermany: in Ais hot youth, his entnusiasrrr 
bids .Him see th t art has no frontiers; .ut that enthusiasm is 
riot long lived anal we find him for :aany a year coldly indifferent 
to Germany; .rais prejudices, However, melt slowly uefores 
OMN 
Ct;. Caus. du ïunui XV, 368. The ent fusi.asm of his early 
gays on 'The Globe' (referred to on p.1 30) was not long- 
lived. 
C ,. Revue des deux mondes, Jan. 1st, 1836 quotec: by 
Kiichler, op. cit., 198. 
3. quoteu by iLüehler, op. cit., ide. 
4. iv. ouv. lundis. /LI, 444. 
b. ìJauv. Corresp. , letter of 12t,? Fea. , 1867. 
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growing knoA.edge which, if at no time: deep, was yet Lainirw in 
insight and tolerance:. 
Beuve's knowledgn of Goetae was, taen, almust entirely 
associated _ita the .ian ,a not with nis literary 
,utput, there is no evidence to snow thLA Lie critic ever 
possessed at the very most anytiniz but a vague, ii i Le .nu 
second-hand .no-wleciLe of oethe's mastereieces. i;Or, apct 
frem 'WertAflr the Goethe-'ettina Letters and 'Lae -oetne- 
JiSclermann Conversations, there remains not.ainL but a few brief 
allusions to 'Faust' waica cannot be interpreted as proof of a 
knowledge of ai4 other sort. 
And may- one not be excused Lae suspicion that, as Ste. 
Beuve Ì1.....0 been almost at the one extreme in ais ignorance and 
uisdain of Goetae, so, later he tends to trn to tae opposite 
ark., tht ais praise for the great man savour c of fulsomeness - 
Lhat it resembles too closely the b.ckward seep of the x?endului-A? 
Certinly if the critic aL.O. had a sounder foundation of 
knowledge of German literature tae )raise wo;Ad appear te us 
more discriminating, more firza: convincing. 
it is indeed fairly certan tt Ste. Beuve hau a very 
supsrficial knowledge both of German and Geran literre fld 
it is possible to define the limits of that knowleLLg of 
literilture vdth a ;.e...sonable deree of exsctness 
Priot to tiie eigateentA century, xle :.new practioaliy 
nothini_ and tais, uespite fleeting refere ces to the 
'fiibelungenlied', to Hans Sacas, .:¡:,ither von ar ogelweide and 
the lie. f:f the eigateenth century nowever, ae must 
been acquainted with its È:,enerai course and tendencies. or in 
L. 31)ouv. Corres). letter of Feb, 12ti, 1867. 
179. 
odditien to tee) lubela te atteeaes te verious authore s', but 
waich help us not at all, he meet likely understood tee purts 
playeu by such eutstaeuine men as Lessine, Herder, elopstock 
anu einckelann. hu1e one can neither eufinately aeny eim 
such uneerstaneing nor, un the otaer hand, fully creeit eiee with 
it, yet tee probability is that he know more than his scttered 
utterences would tend to show; end it is fairly safe to aseume 
that to a critic of his powers, literere reformers iiee dose 
jut mentioned, who were not ee vry far eistant from AiM in 
time, were almost bound. o excite tie interest even although ne 
never actual-le wrote about the. For he was certainly one of 
w'iom it is true to say that lie was always leerning, always 
keeping a quick eee on the literary eorizon even up to his last 
clays. As we heve eireadye arid more than once had occaeion tu 
remark, the fact caneot be too stroegiy empAusiseu taut his 
eersonal literary inclinations were aleays more or ieSS iiedeeu 
by taose of eis public. Had iii knowledge been not so entirely 
anu firmly eased on French culture, ene especially if he lieu 
observed more strictly his own dictu "Etueions avant ue nous 
prononcer," then the bridges which ae has built from one mine to 
anctaer an from one people to another woulu have eeen breeder 
anu stronver and leu more surely ene uirectly to the truest kind 
of humanise- 
1. Kant is "le type entier et accempli cte métaphysicien," (Cause 
du lunui, XiLI 316); Jacobi is "un'philosophe aimable: 
délicat et pur," (Ibid. V, 366); Klopstock's Messias - did 
Ste. Beuve ever reed it? - "est une Lille des grandes oeuvres, 
de la Diviee Uoméeie, eu ParaUi pereu.,.' (Cerateaubriand e 
son groupe II, 183). This last opinion offers a goou 
example of the eenner in waiee etc. -.3euve repeats a cliche' 
which seers to be generally admittee. if he eaa reelly known 
elopstocte lengt by poem, weela he h.ve insisted on placing 
it so close to tae masterworks ef eilten anu Dante C. 
Selss "... from all the discoveries of aeavenly beings anu 
evil spirits, from all tile descriptions of celestial spheres 
anu the sentiments of the auteer nu leek; taan from n.s aeroes 
we become almost bewilderee, anu mise tee often the stirring 
ection required in epic poetry. The eurformance, indeee, 
resembles tatter un oratorio than an epopee." (Lite of 
Germany, 109). Cp also to the same effect, Bessert. (oe. 
cit. , 30/-8) ; Scherer, (eeschichte der deutschen Lit. , 424); 
Emu Macaulay's reference to the fee-faw-fum of Klopstock. 
(Essay- on eilten). 
18G. 
XI. C GilC:LU á I ().id . 
1 
"ea vraie aaribition dans mon eenre a celle-ci: etenure 
la critique littéraire tous ceux qui ont 'C.:crii; ...o üe cette 
i'a9oF-.i, can étend .i.cc, cliä:,tj; c..e lr:,, critique littéraire autan:; cuc 
ocsible , on n'est ferme' p<:.r aucun c 6té et l'on est, par 
conoe;qcuen t ce _as se v6ri table esi.jeit moderne.' Taus Ste. 
3euve wrote towards the end of :liS life, and the practice ìrchiCa 
eolloared ,:t, Lais theori, iLc;i, almost inevitably, to a certain 
va: 'Lleness and ine.tßc2s7.on of outline which was bound to tké)tr...,e:t 
from such influence as these tenets exercice. Intolerance, Gle; 
maintained, was a fault essentially kreneh end was due to the 
tendency of Frenchmen to carre their seese of logicality to 
extremes. That fault was but seldom one of his own failinL:;s 3. 
fror he dealt with life ana liternature with a maeit,ium of good 
sense end a minimum of mere logical e. fusìveriess. 
-. 
This 1s.ch of c.t.f'inite system :las na.ttura.l.ly its olfraa decided 
a,avanta es, since suis frequent changes of mind Eenera11y resulted 
for hie-self, in a clearer insight a:,u. una.erstanain ;; tneti 
explain one of tills favourite mottoes. ''Vous sommes mobiles et 
nous ju >_eons des etres Mobiles. `° 
On tie otter no..rd , the reader is too often left °'f1oeAenE 
- unaecideu even as to what his (the critic's) own definite views 
of the iT:L.11 3 or tile aYUrx'S value, rLl..i,t2un, osi t2ults e,ay Je, 
Tou often inUee:. the .reader cannot see th' wood for the. trees 
6, 
1 orre se.. , II9 letter uf San. 16th, 1867. 
a?uv. i;.and.is, X, 197, cp. also Sarolea, .i+:ssaiw de 
ç,hilosopbi_e et de litt,, 92. 
v. .:ch uf the envy end bitterness so often attributed to iliee 
naß now Ueen proved to be l:..reely fal.se. C. Choisy Ste. 
elAYeó .,,'ho]:.r;me; et le :docte, 192r. L.le J. 
4. "Sans doute, il n'i3. jamais G1i.eCse idn s;;J'r3tti3a71e' u1s critique 
cor.,c lei a. peur des affirmations' trod vastes, troe 
d3r41clst's. 
n (Taine, r. c k'Cjw ! .., 9, 
,ot 
lair.i  s.,i. de crat,i et íi :ïst ...). 
:?m Cp. Brandes, o;_). cit., 324-. 
6. Swir,i:sUur, , Hist. ;:f Crit. , III, 3.'7-s. 
And this indistinctness, this vagueness cf formulas, could. 
not ciirectl; ic:r.:.0 to the creetiorn of a e.nuir:.e scAool uf literary 
criticism based on .rnis methods, Those .I.eter critics .o i.:iu 
C:nU.e:_i,v(JìAr to imitate :tes. lieuve, out who laa.ckvG. his keenness art(,: 
iits kor y,s ci,.ologicra,l analysis, tl3nV-eu to ciegenerate into 
-anecdote ana ue..cription of trivial incidents. Those who most 
nearly approached him in intellectual attainments a.nd who were 
his avowed disciples, tended to move e.way from him so far as 
methods of literam criticism ere concc.rneu.:. Scherer, for 
instance, who worked witu ;-',te. Beuvi's bust always before hila, 
is cler rl,; interested in the general rather than in the 
.paarticulú.r, Ais criticism is truer to type than that of his 
I, 
chosen master. It is, perhaps, not very fair to Ste. -eeve to 
compare eis knowledge of forei ;n literature with Sc er.er's, since 
the latter was, chiefly owing to the accident of birth c:. raster 
of many languages besides his own. It is true, however, that 
tae student in search of accurate cosmopolitan information 
re ;aruin the nineteenth century ,.:ill consult Scherer cith more 
a,uvatitaLe than :ate. i3euve. 
iairle, w no was by eo :aea.ns en admirer of Schrer, was at 
one with him in tae heartiness of his homage to Ste. Beuve, and 
it is curious, and even amusing, ..o contrast his eagerness to be 
the continuer of Ste. Beuve with the latter's own anxiety to 
nark the points wherein he and Taine uiverge. 
3runeti6re, again, like Scherer, nau almost: a greater 
passion fur t.rie general th. t ::.te. i3euve hau for the particular. 
"The epigraph of I3runeti3re's ''_:volution de la poesie lerique' 
was evidently directed again _.t Ste. Beuve: "Whenever we are 
trying to get at the meaning of a complex phenomenon., it is 
1. Scherer realiseu th:.t Ste. 3euve's methods would not as 
e& ulu. not lead to the creation of a gentile school 'suJ. 
generis'. Cp his Etudes, IV, iii, where he goes so far a 
to say that Ste. Beuve himself felt ti.lis in the end. 
ueeless, :i.f not dan ,erous, to go too :,ir,uLely into uetailso"1. 
Lemaitre, although ne oft ,ri reminds us of Ste. :i3c:uvca 
e .tirely differs from him in that ale cultivates literar4. 
1. 
criticism wholly as an art; ana his interest s lie almost 
exclusively in the theatre, which attrcted euve not , .L all. 
;enan, too. can reduce a vast and imperfectly -knew subject 
like '3ucidhisrri to a few sweeping generalisations whicA ''r._'si ei. le 
T: +.fine's in t.iat triey are as falacious often è,,j t i.cy ,.ere, 
1,lausi > Le. "3' 
If, then, as the have tried briefly. to indicate, Ste. ieuJe's 
influence, tnout:::h paramount, was much less than might have Joen 
expected from so outstanding a write: - a veritable Prince of 
Critics, <;s Tine calls him - it will be clear thLt in the 
comparatively narrow, domain of his uealint s with : ngiish and 
German literature. the effects of these will not be numerous, 
t can;,ot be asserted of him that he popularised either of these 
literatures to anything like the same extent *whict 'h. Chases, 
critic not to be compared with Ste. Beuve on general grounds, 
ìL. e regards ..r,lish literature. T e letter's "XVIIIe. 
siècle en àngleterre" (1840), and his verious studies on the 
litero::ture and manners of i;n land in the sixteenth a.nd in the 
nineteenth centuries, as well es other works dealing especially 
with the .i nglisri novel, accomplished much in this respect. 
Taine, úf co :rse, created eA or sous influence 1;o the same 
end, and it is not an exaggeration to assert th t for fifty 
years after the appearance of his History, the french have based 
Lhe greater part ef t ieir conceptions regarding us, as well as 
1. quoted by Babbitt, op. cit., 301. 
Lerria.i tre as., however, ú "hoirinie de sa terre" if there ever 
;as one! 
3. Babbitt, ci' 9 2'/7 .. 
183. 
our literature, upon eis worn. We shoulu be glad, inciùenta, ly 
tn,_.t rie ûffereu them so pleasing a juu ;merit. ti:hatever be tiffe 
actual value of nis critical prohoúnuer,ients -- anu it is, after 
all, a uolicatc matter to lay uovan the law in what is so le rely 
an ta.ffaìr of personal tas - the work itself was ir,umerisely 
,)opu1 er, anu to its influence must be _attributed, to no swan 
': egree, the fact that from the seventies anu eighties onwarus 
Freeece received much more from us than she gave in return. 
?Et certes, si les nations avaient le sentiment ue la recoianais- 
:swrice historique, les Anglais caresseraient ues statues à. 
l'illustre riistorien úe la litter,,.ture angiaise.Jama.is écrivain, 
paB .ié.nc Voltaire, n'a plus fart our servir l'influence 
britannique. . n ... Grace d Taine, l'influence anglaise est 
uevenue un des facteurs les plus importants dans l'évolution 
contemporaine Ue la ;:rance, et l'on peut aire que jamais 
l'Angleterre n'a 6t6 t :feux connue que úe nos jours." 1 ' 
Another who alu iauch in the same uirection was iviontégut 
with hie three stout volumes on moeerri iànglisn writers (1885), 
as viellas rais numerous contributions to the 'Revue Ices ueux 
mon:;.es' . Others which niigi,.t be grouped under this heading are 
Pilon, Jusserand, ela,che, Rémusat. Texte, a.i ;u M"ezières.1' 
As to German literature, it is not to be expected in view 
of what we have seen, that Ste. Reeve d, ci much to .lake it known 
to rais countrymee. Renan, with his bias toln,ares Berman riethoc:s 
of research ,..nu criticism, naturally old far more to make 
German scholarship anu speculation more or less familiar in 
France. So uid .;. -J. eiss with his epigrammatic essays on 
l. Sa.rolea, op. cit., 42 ana 43. 
,,. Cp. _Lamson. op. cit. , 1106. 
184. 
German literature a,nú manners, Caro, uesoite tau vogue in 
fasaiona.ble circles which reacteu so injuriously upon his 
reputation, was another critic of u.istinction who brought the 
inwardness of Goethe before his compatriots and Chuquet, from 
..pis chair at the Collè.ge ue France, .hu.s opened for many stedents 
a gateway into the fields of German liter ature. The Franco- 
Prussian '!tar had naturally a restraining; effect upon the free 
exchange of ideas between. the two countries, arau intellectual 
commerce was never su lively as between France anu this country.'" 
These remarks are not it need h -.rculy be saiu, to be taken 
in any way aerogator.. sense. We know that Ste. Beuve was not a 
"specialist'' in foreign litera_taree like most of the above- 
mentioned writers. It is only to be exì ecte.. therefore, thet 
tale fact, cobined with his lack of any very ecfinite eut -ana- 
urieu system:, should have led him to make only mouest attelats 
in trie matter of populerising foreign wor Ills own uoàtlain 
was, of a truth, ride and important enough to uern .nu fiais t;uiaing 
nano always safely at the helm. To stuuy French literature, to 
propagate and. defend it, .,as his great concern; and the :marvel. 
will always be that ne accomplished so much wita respect to 
other literatures as he did. Thet ecco ciplish.ient may be summed 
up in his own words á ".un li ttera.ture 9 je suis un grand 
reconnai °sour de terres nouvelles. e pasee en vue: je les 
signale; e.itielquefois j'y uéba.rcl;:.e 3 rarement je n'y eta.blis. 
In otnacr worus, it was his mission as .'egards .ún(;lish and German 
literatures to continue chat he so nobly did for his own 2. to 
point out the way to others - eot in the sense that he was first 
in the field or that he was always the mou L enthusiastic of 
guiues - but th .,t he, above all others, introduced that 
l. As far bac1. s 1840 Becker wrote his 10i.e:utscher ahein"° ana 
úcuictee 1, - it is aifficult to see why; - to Lamartine; 
A ue utit3e at once retorted with ais 'ee_l-+.rioì:n j.ie tri(;tic 
verse;e. 
185. 
"luminosity" of which Lowell so often s,.ac,::.! >s, ane which makes 
eis readers "savoir lire ... en jugea.et chemin faisant, et suns 
1. 
cesser de ;:;outel7C. " 
To feel tee virtue of the poet, to disengage it, to set it, 
forth - these are the three stages of the critic's ciiaty ec1<.Lreci 
Pater3" Read again the spirited defence of Pope aed observe how 
nobly hae Ste. 3euve fulfilled his dut; ' es have seen that, upon 
occasion, 11(.; stumbled, end that his knowledge in foreign fields 
ßvá2 sometiliies'xieagre. But we have also seen how much he knew 
and flow, again and again, he rings triumphantly true. These 
flashes of .psychological insight, almost godlike in their 
perception, ouch as meet us in the articles o;:i Cowper - essent- 
:ially an English type of intelligence altogether forei;.;n to u ::l:; 
French - more than ,:make amend for any sins of omission and 
comedssion. As for system - "Away with systems. .. let us 
breathe the air of trie Enchanted Islaná. " 
4 
Sty:. Beeve's influence at its closest is to ue associated 
wit's_ the popularising of ing)_isn poetry. In wishing to 
introduce into his own literature the sweeter, fL'esher ;n ;lish 
et.mos`)he e, he was striving against the evils wrought by the too 
rapid develop; :sent of industry .1-.hich, profiting by the disco'ver'ies 
of science, >.as indeed r.ising tae 'bourgeoisie' to a condition 
of pilysical eel.l-beingy :;lut, instead. of re-acting favourably. 
upon the mental and moral faculties cf the masses, this physical 
well- being was Joint; the opposite. Ste. neuve saw everything 
being transformed into terns of materialise so that liter turc 
leas losing both force and dignity. s. "Les' Anglais ont une 
i.. C,.>. Prose ','forks, II, 166. 
. :..uoteu iiy .Pelissier, or>. c., t. , 30;i, 
. 4. Tae Ren:a.isse,nce, 11-i-. 
4. Cp. Jereditèi, Ordeal of Richu:rd. Feverel :.°e. 19. 
ü. C . 'I?e la litt. inaustriclle' (Port. contr-,,<ip. I,) ana 
'Quelques virités sur la sit-et-ion ae la. litt.' (ibid, 
186. 
li.tt6r:a.t'ure poétique supérieure la ritre et surtout plus saine, 
plus pleine. "L Again, "Ce que j'ai voulu on critique, 9' . 6t6 
ct' introuuire ui e sorte ue ch rme 
_ 
et en , : ;êr. e temps plus de 
2. 
.reali t é qu'on n'en mettait aup<a.ravant. " reeall his allusions 
to Cowper anu the Lake poets - tnesc "elder brotcìcrs ` of 'rais 
\.hose simple:, unadorned, (oï i, sti.c poetry xie st) ioVeU ¿. X.. admired_ 
as a poet himself, he he. ci alreau.y done his beet Uc this ene. 
"Une gloire poétique comme celle de Goldsmith ou ue Cowper serait 
la couronne ue :.es roves," anu he aciu -ed., ex :la4w" torily, 
"Colu.sinith ou owper chez. les .a_,oc? ::r.nes, Catulle ou Théocrite chez 
1 s anciens!" 
We have seen how willingly he gave a hand to check the 
influence of Byronism; .. Estcve maintains tiw.t te. :leuve's 
"Consolations" helped_ to "éreinter le romantisme. How nucA 
more then must nis cool reception of the Byronic genre anu his 
u-ruent propaganda for the Lake school have accomplished! In 
s 
18259 'ieeot h<.kd presented. . ordsworth as °un etre a past, qui 
uevait avoir des adeptes )lutot que des lecteur: ~." and L3te. 73euve 
_as certainly a whole- hearteU "adepte. " 'hen, ten years Litar, 9
the influence of Romanticist :i in its individualistic form gradually 
uiininisheci, and people, tiring of the outpourings of the ego. 
looked around for t:ie other interests, c it be denied tht the 
poetic doctrines preached Uy :ate. Tleuve did not play their pert 
in causing ,;middle -class virtue - the "lyric e du pot-au-feu" - 
1. Lette' to trie Abbé Constantin, L;arch 26th,. 186i.. 
2. Prem. lundis, HI, 546. 
3. Cahiers, 124. 
4. Cp. o,. cit. , 251. 
b. Voyage .t.iist, et litt. en Angle erre et en 1+àcosse, II, 366. 
187 
- tu triu::.pn ovJ: ::,ber.ra.tioïio? 
l . 
Anu so, beside the signal .services e rendered r:ß.11 ais 
reaue.rs - .French- speaking ano otherwise - by eringir1 . before them 
in these vivici and delightful word -pictures, Cowper and Pope and 
Goethe anca. Gibbon his other benefits to .his own li ter;.;.ture in 
widening. and sweetening its scope may yell ,..ke as say of AiM; 
s Dryden said of Shakespeare, ",:ie.re ì s c, oc.' s piers ty . " Ido 
wonder Taine wrote 'J'ose ajouter, en pesant exactement toutes 
nies paroles, qu'en l'r:::.;..ce et dans ce sioie, il (Ste. '3euve) a 




It is a curious coincidence that :;te. Beuve. should, on the 
one hand, have encouraged the ''Sce.00i of Decay' b;, his 
"Joseph Delorme," and, on the other, turough his 
"Coneolatons" gone to the other extreme. 
Lerriiera Essais, 189:., t,. 61. 
188. 
APPEND IX. 
It has been said that French turned into English is 
always a woeful spectacle, - "the pale corpse of what was once 
rare and radiant ".1' The opposite can also hold good, but he 
would surely be hypercritical who maintained that Ste. Beuve, 
in the following translations, was a murderous 'tre,.<-aitore' and 
not a careful ' traduttore'. In any case, they are not the 
work of one whose knowledge of English was merely mediocre. 
(Cp. p.14). It will be remembered, too, that Ste. Beuve 
deliberately termed his versions from the German 'free'. 
The translations given here are of some of those pieces 
in hich Stie. Beuve took special pleasure. 
I. COWPER. 
'To Mary'. 
The twentieth year is well -nigh past, 
Since first our sky was overcast; 
Ah, would that this might be the last: 
My Mary: 
Thy spirits have a fainter flow, 
I see thee daily weaker grow; 
'Twas my distress tù.at brought thee low, 
My Mary: 
Thy needles, once a shining store, 
For my sake restless heretofore, 
Now rust disused, and shine no more, 
my Mary: 
Thy indistinct expressions seem 
Like language uttered in a dream; 
Yet me they charm, whate' er the theme, 
My Mary: 
Thy silver locks, once auburn bright, 
Are still i,ore lovely in my sight 
Than golden beams .:i' orient light, 
My Mary: 
And still to love, thuugh prest with ill, 
In wintry age to feel no chill, 
.Jith me is to rye lovely still, 
y Mary; 
A Marie. 
"ILa vingtième année est bien près d'étre écoulée, depuis que 
pour la première fois notre ciel s'est obscurci; ah: puisse 
cette fois être la -dernière, 
Marie:" 
"Tes esprits ont un cours moins rapide; je te vois chaque 
jour devenir plus faible; c'est ma détresse qui t'a ainsi 
réduite si bas, 
a Marie: " 
1. Cp. Birrell, Collected Essays, II, 207. 
"Tes Aiguilles, toute une collection brillante, iniatie;ablee 
jusqu'à présent pour noi, maintenant se rouillent inutiles et i 
brillent plus, 
Aa ?':a r i e l" 
"Tes paroles indistinctes semblent comme un lane :.:age murmure 
darse un rêve; pourtant elles me ch rment, quel qu'en soit is 
sens, 
Ma lari e: " 
"Tes boucles argentées, autrefois d'un chatain luisant, sore 
encore plus belles à mes yeux que les rayons cior6s du soleil 
levant, 
Ma Marie:" 
"Et toujours aimer, bien qu'accablée de maux, dans l'hiver 
des ans ne sentir aucun froid de coeur, cour moi c'est être la 
plus aimable tou,; ours, 
Ma àax i e S " 
C.L. XI,118. 
TO THE REV. JO.I::N N é,'.;'TON. 
Olney, April 16, 178C,. 
bince I wrote my last we have had a visit from 
I did not feel myself vehemently disposed to receive him with 
that complaisance from w hich a stranger generally infers that 
he is welcome. 'ay his manner, which was rat.iier bold than 
easy, I judged that there was no occasion for it, and that it 
was a trifle which, if he did not meet with, neither would he 
feel the want of. 1e has the air of a travelled man, but not 
of a tr velled gentleman; is quite delivered from that 
reserve which is so common an ingredient in the English 
character, yet does not open himself gently and gradually, as 
men of polite behaviour do, but bursts upon you. ell at once. 
'.e talks very loud, and when our poor little robins hear a 
great noise, they are immediately seized with an ambition to 
surpass it; the increase of their vociferation occa:skoned an 
increase of his, and his in return acted as a stimulus upon 
theirs; neither side entertained a thought of giving up the 
content, which became continually more interesting to our cars, 
during the whole visit. The birds, however, survived it, anu 
so did we. They perhaps flatter themselves they gained a 
complete victory, but I believe . ?Tr. could have killed 
them both in another hour. 
"AU Rk,V'.'Lt+' D JUií.i.V 3V.EVJCiE, " 
Ulney, 16 avril, 1780 
".Cppuis que je vous ai écrit la dernière fois, nous avons 
eu une visite de II.. Je ne me suis peint senti grandemen 
disposé ô, l'accueillir avec cette prévenance d'où un étranger 
peut conclure qu'il est le bienvenu. A sa manière, qui est 
plutôt hardie qu'aisée, j'ai juge que ce n'était point la. peine 
190. 
ici, et que ce ne serait qu'un soin futile qui, en eenquant, 
lui ferait peu de faute. Il a l'air d'un hymmo ej. a vu du 
pays plutôt que d'un homme comme il faut qui a vo, ;: e;é; il 
tout à fait secoué cette réserve qui entre si' or:inaireeeet 
dans le caractère anglais; et cependant il ne e'oevre eoin 
doucement par degrés comme font les dens de ni r:i res eo. iee, 
mais il vous éclate au visage tout £i. la fois. i1 Marie i.,.'_3- 
haut, et quand nos deux pauvres petits rouges -Borges entendir- 
:ent ce grand bruit, ils furent pris aussitôt d'une émalatien 
de le purpasser. En levant leur voix, ils te tirent encore 
hausser la sienne; et cette voix grossie :Iewr devenait, & son 
tour, un nouveau stimulant. aucune des demm eseeties 
n'entendait abandonner la lutte, qui devint die plus en Glus 
inquiétante pour nos oreilles de toute la visite.. Les 
oiseaux, cependant, y survecurent, et nous aussi, ils se 
flattent peut -être d'avoir remporté une co eplète victoire, maiE 
je crois bien que le monsieur les aurait tués toiss les cieux 
s'il était resté encore une heure." 
C.L. XI. 
II. POP E. 
But where's the man, who counsel can bestov, 
Still pleas'd to teach, and yet not proud to know? 
Unbiass'd, or by favour, or by spite; 
Not dully prepossess'd, nor blindly right, 
Tho' learn'd, well -bred; and tho' well -bred, sincere, 
Modestly bold, and humanly severe: 
Who to a friend his faults can freely show, 
And gladly praise the merit of a foe? 
Blest with a taste exact, yet unconfin'd; 
A knowledge both of books and humankind: 
Gen'rous converse; a soul exempt from pride; 
And love to praise, with reason on his side? 
Essay on Criticism, 11. 631 -642. 
"Mais où est -il celui qui peut donner un conseil, toujours 
heureux d'instruire et jamais enorgueilli de son savoir; que 
n'influencent ni la faveur ni la rancune; qui ne se laisse 
point sottement prévenir, et ne va point tout droit en aveugle; 
savant à la fois et bien élevé, et quoique ,sien élevé, sincère; 
modeste jusque dans sa hardiesse, et humainement sévère; qui 
est capable de montrer librement à un ami ses fautes, et de 
louer avec plaisir le mérite d'un ennemi; doué d'un goût exact 
et larde a la fois, de la double connaissance des livres et deo 
hommes; d'un généreux commerce; une âme exempte d'orgueil, et 
qui se plait a louer avec la raison de son côté ?" 
ee L. VIII, 121. 
A perfect Judge will read each work of it 
With the same spirit that its author writ; 
Survey the Whole, nor seek slight faults to find 
Where nature moves, and rapture warms the mind; 
.L'or lose, for that malignant dull deli; ;ht, 
The gen'rous pleasure to be charm'd with Wit. 
11. 233 -238. 
191. 
"Un juge parfait lira chaque oeuvre de talent avec le même 
esprit dans lequel l'auteur l'a composée: il embrassera le tout 
et ne cherchera pas â trouver de légères fautes là où la nature 
s'émeut, ou le coeur est ravi et trarisr>orte: il ne perdra 
point, pour la sotte jouissance de dénigrer, le généreux plaisir 
d' eLr e chartué de l'esprit". 
- 
Id..a. VIII, 121. 
''Pis not enough no harshness gives offence, 
The sound must seem an Echo to the sense 
Soft is the strain when Zephyr gently blows, 
And the smooth stream in smoother numbers flows; 
But when loud surges lash the sounding shore, 
When Ajax strives some rock's vast weight to throw, 
The line too labours, and the words move slow; 
Not so, when swift Camilla scours tin plain, 
Flies o'er th'unbending corn, and skims along the main. 
11. 364-373. 
Ce n'est pas assea e a'Offe }ser par aucune rudesse; le 
son doit sembler n'être que l'écho du sens. Doux est le 
courant du vers quand zephyr souffle avec grâce, et l'humide 
ruisseau coule avec plus de mollesse encore; mais quand les 
fortes lames fouettent la côte retentissante, le vers rude et 
raucr_ie devra rugir comme un torrent. Quand Ajax s'efforce de 
lancer quelque énorme quartier de rocher, le vers aussi travaille 
et les mots marchent pesa kerit: Autre chose, quand la légère 
Camille rase la plaine, vole sana les courber sur la tke des 
épis, ou effleure la cime des vagues." 
L.L. VIII, 12a 
aote Ste. Beuve's modesty as to the merits of his translations 
of lines of Pope "que je rougis de n'offrir ici que dépolis et 
dévernis en quelque sorte, dépouillés de leur nette et juste 
élégance." 
III. WORDS WORTH. 
highland Cot. 
jd.n. VIII, 12(J. 
;gee what gay wild flowers deck this earth -built Cot, 
Whose smoke, forth -issuing whence and how it may, 
Shines in the greeting of the sun's first ray 
Like wreaths of vapour without stain or blot. 
The limpid mountain -rill avoids it not; 
And why shouldst thou? - If rightly trained and bred, 
humanity is humble, finds no spot 
Which her Leaven- guided feet refuse to tread, 
The walls are cracked, sunk is the flowery roof, 
Undressed the pathway leading to the door; 
But love, as Nature loves the lonely Poor; 
Search, for their worth, some gentle heart wrong- proof, 
Meek, patient, kind, and, were its trials fewer, 
Belike less ha 1py, - stand no more aloof t . 
1.92. 
La Cabane du highlander. 
711e est batie erg terre, et la sauvage fleur 
Orne un faite croulant; toiture mal fermée, 
Il en sort le matin, une longue fumée, 
(Voyez) belle en soleil, blanche, et torse en vapeur: 
Le clair ruisseau :tes monts coule aupJ es; n'ayez peur 
D'a ,procher comme lui: quand l' ame est bien formée, 
On est hurnblet on le sait, pauvre r:.ce, serrée 
Aux rocs, aux durs sentiers, partout ou vit un coeur: 
;fous ce toit affaissé de terre et de verdure, 
Par ce chemin rampant jusqu'à la porte obscure, 
Venez; plus naturel, le pauvre a ses trésor ; 
Un coeur doux, patient, bénissant sur sa route, 
+,ui, s'il supportait moins, bénirait moins sans doute... 
.Ne restez plus ainsi, ne restez pas dehors: 
' oesies, deuxieme partie ».246 
and in Port. i., I, 342 -343. 
IV. Ul:i:I,A,^.3D . 
Die Zwo Jungfrauen. 
Zwo Jungfrauen sah ich auf derer Hügel droben, 
deich lieblich von Gesicht, von zartem Baue; 
ie blickten in die abendlichen Gaue, 
Sie s..esseri traut und schwesterlich verwoben - 
Die eine hielt den reckten Arm erhoben, 
Vindeutend auf Gebirg und Strom und Aue; 
ile andre hielt, damit Siebesser schaue, 
Die linke H :.nd der Sonne vorgeschoben. 
<ein ' Ii.nder, dass verlangen mich bestrickte 
Und dass in mir der susse Wunsch erglühte: 
"0, sass' ich doch an einer Platz von beideral " 
noch wie fier. inger nach den Trauten blicke, 
Gedacht ich im. besanf tigen Geri.ütet 
"Nein, wahrlich, Sünde wil r' es, sie zu scheiden." 
Deux Jeunes Idlles. 
Deux jeunes filies, là, sur la colline, au soir, 
Sous le soleil couchant deux tiges élancées, 
Légères, le front nu, c,»;me soeurs enlacées, 
S'appuyaient l'une à l'autre et venaient de s'asseoir. 
Itu2e, tux grands monts, au lac, ébloui »saut miroir, 
Du bras droit faisant signe, et disant ses pensées; 
L'autre, vers l'horizon aux splendeurs abaissées, 
De sa main gauche au front se couvrait, pour mieux voir. 
Et moi qui les voyais toutes deux ... et chacune, 
Un moment j'eus désir: "Oh: pourtant près de l'une 
: +tre assis:" me disais -je; et j'allais préferer. 
Xais regardant encor les deux soeurs sous le charme, 
1:ron désir se confond, tant mon coeur se désarmes 
"Non, ce serait péché que de les séparer:" 
Poésies, 2e partie p. 41b. 
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